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The September term of the Supreme Judicial Court opened at the court house Tuesday!
September 28th, with the following officers
and jurors in attendance:
Judge, Leslie C. Cornish of Augusta,
Stenographer, Fred L. Wilson of Portland.
Clerk, George I. Keating of Belfast.
Chaplain, Rev. Haraden S. Pearl qf Belfast.
County Attorney. Walter A. Cowan of Win-

Egg-Lay-

Contest. .Political Points.. Wedi;ig Bells.
-ur Letter from Crawfords. .Turkish
atrocities. .Coming Modes in New
.,rk.. Bangor Bank to Merge.
Lditorials. .News of the Granges.,
f
Federal Aid Highway Opened..
1 he Journal Industrial Supplement..
Letter from California.... An Extremely Partisan Administration_
Obituary. .Rockland Rumsellers Pay
Real
Heavy Fines-Transfers in
Letaie. .Real News.
of Belfast.
5 i he News
a Letter from the Mission Field..
'iGt
Colonel Harvey on “The Tragedy of
Mexico”. .Old BuckBport. .Aroostook
potatoes. .A Tribute to Rev. E. S.
i hilbrook.. A Fake Newspaper Const.. Mother Calendar for October..
j
The Poetry of Protection (poem).
oncerning Grade Crossings.. .Oldfashioned Weather Signs. .Sleeping
Between Boston and
ar Service
rtland. .The State Board of Trade,
Critchett Charges Fraud. .County
.rrespondence .Rural Mail Service
paired. .London’s Liquor Laws..
Call of the Boy (poem)..Porait of Gen. C. W?. Tilden,
^

terport.
Sheriff, Frank A. Cushman of Belfast.
Crier, Silas Bowler of Palermo.
Messenger, Willis B. Fletcher of Belfast.
Deputy Sheriffs, Frank E. Littlefield of
Monroe in charge of the Grand Jury; A. B.
Pay son cf Brooks in charge of the first and
Ralph Light of Liberty of the second Traverse
Juries.
.Among the out of town attorneys present
were: C W Hussey of Waterville, L M Staples of Washington, W C T Runnel Is of Searsport, County Attorney Walter A Cowan of
Winterport, Arthur S. Littlefield of Rockland,
Judge Frank W Halliday of Newport, Fred W
Brown, Jr, of Brooks, Harry E Bangs of Searsport, Albert R Blanchard of Bangor, J H
Montgomery of Camden, Harold M Cook of
Bangor, J W Manson of Pittsfield, Merritt A
Johnson of Rockland, James Libby of Unity,
Harvey D Eaton of Waterville, H H Thurlough of Pittsfield, F B Miller of Rockland,
Judge Forrest B Snow of Bluehill, W C Conary of Bucksport.
The Grand Jury. The Grand Jury
organized Tuesday morning with Capt. George A.
Warren of Islesboro as foreman:
Albert M Ames, Stockton Springs; C R
Andrews. Belmont; James Battles, Frankfort;

■

.report.. .Stockton Springs. .Ship
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Miss Harriet Carr of Portland is
visiting
Mrs. Sarah Sherwood, Union street.
Mrs. Robert Frank of Somerville, Mass., is
her sister, Mrs. Fred Timm,
High
street,

visiting

Mr. and Mrs. Albert H. Morse and little son
Monday from a visit with relatives in
Garland.
returned

Mrs. Annabel Walker Berry and a party of
friends from Rockland called on Belfast friends
last Thursday.
Miss Ruth Maffitt, B. H. S. ’15, is taking the
commercial work in the High School, Mrs.
Everett Banks, teacher.

Walter A Cowan entered:
Austin vs Austin.
Lewis vs Lewis.

Mrs. John Walton returned to Gardiner last

Staples vb Staples.
Blanchard vs Tryon.

Clark

vs

Tuesday after spending two weeks with her
sister, Mrs, Clair Harriman.

Clara.

Arthur Ritchie entered:
Clara A Willey, Appt vs Archie J Eager
Waldo Trust Co vs J P Clark.
B J Glidden, libt vs Mabel J Glidden.
W L West vs A F Quimby.
W B Twombly et ala, vs W R Whitcomb.
Fannie M Dyer, libt. vs Walter Dyer,
George D. Gerald vs James O Clifford.
N N Ulmer vs Dora E Ulmer.
Mary O Dodge vs Lona A Flanders.
Waldo Trust Co vs Charles B, Wellington.
E. D. Tapley vs Mrs Emily Flagg Patterson.
C M Smalley vs Port Clyde Cold
Storage
Fisheries Co.
Eugene D Tapley vs Emily Flagg Patterson,

et

ISLESBOKO INN BURNED.
Islesboro, Sept. 28, Isleaboro Inn,

vs

Amos F

[four

five years,

Sooner Pendleton sisters
ith
a

Bringing Chinese and Opium
to Philadelphia.
irom

Lewes, uei., unaer aaie oi

18th stated that for more than a week
,1(®e and immigration officials had been
Lilng •-Tl'shore on the pilot boat Philadel11 on tr.e
lookout for the schooner Pendle1
Sisters, which, it is claimed, sailed from
R
Morant, Jamaica, on August 28th for
®»de!phia, with Chinese passengers and
as rhe most important part of the carmainder being logwood for the
E«icat, Dyewood Co. The United States
^1 General at
Kingston, Jamaica, notified
depart ment of State that the schooner had
'•Contraband passengers and cargo aboard,
Ctnt! cretary of State transmitted the reP>

i:i 1

treasury department for investiexecution, Upon this information
detail of government officials *was
Delaware breakwater to watch for
ed vessel, and since that time they
u the lookout for the craft, in
doing

the

“'-t and
!-e

•;

1

|

ng seaward many miles to
it

intercept

claimed that the opium on the vesc
largest shipment of contraband merthat the Chinese merchants in Jamai^8 ever attempted to land in the United
if

;-8' being

large and valuable that six
tsse came
along with it to make a safe deC The arrival of the Pendleton Sisters at
so

'^eiphia Sept. 25th has been reported,
have seen nothing further in regard to

mutter. The Pendleton Sisters is commandi Japt. J. O.
Hayes of this city, and his

all gay that he would be the last man
wor Id to engage in the landing of either
**** or opium.

The Shoe Situation.

temperatures have imparted new life
‘fce f8tail demand for fall and winter shoes
Cobbers feel quite encouraged regarding
,jr- prospects. A better tone pervades the
leather situation, an optimistic sentibeen created by the report
'■ lbe long-deterred Russian contract for
top military boots has at last been
CQActual export business has been
1 of
iate, but more business from this
!er is
expected as soon as the foreign
*r‘ge situation is adjusted—Dun’s Review

s"‘r&!
| laving

fcfcth.

£9

was

called and testified

as

to

his

good habits, etc., and he was admitted to citizenship. Mr. Ira M. Cobe was called as a wit-

Kendall.

--

H E Bangs entered:
H L Dickey vs Herbert Black.
C O Sawyer & Co vs Herbert Black.
Manson George vs Herbert Black.

for Peterson, but had not known him a
sufficient length of time to comply with the
requirements of the citizenship law and the
case was continued.
Morris did not appear.
ness

The first civil case was opened before the
first jury Wednesday forenoon, with M. S.
Hatch of JackBon, supernumary, succeeding E.
S. Morse of Belmont, a relative of the attorney
for the plaintiff. Willis J. Knowlton of Liberty
brought an action to recover for trespass on
hie land in Montville by Lendon S. Cook of
Liberty, who on the 1st day of July 1914, cut
grass and hauled away for his own use two
tons of hay valued at $15. Eleven witnesses
were called by the plaintiff.
The case was
taken from the jury and the Judge ordered a
verdict for the plaintiff with 7,50 damages.
Ralph I. Morse; Arthur Ritchie.
New Entries.
Dunton & Morse entered:
Abbie Otis Kilgore vs Samuel R Stevens.
x^ucius C Morse vs Inhabitants of Montville.
Searsport National Bank vs F M Eastman.
Avis Cochran vs Bessie S Lovett.
Waldo Trust Company vs Belfast Amusement

Company.

Charles F. Drake

Oscar Cole.
Robert P Coombs vs William L West.
Ben D Field vs Laf orest F Allen wood.
Penobscot Bay Electric Co vs C E Britto.
Samuel Briggs, adm’r, vs Matilda B Joy.
Thomas Walker. Jr, trustee, vs Edmund V
Oxton.
The American Agricultural Chemical Co vs
vs

Chester Elwell.

Belfast Building Company vs Hiram Hoffses.
Belfast Building Co vs Herbert L Curtis.
Freedom, complainants, vs
ala.
Hazel E. Pendleton vs Ellery E. Pendleton.

Inhabitants of
Arthur Jackson et

H C Buzzell entered:
Katherine M Saunders vs T Marshall Saunders.
Irving Norwood vs Andrew J. Rokes.
Ida E Harvey vs Fred S Collins.
Beulah B Pelton vs Lewis F Pelton.
Jackson & Hall vs R E Harmon.
Jennie Burgin vs Rodney L Burgin.
John W Hobbs vs J Frank Green.
Mildred L Foss vs Fred Foss.
Edward Goodwin vs Emily Patterson, ap-

peal.

Mona L Littlefield vs Charles I Littlefield.
Frank C Whitcomb vs L A Dutch.
Mabel E Brown vs Lloyd R Brown,

Brown, Jr and F W Brown
Electric Co

vs

of Harvard chairman of the Executive
committee, has made public the text of a resoell

C E

Britto

Ritchie;

mizzen

lution adopted by the Executive committee in
THURSDAY, SEPT 30th.
which it is pointed out that “efficient
Stember Co vs Harold vicKeen, Hazil M Jelpreparation for adequate national defense is in no way
ison. J A Karners; D I Gould
W H Trundy, admr vs J B Kenney Run- inconsistent with the
of
the
purpose
League
nells; Manson & Coolidge
to Enforce Peace, but on the contrarv is essenE W Gilmore vs Waldo, Penobscot Light &
tial
thereto.”
Power Co W P Thompson; Towle
Charles M Young vs Morison Young BuzMany inquiries have been made regarding
zell; Littlefield
the league’s attitude toward m'illitary
preparEarle De Reese vs Eastern Maine Power and
edness, and for that reason the Executive
*>•
Developing Co Buzzell; Towle
Committee decided to publish its views on the
George Dwelley vs Same Buzzell; Towle
Fred Lowe vs Same
subject.
Owen W Sweeney vb Same
There iB no conflict on the part of the
George W Parker vs Same
James K Cleveland vs Charles S Abbott league,” says the statement, “either with the
Buzzell; Ritchie
reasonable and moderate pacifists or with those
Lilly S Jones vs B A Gross Buzzell; W S who advocate the maintenance in this
country
Mitchell
S E Rendell vs H S Moulton Buzzell; A P of a larger force for defense than we have had
hitherto. The league avoids two extremes
Sleeper
Happy D Cole Comp vs Robert Robinson ‘The entire logic of its declaration of purpose
Ritchie
shows the necessity of having
military power,
Fred W Brown, tax collector, vs Wm H while its plan of action would, if realized’
Ritchie
Quimby Brown;
exempt the nations from the necessity of
maintaining great and burdensome armies.
FRIDAY, OCT. 1st.
Collective, not competitive measures for seBelfast Water Co vs Inhabitants of the City
curity. as proposed in the plan of the league,
of Belfast Buzzell; Littlefield and Doak
are far less
and less likely to lead to
Belfast Water Co vs City of Belfast Buz- conflict than costly
those which would be taken
by
zell
States acting each for itself.”
Lute L Rogers vs Leslie J Ward Dunton &
At the meeting at which the league went
Morse; Manson & Coolidge
on record in favor of adequate preparation for
Amos Nichols vs Edward L Savery Dunton
defense, those present were President Lowell
& Morse; Bangs
of Harvard, President Hibben of Princeton
Frank A Cushman, sheriff, vs Joanna S Cyr
Oscar S. Straus. Samuel J. Elder of Boston*
Cowan; A L Blanchard
Theodore Marburg of Baltimore,
Philip h!
Joanna Cyr vs Charles F Drake Blanchard; Gadsden of South
Carolina. John Hays HamCowan
mond, General Frank S. Streeter of Concord
SATURDAY, OCT. 2nd.
N. H ; John Bates Clark, William B. Howland’
Luciu* C Morse vs Edwin Martin Dunton Frederick Lynch, William H. Short, Herbert S*
Houston and John A. Stewart.
& Morse; A L Thayer
L B Goodspeed Co vs The Frenchboro Land
&
and Fisheries Co
Ritcnie; Montgomery
Sears-Roebuck Co. Lease Freeport Shoe

Emery

the

long

which there

stretch of
were

buildings

between 80 and

Churches.

be,

cipleship.”
bervices will be held in the
Congregational
church next Sunday as usual, with
morning
service of worship and sermon at 10.45; subject, “Watchful Waiting.” At noon the Bible
school will hold its rally day, and at 6.30 the

Mrs. Charles M. Collins and little son Max
returned last Saturday from South Penobscot,
where they spent the past six weeks with
Mrs. Collins' parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank E
Blake.
I

Very little fire fighting apparatus
available and there was no chance of stop-

rooms.

was

ping its

progress.

The hotel property wa3 situated on a hill,and
the fire was a spectacular one. No other
property was endangered. Some of the furniBhings were saved. The hotel was owned by Dr.
Dixon of Philadelphia and managed by David
H. Smith of Islesboro.

Tbe field day and clambake at the city
park
last Saturday afternoon under the ausnices of
Leonard & Harrows Athletic Association
a success in all its features
despite the
low temperature and high wind. All
employees of the shoe
factory and their families, and
members of the city government,were invited,
and Mayor Charles R. Coombs and
family and
other city officials were present.
Early in the
morning the committee and their helpers were
the

was

busy engaged

cial Excitements.”

At tne metnodist church next
Sunday morning, Rev. Horace E. Seilers will speak on
“Out of Touch” and in the evening on “Life’s

Sunset.”

At

2.30 p. m., regular service at

in

clams and

the

preparing for the cooking

corn

to

put in the bottom of each barrel,
then covered with seaweed and the barrel
filled with ctamB or corn, with a
covering of
seaweed and bags to keep in the steam. Meanwas

urVoilo fLo

the

on

-L
•__
--B j.ii.j.aitu

park

ovens

and tables

were

Northport.

East

of

be served at noon. Ten
barrels were sunk iu the earth
nearly level
with the surface, five for clams and five
for
corn.
Half a cord of bardw ood was used to
build a fire in which hundreds of rocks were
heated, and when at their greatest heat a

Young People’s Society will hold its first regular meeting for the fall.
Prayer meeting
this, Thursday, evening at 7.30; subject, “So- quantity

UU11CXB

apr<

ad in

This, Thursday, evening at and near the pavilion. About twelve bushels
the prayer meeting, to be followed
by of clams and fifty dozen ears of corn were
the Probationer's Class. Friday
evening at cooked, and these with the coffee, milk and
7.30 meeting of the Boy Scouts in the
vestry, sugar were furnished and served free by the
to which all boys over 12 years of
age are association, and were supplemented by the
cordially invited. Next Tuesday evening busi- contents of individual lunch baskets. After
ness meeting of the Epworth League and all
dinner there was music by the Belfast band
members

urged to be present.
The children of the Junior congregation of
the Baptist church have presented to the
church a life-size picture of Rev VV. F. Sturtevant, The portrait is in sepia from the pastor's most recent sitting and is framed in brown
weathered oak. On the frame is a brass plate
lettered in black as follows: “Presented by the
Junior Congregation in appreciation of the
love and kindness of their pastor, Rev. Walter
fc. Sturtevant.” The portrait was hung in the
vestry without the knowledge of the pastor
and was a most pleasing surprise to him.
are

The North Church Guild will have

a

picnic

supper at the next regular meeting, Oct. 4th,
to be known as a rally supper. All members

be asked to contribute and also to pay
10 cents. The Ladies Circle will be guests of
the Guild on this occasion. Supper will be
served at 6 p. m. and each one is required to
wiil

bring plate, cup, knife, fork and spoon. Mrs.
Fred R. Poor is chairman of the committee and
a

j
j

will be assisted by Mrs.William Weshe and Mrs.
Elon B. Gilchrest. The hostesses for the business meeting to follow at 7 30 are Mrs. John
Davis, Miss Margaret Keene and Miss Anne
M. Kittredge. At the next meeting the committee will be appointed to nominate officers
for the coming year and at the second meeting in October the election of officers will take

and

and

The contests and
sports.
prizes awarded were as follows:
games

100-yard dash,

by Henry Peters; prize

won

$2.

50-yard dash, won by Perley Berry; prize $1,
Potato race, won by Perley Berry; prize $1.
Sack
won by Morris
Robert; prize $1.

FaUjJtaB.

by E. F. Littlefield;
R, D. Southworth, Mr.
Miles, Mr. Keen aad Mr. Anderson ran. This
race caused considerable fun as the
contestants were all of the lean kind.
The tug of war, ten men on each
side, captained by Tuttle and Peters, was won
by the
Tuttle team. Prize $5. There was some dissatisfaction with this result and the winning
team

was

race, won
L. Tuttle,

challenged

to another

again victorious and

were

test, but were
awarded a box of

cigars.
Baseball.

Two

inexperienced

teams

ware

captained by Miles and Peters, the latter winning by a score of 29 to 10
Prize, a box of
cigars Batteries—Ladd and Benner; Andrews
and Peters.
Mayor Coombs umpire.
There

were no

entries for the

Mr. and Mrs. Waker F, Chipman and Mrs.
E. M. Flanders have gone to Poland, where
they will make their home.

Mrs. Norm»n Hall returned last Thursday to
Brewer liter a visit in East Northport with Mrs. I. S. Hills.

her home in

50-yard dash

by ladies.
F. Tuttle was chairman of the
general
committee, H. A. Peters had charge of the
sports and Walter Lyons of the coffee.
B.

Hayward

Mr.

Peirce of Frankfort is employengineer on the State road between Thomaston and Warren.

ed

as

assistant

Mrs. M. J. W’est of Millis, Mass,, is the
guest
of her son and wife, Supt. and Mrs. Roscoe L.
West. —Farmington Chronicle.
Miss Sarah Preston has returned from a
three weeks’ visit in Boston, Worcester, Rosliudale and other Massachusetts cities.
Miss Irene E. Marks, stenographer for Go 7.
Oakley C. Curtis at Augusta, arrived Friday to
spend a few days with her cousin, Miss Emma
Skay.
Mrs. J. B. Robinson of

Friday

Norfolk, Va., arrived

spend several weeks with her mother,
Mrs. Urania S. Hadley, at the home of Mrs.
to

M. W. Rich.
Grace Wells

Mrs.

Howes and Mrs. June

Taylor of Boston are guests of Mr. and
Mrs. George G. Wells. They will spend some
time at Lake Quantabacook.
H

owes

Miss Edith Montgomery,

who hnH

guest of the Rev. and Mrs. Haraden S. Pear!
at the Congregational parsonage, returned to
her home in Rutland, Vt., Friday.
Prof. Charles E. Paul of the Armour InstiTechnology, Chicago, whose specialty

..
111

7 30

tute of

is materials and
to

building,

Toledo, Ohio, to speak

recently called

was

on

Timber.

Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Wilson

came

in

from

Camp Wilson, Quantabacook, Monday and left
in their car Wednesday for a visit with Rev.
Ashley A. Smith and family in Bangor and at
East

Holden,

and Mrs. Wm. A. Shales returned Friday from an auto trip to Portland. They were
accompanied home by Mr. and Mrs. William
Kimball of Portland, who will visit Mr. and
Mrs. Heroert E. Bucklin.
Mr.

White of this ctiy and Miss
Lincolnville will leave about
the 10th of October for Chicago, where they
will spend the winter. Mrs. White will visit
her sister, Mrs. Amy Knowlton Pratt.
Mrs Martha K.

Georgia

Hall of

Mrs. E. N. Winslow of Lawrence, Mass., who
spent the summer here, left last Saturday for
her home. She made the trip in her car and
was

accompanied by

Winslow, who

came

nephew, Edward
from Lawrence Fri-

her

down

day.
Mrs. H. P. Read of W’eeks’ Mills,
Harry and Miss Ada Davis of Augusta, Mr. and Mrs. Welcome Read and sons.
Voile and Lincoln, of Weeks’ Mills, were guestK
the past week of Mr. and Mrs. Robert F, Russ
Mr. and

their

son

Clara Keating, who Had been the guest
Cobe at Hillside Farms
for the summer, returned to Belfast Monday
and has resumed her position as assistant to
her father, George I. Keating, clerk of the
Waldo county courts.
Mies

of Mr. and Mrs. Ira M.

Washington Howard, one of Castine’s most
respected citizens, celebrated his 94th birthWEDDING BELLS.
day last Saturday. Several of his summer
place.
friends made him a call Juring the day, wish
Partridge-Moore. Mrs, Florence A. Moore, ing him many happy returns of the day, and
At the Baptist church last Sunday the morning and evening services were of unusual inter-: formerly of Belfast, now of Richmond, Me., presenting him with many useful gifts.
and Mr. Arthur H. Partridge of Richmond
est as the last before the departure of the
Mr. Alfred Johnson, who among his other
were married at 8 p.
m.,Sept. 8th,in theirnew activities is engaged in behalf of the Main©
pastor, Rev. Walter F. Sturtevant, and family,
for their new home in Manchester, N. H. At home in that town, which the groom had preHistorical Society in collecting vital statistics
the begining of the morning service Mr.Sturtepared for their occupancy and which was of the cities and to\j.ns, spent last Thursday
vant addressed the junior congregation, so
attractively decorated with pink and white and Friday in Augusta and vieinity, going from
asters. The officiating clergyman was Rev. there to his home in
dear to him, and with whom he has worked so
Brookline, Mass.
untiringly and with such remarkable results C. C. McDonald of the Congregational
Hon. and Mrs. C. O. Poor returned last Satand
the
and whose fondness for him is far reaching. church
single ring service was
urday from Massachusetts, where they spent
be comingly gowned
The junior quartette—the four little daughters used. The bride was
several weeks witlT their daughter, Mrs. Hugh
of Mr.

in

music

ple

and Mrs. Daniel A. McLeod—furnished
and Mr. Wm. N. Lower rendered two
clarinet solos. The sermon was on “Friendship.” In the evening there was a “fellowship
service” in which the pastors of the city
churches took part. Rev. Haraden S. Pearl,
Congregationalist, spoke on “Church Unity”,
Rev. Horace B, Sellers, Methodist, on “Christianity not Churchinity”, and Rev. Arthur E.
Wilson, Unitarian, on “The Community Ideal.”
Whilo

nil

tnnk

rtifF^rpnt

Riihiopfo

frha

main

thought in their remarks was the good fellowship that had existed among the local clergy
and church membership, and that as long as
there is diversity of opinion among individuals
there will be different churches and creeds,
but the aim of present-day Christianity is to
work for the community as a whole and still
not forget the individual home church. In
closing they bade Mr. Sturtevant an official
goodby and wished him God speed in his new
field of labor. Mr. Sturtevant made a brief but
eloquent response. The church was decorated
with sprays of asparagus and bush hydrangeas.

ROCKLAND RUMSELLERS PAY HEAVY
FINES.
Rockland, Me., Sept. 26. Heavy fines for
the violations of the prohibitory law were imposed Saturday in the Supreme court. James
E. Maloney and Edgar Rokes of Camden, on
three counts each, paid $550 and $750, respect-

ively.
Especial attention
cases
were

was

attracted to these

Maloney and
complainants against two leaders
because

Messrs.

Rokes
of the

temperance crusade who were indicted for
extortion.
Morris Pollock was fined $400 on a liquor
nuisance charge.
George W. Miller of Camden, charged with

extortion, was acquitted Friday night, after
four hours’ deliberation.
Freeport, M*e., Sept. 24. It became known
The State’s principal witness w as James E.
Thursday that the old shoe factory formerly Maloney, who charged Mr. Miller with having
owned by A. W. Shaw & Co. and the William offered to call off the liquor enf orcement camPorter & Sons, and recently bought by the *
if he were paid $300. State Detective
Freeport business men, had been leased to the paign
Sears-Roebuck Co. of Chicago for a term of 10 William H. Kalloch, who was conce aled behind the portieres in Mr. Maloney’s house*
years. Thursday men representing the company were in town and a crew of men began
testified Miller threatened to close the saloons
in
order. Work will
to put the factory
probun less the money was forthcoming in a stated
ably be begun on shoeB about the first of November, and it is planned to make about 12 000 time,
of
and
Miller denied having made any proposition
or 15,000 pairs
boys’
youths' shoes per
day, employing about 300 hands. The factory
to Maloney, claiming on the contrary that the
will be known as tl^e Sears-Roebuck Co. No. 7
latter had been trying to bribe him for several
The same company now operates factories at months. A similar indictment
pending against
Springvale and has one under construction at i Miller’s brother, C Fred Miller, will not be
Saco.
tried this term, it is understood.

Factory.

Fred A Holmes vs James E Wing Littlefield; Buzzell
T E Gushee et al vs Addison McCorrison and
George McLain, Tr Montgomery & Emery;
Dunton & Morse
MONDAY, OCT. 4th.
H E Robbins & Co vs Henry Pierce Bangs;
Runnells
Amos P Lord vs E E Farnsworth Dunton &
Morse; Ritchie
Rosilla H. Hardy vs M A Seavey Halliday;
W H Mitchell and Dunton & Morse

100

THE SHOE WORKERS FIELD DAY.

The services will be held as usual at the
Baptist church next Sunday. Harry
Upton oi
Colby College will supply the pulpit. Prayer
meeting this, Thursday, evening.
Ihe Unitarian society next
Sunday will again
unite with the Universalists in the Universalist church, Rev. A. E. Wilson in the
pulpit.
The subject of the sermon will
“True Dis-

The H. H. Coombs Company
had a complete and varied stock which included a large line of ready-to-wear and street
hats. Among the newest designs was a large
black velvet drooping brim sailor with under
facing and top of Delaware peach-colored
velvet facing; large black beads circled the
crown with double
aigretts across the front

F Littlefield entered:
Tolman E Sheldon vs Charles Hubbard.
Robert C Logan vs F E Logan.
J W Fenwick vs William Cooley,
S L Hammons vs C E Porter.

Campbell

only

I he

1

issue.

were

rapidly through

All the local milliners had their
openings
last Saturday and they were well attended and
excellent sales are reported.

Myrick, Troy; Eugene Nickerson, Searsport;
crown.
A very simple but stylish shape in
jvaiiri give a lecture for the Wets such as he W A Overlock, Freedom; Delbert Paul, Morrill;
Robert Cassidy vs James Kelley.
I
enAuditorium
here
last
t.
F E Stinson vs C O Bailey.
night.
large poke idea was in black velvet with large
item
Elden Rhodes, Liberty; Carleton Ricker, JackSpencer Eaton & Co vs C W Sprague.
bow trimmed high in back of wide satin rib^ clippings from the Minneapolis Journal son; William Small, Monroe; Ralph D South
Fred N Flye vs Chas P Woodbury.
which was also draped on brim and caught
j; tht Minneapolis Tribune, the two princiworth, Belfast; M B Whiting. Northport.
S M Grant vs C A Towers and Fred F Per- bon,
in place with three silver swallows.
The First Traverse Jury.
Another
tpaper- f our city. We vote Oct. 4th to
Elbridge S kins.
ke Minneapolis dry, aod any facts ritcher of
attractive and youthtul design was a high
Spencer, Eaton & Co vs Lee Pulsifer.
^
Belfast, foreman; rreeman Cross,
Hnmp Fiirnishincr Pn va EVanl»
jinks in blacg and white velvet trimmed begran ^ ; us that could be used or publish* Waldo; Fred E Dodge, Islesboro; Miles Elwell,
Spiegel, May, Stern Co vs Leslie Grindle.
tween the brims with white
-.fit papers here before that day would be
ribbon, finished
H G Applin vs J D Young.
Northport; O R Gordon, Knox; Manley Mcwith a very large bow on left side—this
We have always believed in proBelfast Candy Company vs E I Brown.
p..
year’s
Auliff, Winterport; George M McLain, LibFred E Stinson vs Herbert Kingsbury.
we love the dear old State of
style in every particular.
ii: n bi
erty; E S Morse, Belmont; Melville E Stevens,
Wm D Smart vs Mel Verrill.
K.
Mrs. B. F. Weils.
m
Troy; Wilfred E Webber, Monroe; Melton M
George Weymouth vs John R Merrithew.
At the Wells parlor there was an abundance
is, Minn., Sept. 26, 1915.
Wentworth, Montville;Clifton Whittum, Searsof shapes in black and fancy velvets for comport.
t-ar F. Hanson of Belfast, Me., a
va,
Municipal Court Cases.
mon wear as well as the street
The Second Traverse Jury.
Lewis F.
^tie prohibition law is largely nulshapes, with
^
Bound over:
the season’s newest ideas in novelties. One
i today to speak for the wets at
Marden of Belfast, foreman:
£K, nr
,
State on
vs Harry J. Smith, deurn tonight.
Congressmen Jacob
Geo. E. Chapin, Searsport; Robert P Chase, sertion of Complaint
striking shape that would please the most rechild.
St. Louis, another wet orator and
iPra:
Belfast; Herbert L Clark, Frankfort; Horace D
State on complaint vs Amos F Kendall, lar- fined taste was in dark green hatter’s plush
to Minnesotans, will be the other
ornamented with coque beads at the crown’s
Ellingwood, Winterport; Fred E Hardy, Lin- ceny of horse.
jttker.
State on complaint vs Charles M
re,’ said Mayor Hanson, “simply I colnville; George H Johnson, Brooks; C B
Young; base and a coque leather standing high in the
in the case of the People vs. Pro-!
perjury.
it*
back. Another large, black velvet portrait
Murch, Unity; H M Nelson, Palermo; Linwood
State on complaint vs James O Clifford,
was invited by the president of
fct;on
H
shape had a cherry pink French felt under
E
L
Men’s
Salisbury,
cheating
by false pretence.
Searsmont;
Educational league and if
Varney, Burnham;
err::
State on complaint vs Charlie Robbins, as- brim and crown trimmed
this city doesn’t think I am quali- Hosea P White, Swanville.
high in back with
ftv.:.
sault and battery.
k on this subject let him come to
r’
two large ostrich feathers in the same shade
Supern(JMARIES. Edgar M Hall of Belfast;
on
State
vs
J.
asand
shoot
complaint
t:
Benj
Glidden,
tonight
questions at M S Hatcn of
while two cut jet black ornaments finished the
Jackson; Charles Kueeland of sault and battery.
bother me a bit.
i.
I like to be
State on complaint vs Joshua Marshall, mur- front crown.
A large Gainsborough poke in
Stockton Springs.
.use it sometimes brings out points
der.
ation that 1 wouldn’t know about
fine black velvet was very strikingly trimmed
J B Bartlett of
Freedoij was excused.
State on complaint vs William Doyl, breakthink snout.
After organization both juries were excused
high in the back with two very large black
ved all my life except three years
ing and entering, 2 cases.
ostrich plumes over shot with white and fastState on complaint vs Herbert Smith, breakuntil 9am Wednesday morning, and the re-.nd those three years I spent in a
;
here license regulation is the ruleY>
ened to the crown with a beautiful cut steel
mainder of Tuesday the court was busy with ing and entering. 2 cases.
State
on
vs
Vmal
O
Mtionists had told you the truth
complaint
Weed, larceny ornament.
assigning cases, etc.
horse and wagon.
you would never have been able
State on complaint vs Tewksbury Dodge, asMiss L. H. Ferguson
Judge- Cornish read his charge to the grand
signers enough for your county
jury from manuscript and it was very much sault with dangerous weapon with intent to exhibited the two extremes—large hats with
kill.
•irn of every right-thinking man in
to the point.
He gave them explicit instruclow, flat trimmings and small hats trimmed
Appealed cases:
knows conditions, and most of them
flowers, irritime when Maine can get out from tions as to their duties and even as to their
State on complaint, vs Donald Patten, driv- high. She also displayed A
thing and go b, ck to local option— 1 conduct in the jury room and cautioned them ing and using horse without permission of descent beads, worsted novelties, fancy ostrich
ou are planning to discard. Then
against permitting any of their proceedings to owner.
ornaments, wings and flat birds. One very
will solve itself so far as Maine is
State on complaint vs Willie O Mathews,
reach the pubiic ear before the indictments
stylish poke shape was in black velvet tnmmeu
The small towns and rural commukeeping intoxicating liquor for sale.
remain dry.
The big towns and are entered.
State on complaint vs Hugh Rooney, keep- on brim with white velvet roses at equal
k
re
the stuff is sold anyway, and
ing intoxicating liquor for sale.
spaces. Another in the extreme of style was
>■
cannot enforce ,a prohibition law,
state on complaint vs Wilfred G. Hurley,
Applicants for Citizenship.
a high crown black velvet sailor trimmed with
iigh license and for the first time
Maurice Peterson of Northport, a native of illegal transportation of liquor for sale.
State on complaint vs H W B Kendall, in- narrow mode riboon at base of crown and flat
[
years they will have a cha nee to
who
had
been
butler
for
Sweden,
Mr. Ira M. toxication.
evils that this prohibition curse
fur flowers in same tone on the crown. A
'i us.
Cobe for four years; Thomas Latherty of
State on complaint vs Wm C Whitehead, invery large drooping brim shape was in black
toxication.
Swanville, a native of Kilkarny, Ireland: Erik
rrs of this prohibition movement
plush top, black velvet facing
State on complaint vs Richard Emmett, in- hat silk
prohibition is successful in Maine. Albert Westin of Stockton Springs, a native toxication.
trimmed with feather band around the crown
then why did their own crowd, of Sweden, and Joseph
Henry Morris of BelState on complaint vs Joseph Elwell, failure and a
single white ostrich ornament with fur
rs of Portland and vicinity, pass
to send children to school.
fast, a native of Cornwallis, Nova Scotia, who
urging, not the wiping out of the
State on complaint vs Charles Tenney, shoot- ce nter on the left side front.
had
filed
their
intentions
of
naturalpreviously
>f intoxicants but the public and
E. K. Brier & Co.
ing a dog.
on of the liquor provisions of the
ization have applied for certificates of citizen- ti. State on
complaint vs C E Larrabee, intoxiAmong the many hand-made and ultra
was
before
Mr.
Peterson
ship.
Judge Cornish cation.
>
the saloon may have its train of
stylish designs at the Brier ~rt parlor were a
State on complaint vs Thomas B. Berry,search
yesterday morning with Postmaster Austin
e evils following prohibition are a
and seizure of liquors
portrait hat in black velvet of classical lines,
'.mes worse. W’hat, for instance, is W. Keating and mail carrier Herbert W.
State on complaint vs Maurice Bloom, lar- with uniquely arranged garniture; one of Re
frt >•
men from having liquor in their
Healey as witnesses, but after their examina' ceny of overcoat.
beaux tam shape in regimental blue velvet,
this law, if they can get it even
| tion
State on complaint vs Walter Nealley, maJudge Cornish dismissed the case
And when you have it in your
simply trimmed with fur and bead ornament;
| until Mr. Cobe could
licious mischief.
Westin,
are you going to keep it away from
tbe called.
another was one of the latest conceptions of
ren? Why, in Maine I have seen who had been in Stockton Springs for
Assigned Cases.
the Robespierre bats made of black velvet
who clubbed together and actually
■;
five
is
married
and
owns
his
years,
tote a jg of whisky just as the men do in j
WEDNESDAY, SEPT, 29.
and fur band with jet chanticleer. The new
> .'U!
home and is a member of the Masonic Lodge.
aid were found so dead drunk that
Willis J Knowlton vs Lendon S Cook Dunton gift room was an added attraction.
'*>"
;ck for a week.
He was admitted.
Mr. Latherty was next & Morse; Ritchie
"
aid you like to have liquor placed before the
Chester L Bailey vs S M Webber Bangs;
Judge, with Edward A. Wadsworth
FOR PREPAREDNESS.
ies of all the drinking men in MinDunton & Morse
1
and C. G. Roberts, both of Belfast, as wit- !
tempt the sons of those drinkers
George A Goodwin et al admrs ve Herbert Two Anti-War Societies
go on Record for
vnody should havean inherited taste nesses. The case was suspended until a wit- E Wallace Goodwin and Dunton & Morse; W.
are the most likely to have it?”
S Brown
ness could be found who had known Westin
^
Adequate National Defense.
Carl Scribner vs Elijah Ritchie
r
Buzzell;
clipping, a summary of his five years previous to June 1915. Sidney B*
The League to Enforce Peace, of which ex^
the Auditorium, we cannot find Webber of Searsport, who had known him for i Ritchie
vs George P Blethen
Eben
E
Hall
Buzzell; President Taft is tne head and President Low^ for in this
’.y

made to

there

and wing, in

Belfast Milliners Display the Latest Fall and
Winter Styles.

Eben

j

one

Millinery Openings.

ux.

Effie Herbert

being

close the ion tor the season,and
a few guests, all of
whom escapea without accident.
The fire started around a
chimney on the
second floor, late in the forenoon and
spread

of
the most famous summer hotels on the
Maine
coast and patronized
by men of National prominence, was burned today with a loss estimated at upwards of $75,000
Preparations were

Niagara Chocolate Co vs J H Wardwell.
Ralph E Reynolds vs Earl P Reynolds
William P Good & Co vs Horace Chenery.

Clark, Belfast;

Merton Clement, Montville; Frank b Cooper,
Searsmont; Fred Drake, Palermo; E W Dyer,
Thorndike; Clifton K. Harriman, Prospect; A E
Knight, Lincolnville; Oscar E Littlefield, Winterport; Willis McFarland, Knox; Horace F

Jcurnal. We are
Pditor
.residr is of Maine, having lived there all
of

B R Dodge vs The Inhabitants of Montviile,
Ola F Smith vs Henry J Smith.
J D Higgins vs Philip R Porter.
Clarence E Hall vs Alfred Ross.
Fred G Gray vs W P Sellers, et al.
Otis Smith vs Clarence Shuman.
William O Poor & Son va Augustus D Hayes.
C A Weston Co vs Clyde E Pettee.
Fred G Gray vs C L Abbott.
Lillie A Choate vs Wilmont W B Choate.
C O Dickey vs Clyde E Pettee.
Mabel J Glidden vs Benjamin J Glidden.
Henry M Staples va Leland Robbins.
Harold D Pendleton vs E W Carter.
Elmer E Johnson vs Newell White.
Fred G Gray vs Merle E Sylvester.
Carl H Fernald vs J L Peabody.
Peter Stephen Moriarty vs J W Small.
C A McKenney vs F L
Hopkins.
Mattie K Cole vs Oscar Cole.
Hiram O Burgess vs Elijah Ritchie.

Supreme Judicial Court.

white

were

silk

crepe and
attended by

Morse of Belfast and

lace.
Mrs.

The

Arthur

cou-

W.

Dr. H. L. Wetherbee of

New York

city, a cousin of the groom. The
little Misses Feme Louise Linekin, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. F. B.
M.

Moore

were

Lineuin,

flower girls.

and Gertrude
Mr. and Mrs.

Partridge

were the recipients of many beautiful presents, including cut glass, silver, old
ivory china, pictures and furniture which
showed the esteem of their many friends.
The bride is well known in Belfast and has
many friends here. The groom is a prosperous

McLeilan, in Lexington, and Messrs. Poor
Mr. Charles E. Knowltom
in Rutland and enjoyed auto rides in that attractive hill country.
D.

and McLeilan visited

Commander Wm. V. Pratt, U. S. N„ from
and Mr, Ralph M. Johnson from
New York arrived last Saturday to spend the
week-end at the Johnson homestead, Primrose.

Newport

hill.

Mrs. Johnson

companied by
covering from
Mrs.

her

arrivpJ

a

u,'r«.W

father, Mr. Davis, who is

a severe

a/'..

re-

illness.

J. A. Fessenden and Mrs. L. W. Pen-

who spent the summer in Belfast, went
j dleton,
ceremony a reception to Portland by the noon train last Saturday,
and after a few days’ visit there will go to
was held at their new home, attended by seventy-five of their friends and relatives, and Hotel Kempton, New York city,for the month
about 11 o’clock the happy couple left in their j of October.
They plan to go to New Orleans
automobile for a honeymoon trip amid a show- j for a time, but will spend the greater part of
er of confetti. Their dest ination was unknown. | the winter in Florida.
They have hosts of friends who wish them a 1
Miss Abbie Doak, a stadent in the nursee
long and happy wedded life. They will be at
home to their friends after Oct. 1st. The out training school at the Peter Brent Brigham
of town guests were Dr. H. L. Wetherbee and
Hospital, Huntington avenue, Boston, is takMrs. B. L. Wetherbee of New York city. Miss
ing a month’s vacation. She is now the guest
Marian Morrill of Leominster, Mass., Mr. and
Mrs. C. H. Dunn of Hallowell, Mr, C. B. Mar- of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. George R. Doak,
tin of Gardiner, Mrs. Arthur W. Morse and and later will
go to Providence, R. I., to visit
Miss Grace M. Packard of Belfast.
her sister, Mrs. Marshall R. Martin. Next
young farmer and is
know him. After the

popular

with all

who

Read-Bicknell. The marriage of Norman year is her senior year at the hospital.
j
Allen Read, member of the firm of Read &
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Woodcock and Mr, and
H ills, City Drug Store, Belfast, and Miss Es- j
| Mrs. ) D. Paur.ce Woodcock, who had been
ley Bicknell, took place in Rockland at the at Woodbine
cottage, Quantabacook, went
home of the bride’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
to Chase Pond camps, Bingham, last ThursCharles E. Bicknell, at 12 o’clock W ednesday. j
; day in the Woodcock car. Mr. H. L. WoodSept. 29th. Only the families of the contract- cock, who
spends the winters in Nassau.
ing parties and a few intimate friends were ! N. P., has a
very attractive camp at Chase
present. Rev. P. A. Allen of the Universalist
Pond, where he spends the summer and fall
church officiated, using the double ling service. (1 for
fishing and shooting.
They were unattended. Little Janet Smith,
P.
H. Longfellow, Esq of Macnias made a
niece of the bride, was flower girl,The bridewas
gowned in white crepe-de-chene and Georgiette brief call in Belfast last Thursday, on his way
to Providence, R. I. He was to be joined in
crepe, and carried a shower bouquet of bride
roses.
Miss Mabel Lamb of Rockland played Portland by Mrs. Longfellow and their daughthe wedding march. The only house decorations ter. Miss Bertha, and a married daughter, now
were cut flowers.
The bride’s going away residing in New York, was to meet them in
Providence at the home of their son, Dr. Longgown was a suit of huckleberry blue with
tailored velvet hat. Refres hments were served fellow, for the observance of their golden wedimmediately after the ceremony, Miss Bertha ding. Fifty years ago Phineas H. Longfellow
and Miss Ella Wheeler of this city were united
A. Wiley of Belfast and several Rockland
Mr. and Mrs. Reed will in marriage and their home has since been Mayoung ladies serving.
spend two weeks at the Bicknell cottage al chias. For forty-odd years Mr. Lonurfellow
Wheeler’s Bay. Their many Belfast friends was
clerk of courts for Washington county,
extend congratulations and will be pleased tc
know that they will return in two weeks tc and was a model official. As it was not contheir home, No. 16 Franklin street, Belfast, venient at this time for the absent members of
Mr. George T. Read, the groom’s father, and the
family to come to the home in Machias it
his sister, Miss Louise J. Read and her finance
was decided to meet in Providence for thia
Charles Brown of Belmont, Miss Bertha A
Wiley, the groom’s partner, Mr. Maine Hill* fiftieth anniversary. The many Belfast friends
and Mrs. Hills, motored to Rockland to attend of Mr. and Mrs. Longfellow wish to
join in the
the wedding.
ongratulations and good wishes.

Through the Yellowstone Park

nr

Enjoyable Camping Trip.

An

-.-...-

■■■-■

1

»

reached the beautiful

we

and

picturesque camping place by the
creek, a fine rain beIt dampened the ground
gan to fall.
but little, and the ardor of the fishermen
not a bit.
Lower Falls is out of the
beaten track of tourist travel and there

reputed—and proved
fishing in the park. By

the time the tents

house

up the sun was
and most of us followed the
were

when James Harrold and Mrs.
Parks were married by Rev. N. R. Pearson of
the Manson street Methodist
church, who used the single ring service
Following the ceremony refreshments were served.

Nickerson-Mills.

cinnamon bear, much faded as to
shaggy coat, patrolled the opposite side

ity.

Before the tents
the ladies retired into
to

change

Palmyra was
wedding Wednesday evening Sept. 22nd when their daughter, Miss Gertrude A., was united in
marr.age to Mr. Benjamin A. Nickerson
of Somerville, Mass. The
ceremony was

up, one of
sheltered place

were
a

dusty traveling

her

dress for

a

cleaner one before dinner.
In the midst
of the process she glanced up, and who
should be sharing her retreat but Mr.

performed by Rev. Nelson R. Pearson

Bruin. Quite naturally she expressed
her emotions in a scream, which started
off the intruder before rescuers arrived.
Others of the party who ventured far
afield had like

lady
lengthy

experiences, and one young
to hysterics after a

succumbed

encounter with

sisted in

keeping

a bear that perbetween her and the

camp.
Of course these were far from being
the hotel bear type. No daily replenished

rubbish

heap for these fellows, who
foraging for a living. One
day or so previous, “fished” a

were

used to

had,

a

ham

out

of the

of hot water at the back door
small Shaw and Powell camp

earuy,

rossmjy
drivers

the

son

watches to

keep

mat

tne

was

were

rea-

divided

the camp fire

into

going

look out for the

and

When

On Oct. 7 the sixty-sixth anniversary of the birth of James Whitcom'
Riley, the poet, will be celebrated throughout his native state. Indiana. 1
will be called Riley day by official decree. The picture shows Riley and t .v
of his little friends in front of his home in Indianapolis.

Letter from

Washington.

Washington, Sept. 27, 1915. Vast
governmental operations involving the
expenditure of more than one hundred
million dollars were practically paralyzed
for

month last year by failure of
the Democratic Congress to properly en-

Political

Points.

Frank case, Georgia
wants to be “let alone.” But when it

Regarding

the

comes to sharing in the thirty-milliondollar cotton money which all the rest of
us have to contribute to
well, that’s

supply wagon.
supper was nearly over the fishermen
different.
came in laden with splendid strings, and
act necessary legislation.
a report of real
Men’s Wear, a magazine devoted to
sport, differing from the
The “tie-up” was paramount to a
fishing in the previous warmer waters. strike with hundreds of thousands of the interests of the tailors’ guild, critiThe campfire was an especially fine one men
idle, according to government of- cizes Mr. Bryan for his slovenly manner
that night, and as it was Sunday the ficials
charged with expenditure of the of dress. Bill has always stood for free
"sing" started with all the hymns that funds controled by the legislation. The wool, and is was largely through his ineverybody knew—and some that they amount was contained in what is popu- fluence that wool went on the free list
in the Underwood tariff law.
didn’t. Our circle was augmented by a
Having
larly termed the “sundry civil” bill. In
achieved that result, the fact that he is
number of Shaw-Powell drivers, friends order to
carry out the plans on which it
of our boys, who seemed to enjoy the
in a perennial state of sartorial collapse
was baBed, the bill had to be passed by

concert.

The home of Mr.

and Mrs. George Mills in
the Beene of a pretty

regular-

less

or

more

Summer street.

Pittsfield,

old

of the creek with

on

Harrold-Parks. A quiet home wedding occurred at 8 o’clock Saturday evenat the home of Emma Parks, corner
j_nS,
Detroit avenue and Washington street,

again,
winding little path down the creek side
to get a glimpse of the beautiful falls,
110 feet high, in a unique setting of
rock spires that are unlike any other
lava formation in the park.
Aside trom the beautiful setting the
camp at Lower Falls was especially distinguished as a bear camp. A curious
out

Following is an account from Farm
and Fireside of the great egg-laying contest now going on in Connecticut:

Tweedy-Gardner. The marriage of
William A. Tweedy of Pittsfield and
Mrs. Mary Gardner of Skowhegan took
place in Skowhegan Saturday, Sept. 18th.
They will reside in Pittsfield, where Mr.
Tweedy has recently bought the Lowell

was

to be— the best

Mile3-CtILES. At the Methodist paron Lancey street, Pittsfield, at 9
o’clock Saturday evening, Sept. 19th,
Ralph A. Miles and Minnie A. Giles, both
of Burnham, were married by Rev. N.
R. Pearson, who used the single ring
service.

side of Lower Falls

is found what

THE ECU LAYING CONTEST.

sonage

VII.

Just after

WEDDING BELLE.

INDIANA TO OBSERVE RILEY’S BIRTH.

over

a

It did not pass until more

June 30th.

—

seems

the opposite bank of the Yellowstone as
we drove around the fine road, high up
on the cliff side.
A feature of the morn-

if this

describe the disastrous resu'

heedless delay. Only a
mern]3<n|^g|j ,n
..liClij | *1”
given of the activities tin
ing was a side trip to see the petrified
bill provided for. It is one of the largest
trees—two stumps about twenty feet
supply bills Congress handles, and inhigh, standing in their natural position cluded nearly four million dollars for imon the hillside.
We passed “Yancys,”
provements and maintenance of soldiers’
the
first ci mp to entertain tourists in

the

.—

homes; two and

a

half millions for the

$75,000,000. Secretary Daniels
thinks the expenditure of $20,000,000 for
“subs” will be sufficient for both coasts
of this country.
That will build about 15
of the type of the one now being constructed by this government. Even China
plans to out-distance us.
of about

last, and

number of snap shots of our
rig and passengers, with "Charlie” and
Billie on the drivers’ seat, were taken.
A small, black bear was a persistent
a

visitor and could

for us to

leave

to

hardly wait
before venturing down

Panama separate war on the United States in an
effort not only to re-capture the trade
over
three
a
half
and
millions
to
Canal;
enable the Interstate Commerce Com- lost during the struggle, but to break
mission to continue the
valua- down the industrial supremacy of this
lion for

tion of

fortifications

on

the

physical
important country.

railroads and other

search

man

A prominent western business
declared that already foreign manu-

activities; more than thirteen millions
for “leavings.” The afternoon drive
for building quarantine stations, hos- facturers are planning a “get together,”
was a pleasant one,
through a rolling, pitals and other public buildings thereto- or syndicating movement against America following the cessation of hostilities
open country, and we saw several bands i fore
authorized; and numerous other less
of antelope near enough to be very piain
in Europe.
striking features.
through Mr. Schwarz fine glasses. W’e
If this country is still subjected to the
“It is imperative that funds for purwere to camp that night on the East
baneful
influence of a Democratic tariff
i
like this shall be made available
Gardiner creek, and had just arrived poses
law when peace is declared, there can be
with the beginning of the fiscal year,”
there when threatening clouds began to
but one outcome—the industrial banksaid a government official in discussing
pile up. The boys all “hopped to” and
this subject.
after ruptcy of the nation. Already Demodelay
“Every
day’s
got the tents up just as the shower becratic opportunists are seemingly giving
that is nearly a total loss. Funds really
It was not heavy, and soon degan.
ear to the advice of business men, and
to be ready by May 1st of each
ought
generated into a fine drizzle, which kept
hints of a restoration of the
year; but to fail to provide them by July dropping
up all the evening. We were sorry to
on sugar, a protective
duty on dyeand have to resort to resolutions duty
1st,
miss our planned for farewell campfire,
and various other palliatives.
old appropriations, as Con- stuffs,
continuing
but felt ourselves lucky to have had such
That this is contrary to Democratic docgress was forced to do in this instance,
ideal weather before.
Two of the men !
trine, every man knows, as he also
is sheer waste.
who crossed the creek after supper had l
knows that it is intended for campaign
“From ten to fifteen per cent of the
the rare experience of seeing beavers at
consumption next year. The confidence
an appropriation is
a total
of industrial America will be restored
work, but later visitors were disappoint- j amount of
loss
if
it
is
not passed before July 1st.
ed—as well as wet. The next morning
only when the Republican party, the
If the money wasted in delayed approwas dull and cold, and we felt that we
party of practical common sense and
last
four years could sound
had been most lucky in the choice of priations during the
business ideals, is restored to
be made available now, we would not
dates for our trip.
power.
need to be devising ways and means to
was noi
‘1‘uuung
especially replenish the
The 1912 platform of the Democratic
treasury. The waste would
eventful, but the road lay along the
probably more than cover the estimated party favored “National aid to State and
banks of the Gardiner

-Turkish Trophies
I Cigarettes
fifteen
g|

years ago

—are

smokers of

g!

were

at

work

'll
H Makers aftheHighest CradeTirriish
111_‘nd£gyrXwr.CtfimttcsmthenM IS

Fresh Food!
EVERY DAY AT THE

that

the storm center had not been a
few miles away at our camp for the results, had it been, were more pleasant to

imagine than to experience.
We arrived in Gardiner in
to

ample

sum

of about

thorized to be

one

4th,
billion dollars

was au-

expended.

Hogan
Bakery
TRY 'THEIR

history

of our gov-

time

make some

MM Bread!
DOUGHNUTS
PRIED IN LARD AND ONLY

10c. per doz.

To them all was due much of
the success of the 1916 M. A. C. Summer School Park Trip.
From our fel-

low travellers

parted at Livingstone
reluctance, feeling the
richer, however, for friendships formed
that will last as long as will our pleasant

with

no

we

little

memories of

a

wonderful week.
H.

CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children

In Use For Over 30 Years
Always bears
the

Signature

of

Dean's Rheumatic

P. S.

Pille for

Rheumatism

and Neuralgia. Entirely vegetable. Safe.

last fiscal year, according to the annual
report of the Commissioner of Pensions.
A total of 396,370 Union veterans remained on the roll July 1st, 33,255 less
than a year ago. Payments of Civil War
pe isioners during the year totalled $156,688,771, compared with $172,117,546 in
1914.
Available records of the pension
office show the total death toll since the
close of the war has been 1,816,995.
In
that period the federal government has
to
their
widows
and
chilpaid
veterans,

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County ol Waldo, on the 2nd Tuesday
of September, A. I). 1915.

\ certain instrument, purporting to be the last
ii will and testament of John H. Gordon, late
Brooks, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate.
of

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons inby causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they

may appear at :i Probate Court, to be held at
Beiiast, within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of October next, at ten of the
clock before noon, ana show cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
At a Probate Court neld at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the secoud Tuesday of September, a. d. 1916.

\ certain instrument, purporting to be

a

copy

of the iast will and testament of Charles W.
Wilder, late of Boston, Mass., deceased, having been presented for probate.

Ordered, that notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of October next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the same should not be proved, approved
and allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W.

Leonard. Register.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within ana
for the County of Waldo, on the 14th day ol
September, A. I). 1916.
m

wnpiuvui

£j estate or Ellen F. W. Musselman, late of
Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased*
having presented a petition praying that the
actual market value of certain personal
prop
erty belonging to said estate, now in her hands
for distribution, the persons interested in the
succession thereto and the amount of the tax
thereon may be determined by the Judge of
Probate.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice tc
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively
in The Republicau Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and foi
said County, on the 12th day of October, A. D.
1915, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of saic
petitioner should not be granted.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest :
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.

which if

enacted into law, would
have scattered small sums in a multitude
of communities without providing sufficient funds to build any permanent highRepublican Senators, aided by
some of the Democratic members of that

SB.— In Court of Probate,he'd at Belfast, on the 14th day of September, 1 til 5.
w alte< A, Cowanjadministrator on the estate of
James E. Spr gue, late of erankfort. m said
County, deceased, having presented lii^ tlr.-t and
final account of administration of said estate for
allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively in The Republicau Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said Com ty.
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be helu at Belfast, on the 12th day
of .October next, and show cause, if any they
nave,why the said account should uot be allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.

WALDO

body, saved the country from waste that
would have resulted from such legislation and recommended, as a substitute,

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belthe 10th day of August, 1915.
Pendleton, Frank l. Pendleton and
Benjamin F. Coleord, trustees on the estate of
Benjamin F. Pendleton, late of Searsport, in
said County, deceased, having presented their
first ac count of administration of said estate for
allowance.
fast,
WALDO
Rachel M.

on

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County, that all persons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the
12th day ot October next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said account should not jbe
allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
I
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.

whatever pain you have yields to Sloan’s Liniment—brings new fresh blood, dissolves the
congestion, relieves the injury, the circulation
is free and your pain leaves as if by magic.
The nature of its qualities penetrate immediately to the sore spot. Don’t keep on suffering. Get a bottle of Sloan’B Liniment. Use it.
It means instant relief. Price 26 and 60c. $1.00
bottle holds six times as much as the 26c size.

NOTICE. The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has been duly
appointed administrator of the estate of
CHARLES A. HANSCOM, late of Monroe,
in the County of Waldo/ deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. AH persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make pay
ment immediately.
WESLEY L. SCRIBNER.

ADMINISTRATOR’S

Monroe, Sept. 14,1915.
*
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SHORTHAND

BUSINESS
T!
has been the policy of this institution
We
the
recognize
purchaser’s rig!
f*
o P the goods, and a test of their
quality before payment is required !1
more convenient season—it will never
come.

NO PAYMENT !N ADVANCE
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PORTLAND
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BANGOR

BUY

Watches,

YOUR

Cocks

and

Jewelry

of. and be sure to have your work done
by

W. M.

TMAYER,

Jeweler,

Phoenix Row

PRESTON’S
Livery, Boarding
Is situated

W

& Transient Stable

ashington

street just ofl b ain street. I have sir t
double hitches, huckhoards, etc. Careful drivers if desired.
Your,
age issolicited. Telephones-stable 235-2, house 61-13.
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j

C.

interested in the succession thereto and the
amount ol the tax thereon, may be determined
bv tl e Judge of Probste
Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively Id
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for saic
County, on the 12th day of October, A D. 1916,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause
if any they have,why the prayer of said petition
er should not be granted,
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.

“batch”

Extra nutritious and g„;
farther—a secret of Ohio h ;
Winter Wheat and the s;
,|
process of milling yours on

COLCORD oi Searsport. heir of
Theodore P. Colcord, iatc of San Francisco,
Calif., deceased, having presented a petition
praying that the actual market value of the
estate of saio deceased subject to an inherit
ance tax in the State of Maine, the persons

Hannah

a

All from William Tell and
because tf
the all ’round flour that i
the cook in a good humor.

always good

Washington, Sept. 22. Death decreased the government’s Civil War pension roll nearly ten per cent during the

ntiiviA

changes in costume at
The publication of “Penelope's PostShaw & Powell’s hotel, where we had
the Bourne plan for co-operation of the
scripts,” Kate Douglas Wiggin’s new
Nation and States in extensive construcleft the garments of civilization, and it
and last Penelope book, brings out the
was with difficulty that we
recognized fact that of the other volumes in the tion and maintenance of permanent highWhile failure to pass any good
our fellow travellers of a week when we
series more than 167,000 copies have ways.
roadB legislation wbb better than to have
met at the station in time for the mornOf all Mrs. Wiggin’s books
been sold.
passed the measure to which the House
ing train to Livingstone. A few good- the total number sold is more than
2,500,byes were said, as our friends the Messrs. 000. A conservative estimate is five read- gave its approval, yet a course of action
which involved breach of the pledge
Schwarz and Prof. Barnes stayed behind
ers to each book, but with Mrs. Wiggin
made in the platform leaves nothing to
in hopes to arrange a trip to Specimen
it is doubtful if this would apply even to
Ridge and Crevice Mountain, but as we copies owned by individuals. The num- be said in defense of the party in power.
The Democrats had an opportunity to
had a promised visit to Bozeman to look
ber of readers who take her books from
make good their promise but they failed.
forward to, those farewells were not
public libraries all over the country, and
final. To our managers, whose efforts m other countries also, is almost incalFACTS for sufferers
to make us comfortable and happy had culable, and there is probably no other
author so widely known and loved.
been so successful, and for the good living
Pain results from injury or congestion. Be
natured, willing drivers and helpers we
it neuralgia, rheumatism, lumbago, neuritis,
had the heartiest thanks and good
toothache, sprain, Druise, sore stitf muscles or

wishes.

To make

of old-fashioned, wh
some, home-made bread, a
nice light cake and perhaps a
pieortrvo—the kind of good 1:
ing that makes the family sin ;

Statistics of Civil War Veterans.

.1

This performance was an appropriate
close to a record of mismanagement that way.
is unparalled in the
ernment.

ReadyTlI

differ-

terested

local authorities in the construction and
maintenance of post roads.” Instead of

roadway, and men tively unimportant appropriation
had been enacted. Yet in the brief hours
repairing culverts, and rebill,
before noon of March
the enormous

discovering the roadbed. We found reason for congratulating our good fortune

g

|g

_

endeavoring to fulfill that pledge, the
Democratic Congress reduced national
revenue and
frittered away Federal
funds until substantial aid to road improvement was out of the question. The
bills
House passed a make-shift, pork-barrel

washed down into the

I
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TRdPHIES H
IS TuRKISH
Cigarettes today I

uiive

river and skirted
deficit.”
the side of the Buffalo preserve; but we
The crime for delaying action on apdid not see any of the former lords of
the plains. As we neared Gardiner we propriation bills was emphasized by the
Democrats in the recent spring session
saw
increasing evidences of a heavy
of
Congress. Within thirty-six hours of
rain, which assumed cloudburst proporWhole mountain sides had been the time for adjournment only two relations.

a

of only 39 eggs between the pen
with the highest record and the pen
sta' ding seventh.
“Last year there was a difference of
265 eggs between the highest pen and
the seventh highest pen at the corresponding date.
“The average egg production for the
one.thousand hens in this contest for the
forty weeks was 119.8 eggs. At the
corresponding time last year the average production per hen was 115.2 eggs.”

At a Probate Court field at Belfast, within and
lor the County of Waldo, on the 14th day of
September, A. 1). 19lt.

All who have studied the matter agree

park, and the Wylie “Camp Roose- protection of public health; sever, mil- that with the signing of the peace treaty,
velt,” shortly after leaving the falls. lions and more for
both Germany and England, our two
keeping up life saving
Our noon camp was distinguished as the
stations and lighthouses; over one mil- great trade competitors, will engage in a

“It will be observed there is
ence

to the probate court in the manner provided
by law relating to notices of appointment by
executors and administrators.”

to be inconsistent.

The Chinese government is considering
the purchase of 100 submarines at a coBt

con-

pastor of the Manson Street Methodist
church at Pittsfield, who used the double
ring Bervice. The best man was Mr.
harold Keene of Bangor, and the bridesmaid Miss Mary Mills of
Somerville
Mass. The pianist was Mrs. Grace Cook
of Newport, the
violinist, Sanger Cook
ot Newport and the soloist Miss
Jackson of Newport.
The ushers were Sanger Cook and Arthur Bean. About
fifty
guests were present to witness the cere- dren, $44,164,643,267.
mony, among the out-of-town guests being Mr. and Mrs. Nickerson of Searsport, parents of the groom, Mr. and
Mrs Ralph Bean, Miss Achsa Bean and
Arthur Bean of Detroit, and Mrs. N. R.
Pearson of Pittsfield.
The house was
beautifully decorated for the occasion,
Mew Probate Laws
the ceremony being
performed under an
The last legislature amended Chapters 66 and
arch of evergreen with bell.
Following 69 of the Revised Statuies requiring executors,
the wedding an informal
reception took administrators and guardians to give public
place, in the receiving line being the notice of their appointment.
bride and groom, Mr. and Mrs.
Chapter 66 is amended so as to read as folGeorge
Mills, Miss Mary Mills, Mr. Keene and lows:
Mr. and Mrs. Nickerson.
"Section 40
Every executor or administraRefreshments
lce
tor, within three months after his appoint,cream and cake were served. ment
a l.
or within su<*h further time, not exceedAbout eight o’clock the bridal
party left ing three months, as the judge allows, shall
by auto for parts unknown.
cause public notice of his appointment to be
published in some newspaper published in the
county where the deceased last dwelt, if in the
State, and shall give such further notice as the
judge in writing directs.”—(Approved March
10, 1915.)
Section nine of chapter sixty-nine of the Revised Statutes is amended by inserting after
the word "guardians” in the first line of said
section, the following words, “shall give notice
of their appointment and make retur*' thereof

A

leisurely start was made the next than a month later. For the intervening
morning, and all had opportunity to see time none of the future work contemthe falls again. Later we noticed with
plated in the legislation could be started.
interest the odd palisade formation on
It would take hundreds of pages to

“The present (fourth) egg-laying

test at StorrB, Connecticut, is furnishing
the closest race for egg-lying honors of
any contest yet held in this country.
“At the end of the fortieth week the
seven pens holding the highest record
stood as follows:
White Leghorns (Connecticut)
....1,577
White Leghorns (England) .1.677
Rhode Island Reds (Vermont)..1,673
White Wyandottes (England).1.57C
White Wyandottes (England).1,56€
White Leghorns (Connecticut).1,657
White Leghorns (New York).1631

on

W. G. PRESTON.

f^niiF^YOUR^CROPS
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They will tell
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Propr

DECIDE

E. FRANK COE FERTILIZERS. Manufie
in the Best Equipped Factory in the Country at Belfast, Uau.e
‘JACKSON & HALL BELFAST AGENTS
you to

use

jJTHE COE-MORTIMER COMPANY. NEW \,
ss
j \TT A I,1M»
fast, on

a Probate Court Held at Belfast, within an i
for tiie County of Waldo, on the 14th day ( f
September, a. 1). 1915.
A. ALLEN WOOD, guardian of Knim
L. Jameson of Searsmont. in said County o
Vv aldo, having presented a petition praying f<
a license to sell ami convey certain real
stat e
belonging to said Emma L Jameson, situated i u
said Searsmont, and described in said netitiou.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice t
ab persons interested by causing a copy of th
order to be published three weeks successive!
in T lie Republican Journal, a newspaper publisl \
ed at Belfast, that they appear at a Probat
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for sai «
County, on the 12th day of October, A. D. !91f
at ten of the clock before noon, and show causi
if any they have, why the prayer of said petition
er should not be granted.
JAMES LI liltY, Judge
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
At

;

MaKY

in Court ci
the 1 4th dav <■!
S trait A, Fuiler, aUmitiisii'atm
James Fuller, late ot Sea’.'*uniMU
deceased, having j>r-—nt- h. li
count of administration t -aid

|
)

I

i

Ordered, Tliat notice there
week- successively, in The linewspaper published in Helm
that all persons interested m:
hate Court, to lie held at !
f
ot October next, and -h-w
have, why the saiti account shnu'JAMFs |.
A true copy. Atrest:
A liT H It W. I.Knv \
ft

J

t

•■-d.

j

4 DM IX'lSTRATOR s
>o
o
scrit et hereby gives i,.
duly appointed administrate!
11 CLDAH W IOtilN,
in the County of Waldo, -i

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Be!
fast, on the 14th day of September, 191f
Charles R. Coombs, administrator on the estat ;
of Rhoda Page, late of Bellast, in said Count]
deceased, having presented his first ami final a<
count of administration of said estate for allow

WALDO

1

bonds as the law directs. ,\i
mauds against the estate of -a
sired to present the same tor
indebted thereto are request
ment immediateiv
HIM

»

ance.

5

Knox, Me, Sept. 14, 1916.

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, thre
weeks successively, in The Republican Journa
4 1).M 1 N ISTHATKIX’S KO I
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said< ountj
lA
scriber hereby gives n
that, all persons interested may attend at a Pro
been
I
duly appointed* administi
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 12t
1 of
an
if
f
day of October next, and show cause,
they have, why the said account should not b 5 I \SKAEL S ADAMS, late of l>
allowed.
deceased, and given bonds
All persons having demands
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
Of said deceased are de ire.
A true copy. Attest:
for settlement, and all uni- toArthur W. Leonard. Register.
quested to make paym-nt imn
K. Dunton, my authorized am
SS.—In Court ot Probate, Held at Be
Maine.
ca HI
fast,on the 14tli day of September, I9lf
Dorchester, Mass., Sept, 14
James C. Durham and Sarah W. Peterson, trus
tees on the estate of George E. Wight, late c f* DMl.MSTKATOH'S NOTH
Belfast. In said County, deceased, having pre
A er hereby jnves notice that
seated their eighth account of administration o [
appointed administrator of iiisaid estate tor allowance.

s

j
I
;

WALDO

MAhY J. FChKS. late
iu the Count) of Waldo,\ <!•
\
bonds as the law directs
that
may
persons
demands against the estate ot
bate Court, to be held at Beitast.on the 12th da f
desired to present the same f.
of October next, and show cause, if any the 1
all indebted thereto are requhave, why the said account should not be allow
ment immediately
ed.
I
JAMES
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
I
helfaat, Me., Sept. 14, 191;
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
I
NOTICE.
! Xj by gives notice that he
ITT A
IWI MSi _ln
'Ain't nf I'mliutu
hclil at Mu!
executor of the last
pointed
fT fast, on tlie 14th day of September, 1915
of
Harry E. Bangs, executor of the will of Lydi:
LIl.l. IAN 1. KNOW I.TON
C. Carver, late of Searsport, in said County, de ;
final
ac
ceased, having presented nis first and
count of administration of said estate for allow
having demands against tinance.
ceased are desired t" pivs.-m
tlenient, and all indebted tInOrdered, That notice thereof be given, thre
to make payment linniediaii
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal
ANm'N
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County
Freedom, Me., Sept. 14, rat
a
Bn:
at all persons interested may attend
bate Court to be held at Belfast, on the 12tl
day of October next, and show cause, if an;
NOTICE, ’la
they have, why the said account should not by give notice that they
a.lowed.
I pointed executors *»f the last
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
JAMES CAT TEE. late
Arthur W. Leonard. Register.
| In the County of Waldo. dn
SS— In Court of Probate, held at Bel
having demands against the
ceased are uesired to present i;
fast, on the 14M. day of September, 1916
Emilia M. Wording, administratrix on the estatt
ment, and all indebted there1
make payment immediately.
oi Ellen F, W. Aiusselman, late of Belfast, u
( I.IKFOI
said County, deceased, having presented he:
SC MM',
first and final account of administration of sail
Belfast, Me., Sept. 14, 1915.
estate for allowance.
|

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, thre

successively, in The Republican Journa
published in Belfast, in said Counts
newspaper
all
interested
attend at a Pro

weeks
a

I

j

?

!

! ]?XECUT01CS

i

j
!

j

..

1

1EXECUTORS’

s

i

!of

WALDO

ADMINISTRATOR’S

duly

'j

!
|

j

NOTICE 11
by gives notice that sin*
pointed executrix of the last v
of
A N L> R E W H. 1.0 R R1M E K, !
in the County of Waldo, decent
having demands against the
ceased are desired to present n
tlement, and all indebted tln-i. t,
to make pay ment immediately
NANCY M
Searsport, Me., Sept. 14, 1915

fEXECUTRIX’S

t

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and givei
bonds as the law directs. All persons havini ;
demands against tlie estate of said deceased ar<
desired to present the same for settlement, am 1
all indebted thereto are requested to make pay
ment immediately.
JOHN F. VICKERY.

Morrill, Me., Sept. 14,1916,
NOTICE.
The sub
scriber hereby gives notice that she ha:
been duly appointed administratrix of tliees
tate of

ADMINISTRATRIX’S

N. HOYLE, late of Liberty,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and givei
bonds as the law directs.
All persons havini !
demands against the estate of said deceased an
desired to present the same for settlement am 1j
all indebted thereto are requested to make pay
ment immediately to Willis J. Greeley of Liber
tyi Me.,i mj authorized agent in the State o
a 1)1)IE L. HOYLE.
Maine.
Attleboro, Mass., Sept, 14,1916.
FRANK

j

j

Ordered, that notice thereof he given, threi
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal
a newspaper published in Belfast, m said County
that all persons interested may attend at a Pro
bate Court,!to beheld at Bellast.on the I2tli da;
of October next, and show cause, if any tbej
have, why the said account should not be allow,
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
ed.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that lie has beei
appointed administrator of the estate of
ANNIE L, VICKERY, late of Morrill,

|

I

|
j
i

j
1

NOTICE—The
notice that she ha
of
MARCEELU8 J. DOW of

I

s

G~UARI>1AN\S
by givt
pointed guardian

!

s

i
I

I

in the County of Waldo, and giv<
law directs. All persons having
said Marcellus ,I. Oo\v are desire-1
same for settlement, and all mare requested to make payment
GRACK DOW in
Brooks. Me., Sept. 14 1915.
DM IN 1ST R A TOR’S NOT 1C H

er hereby gives notice C
duly appointed administrator of
II KEEN W. CROSBY, late
in the County of Waldo, den
bonds as the law directs. Atlpnmands against the estate of san!
desired to present the same nu ■'••h

all indebted thereto
ment Immediately.

are

j

requested

ROBERT F. 1‘
Belfast, Me., Sept. 14,1915.

j

utter fromCrawford

jr

t

s.

DISCOVERS
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NEW LAND IN ARCTIC

Some people are naturally thin. There
ia also a natural pallor but moat people
who are both thin and pale are far from
well and they need a tonic.
Many people neglect to take a tonic
until they get so sick that a tonic ia not
sufficient just because the demand of the
debilitated body is not inaistent enough.
The pale face, weak nerves, enfeebled

J,.,

get thtugh

digestion

l,

of

•urm, n account

o

[t

■ner* was

'r).

argu-

no

i:

the

somewhat exercised

the

mode of

and

wiin’t fussy about who liked
jjdn't iki it. It went right about
ir

exhibition,

ihe time
'f goods.

::o. I

i(l

its

w

-ill

Ijos-ledpnd

Lgh

and

has

day
piled blanket

of its life all
It has

over

^redill

all the mountains,

the brooks and cascades,
shrieked up and down

Notch and around the cor-

,i has distinguished itself and
ltf.t ’S*;f no ordinary storm; and one
has been added in my
B tvfence
argument that there

1/

always

been, and always will be
It is a day like this
(he lobby, drives the people
ess letters, and endless tele-

oas

Ljp

storm.

-oil

new

real enthusiasm

jigf this morning. But
tori was here to spend
Jd possibly the week,

...

a

Mineapolis, who claimed
line, and consequently no

;n

:

an

Waterville with

ha in

re

questions, to pass
1ay. Even Madam Serenity
t such a day has a tinge of
her smile, while the rest of
c-f
n our smiles off entirely and
,i.
,,eway in the table drawer along
>sk endless

to the

as

proper

“Sir Edgar”
seemed somehow too familiar on so short
an acquaintance, “Sir
Speyer” did not
sound good at all, “Sir Edgar Speyer”
was too formal, and then one
morning I
wanted him in a hurry and called much
to my own disgust “Oh—er—Mr. Speyer
wait a moment.” And Mr. Speyer looked as though he liked the sound of the
mister. Later I saw in the News Bureau
that he proposes to take off his title,
and settle in New York without it, and
this consoled me somewhat for what
I had considered my very bad break.
My mention of the farm reminds me
that one day last week a lady found a
cowbell in the woods and brought it into
the lobby, ringing it softly all the way
up to her room. What memories—what
blessed memories—the sound of that
cowbell evoked. I sat silent for some
time, living in those memories. Then I

bring

any of us know what a day
Last, week the lady
forth.

addressing him.

A six room flat with bath and steam heat
Basement and attic for storage. On Spring
street, next to Colonial. Enquire of
JOHN R. DUNTON.
3w36

Pi "ft who owned the nice little dog
the indigestion, and the tail

Large, front, furnished room with fireplace,
furnace heat, bath, hot and cold water and
electric light, also two adjoining Booms at

74 CHURCH
Vllhjalmur Stefansson, the discoverer of the white Eskimo, who went to
the arctic under the auspices of the Canadian government and who was almost
given up as lost, reported the discovery of new land which might be part of
the arctic continent he thought he might find. He will continue his exploring.

Bankrupt’s

is.;,
k

ttaP

instant

floor,

poor helpless creature
broken leg.
Twenty-five

here,

adiy

:

ars

a

are

white

hers, they tell us,
agonized face and

but
lis-

terrible moans and groans
ad lost consciousness, I felt a
r

t

of thankfulness that I was

buttoned

double-breaBted.with high

Why I

belting of

know two

or

three

girls

there who

have been out three or four years and
they’re not married yet and no signs of
it.” The worst of it is, this girl with a

are

to

means

Bankrupt,

a

produce

this modish

glim-

The

ii
that we see, to remind us of
presence in the house.
Speaking
more of little dogs.
At last I have

ire

ruly wonderful and beautiful
! omeranian, valued at some
land- the winner of many blue ribone

■?*

Hi master brought him into the
'at ; -toodhim on our window shelf.

panniers,

and extends above the belt to

form

an open peasant bodice
caught at
the bust with a quaint little velvet bow.

notable flatness front and

The chemisette of the chiffon has straps

back.
A Brown

in

vrn

k bear. Then his master
spoke to
in trench and he was all alert.
** be understand French” asked
‘me. “Oh yes” said the man. “He
ifstarvla

Froni>h

Oh
!fc

TTo

my!” I
lovely,

a are

kaa

said

a

FrannVi

to

myself

but think of the

'Mu Ten, the thousands and thou** of little children” and

an

thought

my last letter from the Crawford House
for this season.
R. T. NEWELL.

Crawford House, N. H., Sept. 11, 1915.
TURKISH

ATROCITIES.

Called the Worst in the Nation's

Another smart suit,

representative places

Been
on

10c. and 15c.

in one of the

Fifth Avenue,

ARE FOR

has the skirt laid in shallow pleats below
a pointed yoke at either side, the coat

having

a

harmonizing point

now

committed in Tur-

a

ujcuiuu

ui

a

keen

faced, manly

■'llov. whose word

was

look-

law to his

'a'

whose mandates were

l61it

lestion.

Mr. Keith is

obeyed
Supt. of

Boys’ Club, one of the Fed'■
B".vs Clubs; since he left he has
afw
poem, which without asking
I take the liberty to enclose,
b good
enough to find a place
*

'Og9

111
*'

Yes—
ewspaper in the land.
are
nice enough—but what
little boys—and the little girls

'<>
w

pitifully need

your interest

care, sir and madam’of many

Speyer, the great financier,
London firm of Speyer and Casl# ilHto with
Lady Speyer and their

'far
,f*

^

!

;:(!ren

remain until the

house
they have a retinue of five ser"nd also a little dog, a wee little
‘""st- dog named Woofie. As Telewho always has a name of his
f,,r all the animals on the
to

■

picked

woman

following

farm, the Christian races in Turkey. They
are succeeding and there is none to raise
a protest.
Turkey is now free to satisfy,

dubbed the porcine portiqn of
'nitnals “Woofies” I smile and
, of
home and him each time these
! -1 English children walk through

her thirst for blood and destruction and
to carry out the suggestions made by
her masters in Europe. Never in Mosiot% calling snrilly “Woofie, Woofie, lem history has there been such a riot of
Woofie.” As my business dealings crime and carnival of murder aimed at
■Mr Edgar bade fair to be more or the annihilation of the Armenian and
Greek races whose
fault is that
^tensive upon his arrival, I was they are not Moslems.only

directors. It is understanc
actual consolidation will nol
place until December, when the

Company’s
that

take

the

new First National Bank Building, now
being erected at State and Exchange sts,
will be ready for occupancy. It is understood that H. Eugene Collett, secre
tary of the Kenduskeag Trust Company
is slated for a vice presidency ot the con
sclidated institutions.

a caravan

up 15 children in one day thus left
by their parents who could not carry
them.
The women who survive the journey
are scattered among Moslem families in
Mohammedan villages, where the alternatives before them are Islam or death.
This method of extermination is going
on from Smyrna to Persia and from the
Black sea to the Mediterranean. Some
entire Armenian towns have been depopulated and Moslems from Macedonia
have been brought in to occupy the
houses.
A German official recently told an
American who was travelling in the
country that they were out to eliminate

BY

Preliminary action leading to a merger
two Bangor banks, the First National Bank and the Kenduskeag Trust
Company, was taken, Sept. 21st, wher
the First National Bank stockholders
voted to increase the capital stock from
$300,000 to $400,000 and the surplus from
$100,000 to $150,000. It is understooc
that business of the two banks will be
continued under the name of the Firsl
National Bank; that the bank’s directorate will be increased from seven to elever
or more, the new members to include
some of the present Kenduskeag Trust

This method is being duplicated everywhere in the interior of Turkey.
Women and children, old men and invalids are driven from their homes .it
the point of the bayonet and sent along
different routes covering many days,
even weeks of travel.
No preparations
for the journey are made or permitted.
Children born upon the road are strangled
by the mother, who is forbidden to lag
behind the caravan of death. Those too
ill are left alone by the roadside to die.

One German

BELFAST

of

uepurittuun

that separates families and sends large
then I numbers of the victims to inevitable
fr' f a young man who is making death.
In one prosperous city 12 of the leadwork the welfare of boys who
Armenians were taken out upon the
I Mb
ing
and
Mr.
Chas.
C.
help
care,
road under great pretence of deporta1 of
Malden, MasB., who, during tion. In a few hours the guards returnSUrr.rner was golf instructor here, ed alone. A few days later 300 more
'*ients with his fourteen caddy men followed the same path to death.
■'

IN

BANGOR BANKS TO MERGE.

i

and included torture of the most
murder by the wholesale

vcuuiuuuo

SALE

J3-NO WAITING TO SEND.

revolting type,
auu

In

)

To the Hon. Clarence Hale,
District Court of the United
District of Maine.

Bankruptcy

U

Judge of the
States for the

Small and

Delicious with ice

Edgar W. Warren of Thorndike,in the County
of Waldo and State of Maine, in said District,
respectfully represents, that on the 6th day
of March, last past; he was duly adjudged
bankrupt under the Acts of Congress relating
to bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all
his property and rights of property, and has
fully complied with all the requirement of
said Acts and of the orders of Court touching
his bankruptcy.
uc

by

yjiaja,

irnu uc

may

Large Size Sponge Cakes,
cream

for

dessert,

H. L. Whitten

at the

n

Co’s.—]

uc uecreeu

Court, to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against his estate under said
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are exthe

cepted by

law from such

Connecting Eggemoggin Reach with Belfast
“The Biggest Little City in Maine.”

discharge.

Dated this 22d day of September, A. D. 1915.
EDGAR W. WARREN,

Bankrupt.

ORDER OF NOTICE. THEREON

District

of

Maine,

ss.

On this 26th day of September, A. D. 1915,
reading the foregoing petition, it is—
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
upon the same on the 5th day of November,
A. D. 1915, before said Court at Portland, in said
District, at ten o’clock in the forenoon; and that
notice thereof be published in The Republican
Journal, a newspaper printed in said District,
and that all known creditors, and other persons
in interest, may appear at the said time and
place, and show cause, if any they have, why
the prayer of said petitioner should not be

on

granted.

STEAMER "ANNA BELLE,”

Captain James E. Staples, Master.
On and after August 9,1915, will make daily trips,
!

And it is further Ordered by the Court, That Leave
the Clerk shall send by mail to all known credii
tors copies of said petition and this order, ad;44
dressed to them at their places of residence as
44
1

stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hal^ I
Judge of tne said Court, and the seal thereof,
at Portland, in said District, on the 26th day of
D. 1915.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
of petition and order thereon.
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY. Clerk.

bounded and described as follows, to wit: Lot
No. 17, Range E in said town; beginning at
the northwesterly corner of said lot at land
of O is Eugley; thence N. 6fi degrees E„ by
said Eugley's land, to land of James Mathews;
thence southeasterly by lend of James and
Levi Mathews to land of Elizabeth K. Montgomery; thence southerly by land of said Montgomery to land of F. E. Wiley; thence southwesterly by land of said Wiley and line of main
road, to land of William Moody; thence northwesterly by land of said Moody, to the place of
beginning; meaning to convey the premises
occupied by said Mathews; said grantor to keep
said buildings insured for the benefit of said
grantee to the amount of five hundred dollars;
and whereas, the condition of Baid mortgage
has been broken, now therefore, I, the undersigned, administrator of the estate of said Fred
M. Boardman, now deceasedr by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
3w37
September 14,1915
FRED C. BOARDMAN, Admr.

Belfast-Brooklin Steamboat Co.

The

44
44

44

6
Brooklm.
6
Sedgwick
Deer Isle. 6
6
Sargentville.
South Brooksville. 7
Cape Rozier.. 7
Hughes Point. 8
8
Ryder’s Cove.
Warren’s Landing. 9

Arrived Belfast, about.10

Sunday excepted

Belfast. 1 30.P. M.

Leave

45 A. M.
00
*'
15
25
00

Landing.
Ryder’s Cove.
Hughes’ Point.
Cape Rozier.
Warren’s

44

30
00
**
30
00
00 A. M.

44

A daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs,
Merton Bradford Tuesday night.
Farmers are filling their silos and th<
corn ensilage is in excellent condition.

/

O. T. Farwell has been on the sick list
part of the week bur is now out again.
Frost Wednesday night, Sept. 22nc
nipped the gardens quite Beverely ir
places where they were not covered.
Several of our housewives are Bending
their sweet corn to Grant's private cannery in Unity instead of canning it at

McCall Designs
place. This was built of Kittensear
clotb, and closed with a close row of odd
black buttons to the collar of red fox
which was adjustable as a choker or rever effect. Very dark brown and a
green
that is almost black, are leaders in the
new colors.

Passenger

borne.

The Ladies’ Club had a “Gentlemem’s
night” and election of officers at F. S.

Taking Thought
A little time and trouble is all that is
needed to secure those authoritative
figure lines which insure ;the style and
fit of a gown.
The new Warner rust-proof corsets,
aunched early this month, embody every

Hagan’s

Wednesday

ments were

!

served.

night.

Refresh-

Rev. George H. Roger of Michigan has
been called to preach in the Congregational churches here Bnd at Freedom the
began Sept.
ensuing year. Services
26th.

44
44
44
44

44
4‘
44

P. M

From
*•

Fares
One way

Return ticket
good 30 days.
Brooklin to Belfast.$-75.$1 25
75. 1 25
Sedgwick to

75. 1 25
75. 1 25
South Brooksville to Belfast.75. 1 00
1 00
to
Rozier
Belfast.65.
Cape
75
Hughes Point to Belfast.50.
Ryders Cove to Belfast.50. 75
50
Warren’s Landing to Belfast..25.
Deer Isle to

Sargentville

•«

to

street.
Landing at Belfast, Mclntire’s Wharf, foot of Main
and merchandise, at reasonable rates.
Prompt attention given to all kinds of freight

RALPH L. COOPER. General Manager.

GEO. t. JOHNSON. |

Attorney at Law.

TRUCKING
I am

all[kindsot trucking.
a specialty.

Leave orders at the staoie, corner of Main

prompt
Probate

attention.

and

they will receive

Telephone

practici

connection.

W. W. BLAZO,

'2tf

specialty.

to do

and Cross streets,

BELFAST, MAINE.
Practice; in all Courts.

prepared

Furniture and piano moving

126

Waldo Avenue, Belfast.

ESTABLISHED 1829.

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL
The Journal
Will continue the

policy

for

it has followed in the

1915
past.

It[has,£

been and will be a heme paper in the fullest acceptance' of
the term. It is the work of heme people and devoted
to home interests.

Th e Journal and Farm and Heme,
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine,
The Journal and Woman’s Magazine,
The

30*

Cape Rozier and Eggemoggin; Flag Landings. Connection at Belfast; with
M. C. R. R. for Bangor, Portland & Boston, E. S. S. Co., for Camden, Rockland
and Boston. Steamer Islesboro for Camden and Bucksport.

OUR CLUBBING OFFERS,

THORNDIKE.

2
3
3
4
4
5
5
5

00
30
00
44
South Brooksville.
30
44
Sargentville. 15
Deer Isle.
30
45
Sedgwick.
Arrived Brooklin, about.6 00
44

Whc by special arrangement have all the
patterns all the time,

key surpass anything that has ever preceded, even in the palmiest days of Abdul the Arch Assassin, says a press report from Constantinople.
They are
carefully planned and diabolically executed

o

)

CARLE & JONES,

at the same

History.

The atrocities

a

close the front,
of brown

they represent is too exciting. My wits tons, called submarines,
collar and cuff are
are wool gathering, and I will bring to and a choker
beaver.
an abrupt, and perhaps a welcome close,
Of Submarine Green.

admiring him somebody
They are
English, but he appeared

were

£

face like

for Di6cnarge.

U

In Chocolate, Gold, Silver. Maple, Nut and
Fruited Spice, also the

Notice of Foreclosure,

Duvetyn.
of velvet tied on the shouiders, also
angels, was speaking seriousit
imble self with all my bones
A smart suit of brown duvetyn has a
and
in
faith.
ly
perfect good
plain unadorned bebe sleeve.
narrow skirt, the blouse
my purse so light that I never
And now, dear Journal, what do you plain, rather
Lucy Carter.
se any sleep over the fear of
four inch band of smocking at
think, my passes for home have arrived. having a
:•
m it.
Thus disappeared poor And
ting
waist line, the bottom of the coat,
although it will probably not be the
te n to the
regions of upstairs, and possible to use them before October first, just below the hipB, finished with shallow
lift: arse and a maid and the little
Odd shaped bone butthe sight of them and the
of all bound scallopB.
itw

|

Drake’s Cake

WHEREAS,

and blouse lines with or without a distinct
Skirts are moderthe figure.
ate in width with fullness only at the

sides, and

used to

|

lovely and expensive silks
with their scintillating patterns are
rather sparingly used as hems or bands
Willie O. Mathews of Lincolnand for panniers over skirts built of filmy
ville, in the County of Waldo and State
of Maine, by his mortgage deed dated the
lace or chiffon flounces.
seventh day of March, A. D. 1893, and recordA notable French model of this type ed in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 235, Page
has the skirt of blue chiffon, the flounces 184, conveyed to Fred M. Boardman of Natick
in the Gounty of Middlesex and Commonwealth
edged with velvet ribbon. Yellow flow- of Massachusetts, one undivided half part of
ered taffeta forms the Marie Antoinette a certain lot or parcel of land, with the buildings thereon, situated in said Lincolnville,
mer.

the throat, often a bit
choker collars,

for a ma-an, I’ll want to get married
you know, and I’ll want somebody with
money. There’s nobody in Washington.

Petition

the matter of
Edgar W. Warren,

In

mr-====n

Something New!

STREET.

fashion’s edicts.
Metal brocades and September, A.
[L. S.]
bead embroideries and trimmings are the
A true copy

the velvet faced woolens that combine
so admirably with the fur trimmings that
are used on every sort of street garment.
Such materials are nearly as dressy as

wont stay in Washington” she said, leaning indolently on our counter one day.
pull, you remember, was “There are no men in Washington,
only velvets, yet fit in when a velvet rig would
to go home and had sent her
Government clerks, and they have’nt be rather too much, while they stand
g. On her way to the dining
“What has that to do changing weather conditions as only a
any money.”
timed aside into the Bazaar
with it?” we asked.
“Why I'll be com- woolen will.
>o Mrs. Wright.
She slipped
Russian types rule for the street. Coats
ing out pretty soon, and I’ll be looking
shed
and in an
not

RENT^

TO

=IOL--jl[Q||C=Z?||t'

I(—

TO LET

turned to Madam

poses to make very soon, does not strike
me as so idyllic or so romantic. “Mother

joys in living.

Tonic treatment is useful in dyspepsia,
rheumatism, anemia and nervous disorders. In many cases it is all the medical treatment that is required.
Free booklets on the blood, nerves and
diet will be sent on request by the Dr.
Williams Medicine Co., Schenectady,
N. Y. Yonr own druggist sells Dr. Williams’ Fink Fills,

Serenity: “Oh didn’t
that cowbell sound good,” I said. “There
new style point of the season, without
you go again,” she said. “Why will you Coming Modes in New York.
ash and other valuables. We never learn not to
any sacrifice of the wear and comfortj:
give yourself away. Street Dresses and
Evening Frocks. Metal able fit for which they are famous.
smiles anyway, as Now I was
jt n ar our
going to pretend that the
Brocades and Fur Trimmings. Panniers.
No one model suits all figures,, but
i' as we did earlier
in the noise was new to me and ask
■*..
somebody
of The Journal.]
[Correspondence
there is a correct type for each indiis a
certain
ere
solemnity what it was—but you—well every time
(i:
New York, Sept, 27, 1915. From be- vidual, which insures the best appearlas u:- in its grasp. When we look you speak you let somebody know that
hind the scenes where they have been in I ance in any style of dress.
an the obby. we realize perhaps for you came from Maine.”
I have found
from all but the favored few, new | Considerable increase in flexibility has
:e, how many of these faces
;:.t
at least one congenial Bpirit in the house, hiding
suits and other timely attire is shown to been secured by thin double boning, while
us.
How many of those peo- however, Miss Bernice
,;v,
Verfrom
Cox,
catch the eye of the woman sure enough double thin interlining adds not a whit to
rtose faces had become as familiar mont, who lives On a farm,
j
except for the of
her own style and wants to know the the bulk, yet increases the satisfactory
e faces of old friends have,
a?
mree monins sne spends at Crawford
s,
model when Bhe sees it on a lay wear always guaranteed.
:av and one by one, gone with a
ami who loves farm life in all its phases. right
Cord Girdles.
stain and a pleasant word of fare- She tells me that when a child she one figure. It is such early and discriminating buyers who really set the styles and
Onfe notes girdles of heavy silk cord as
f our range of vision. Many
day found a beautiful blue gem, as large
determine the popularity of certain types a new trimming fad. These
: never.
A few weeks ago we as a
usually match
nutmeg, imbedded in a ledge in her j
as
[t ftT .!'
independent as that father’s pasture. Having nothing with of design. It is not the display in the the tone of the coat or dress, but someshop, but the way the model is worn out- times are of black on colored getups,
nked brook of Alfred Tenny- which to loosen
cr.
it, she left it there, and side that makes it a
success or failure,
Dark richness of coloring is the prevailwas prevented from returning for it.
In
for the average woman buys what looks ing note
"Men may come and men may go,
among the best street costumes
later years she began a search for the
Htt I go on forever.”
well on some other woman, though the designed for later
wear, though just now
but
has
never
been
able to locate
gem,
.v we have reached the
wearer is often quite
her opposite in jerseys of silk or fibre rival the
it
place it, and has never entirely
plumage
given up the
and coloring.
of a parrot for brilliancy of color. The
»»- see our own finish, and in our
search.
There is a certain romance in style
can
see the house as it will
s-ve we
New Suits.
brighter the contrast the better seems to
the thought of this patient, sweet faced
i:-»- weeks hence, dismantled and
be the prevailing motto in such attire.
New England girl and her search among
all the prophecies of
Notwithstanding
; and shuttered.
The thought
her native hills for the dream of her severely tailored styles in suits, the maEvening Frocks,
,3- ;-mn side,and also has it attracchildhood in the shape of a saphire blue jority of the early showings get away
Whatever else an evening frock poswhich for all of us, lies in the
ii.:
gem. Success to her search! The search from this type in many ways. All signs sesses or lacks, it must gleam and glitter
going home. “Going home.” which another and a
pt
younger girl pro- among these point to a great vogue for somewhere, if it is to be m line with
lr

or

time is the U -i health insurance. It
supports the overtaxed system, the won
vied nerves until nature can make te*
naira.
Build up the blood and you are send*
■ng renewed health and strength to every
The appetite ia impart of the body.
proved, -SI 13 digestion is toned up, there
:s new color in the checks and
lips, you
worry less, become good natured where
before you were irritable and you find

Dlitary storm, to my
-.that hasheen lagging behind,
wse'lf perdue, or letting itfried abut. And so, although
ways hen pleased to see the
one

f

neglected

until the point
actual breakdown requires
medical treatment. A tonic taken in
arc

where pain

time. There

on

I

E

Journal TV line gale
yY pear
here today, eictly on schedule
It was looking^! at my window
-k this moling, and seemed
y
s
uv u g and shaking with deliriinise it haimade connections
! arrived in seasA. But it had no
ister like «Bt. Any old storm
v.. iitni a dat set for its arrival

publications

included in

our

$2.00
2.10
2.25

clubbing*offer

may be sent to different addresses.

Terms: Cne year, $2.00; six months,
three months, 50 cents.
Send in your subscription now.

Subscription

$1.C0;

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING COMPANY.

Belfast, Maine.

defrauded of the high office the
the country would have given
him.
Near at hand is the late home of
BELFAST, THURSDAY. SEPT. 80, 1915.
his staunch friend J. A. Homan, the
veteran publisher. Then back to boyPUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY
hood days there comes to mind jovial
The Republican Jour/ Pub! Co. Daniel T.
Pike, editor of the Augusta
Age, whose acquaintance was made in
•JBARLES A. P1LSBURY,
\
Manager later years, as'wel! as that of his talented son, the scholarly and witty Manly H.
Advertising Terms.
For one square, one
Then we recall genial P_ O.
Pike.
3 dch length in column, 25 cents for one week

The

Republican Journal

g^ss

«nd 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three
months.

Samuel Gompers is for peace, but not
for peace at any price. So say all of us.
It is

to

longer possible for Bryan
home; but if he goes
abroad as an ex-Secretary of State he
may cause trouble by misrepresenting
no

make trouble at

American sentiment. This country is not
for peace with dishonor.
The Boston Globe says of the recent
primary in Massachusetts: “The increase

sigprimary. The return of the Progressives
and the rising hopes of the Republican
lank and file are clearly reflected in the
larger vote cast.”

was

After weeks of incessant artillery fire
and bomb throwing on the western battle line the Allies began their long looked for offensive last Saturday and at this
writing success has attended them. They
have swept the enemy back between two
dUU

UilCC

1111

v

icj,

upiuicu

i.u,wv

vi*ci

ur.wounded prisoners, twenty-fou field
guns, numerous machine guns and a considerable amount of other material. But
aside from its transitory moral effect,
jnless the Germa s are signally defeated
driven out of France and Belgium, the
'victories of today will be of little practior

cal value so far
of the

war

as

determining

is concerned.

the end

In the east

Russia's position appears to be strengthening daily, and the German aggressive
becoming weaker. The Italians claim

Nothing

•victories in the Tyrol.

ment from the Dardanelles.

of

mo-

those who had

purpose.
It may not afford consolation to Maine
farmers who have had to contend this

^abnormal

season

with

damaged

crops and

crop failures to know that elsewhere
they have brothers in misfortune; but it
will demonstrate that hard times come
to other sections, even to California, the
■land

of

gold, fruit

and flowers.

Mr.

shipments
•of

It

<rn

that orders for

east cannot be filled because

shortage of

cars

on

the

railroads,

while steamers via the

Panama canal

have all available

space

freight

engaged

.ip to October.
•That such conditions could exist in

a

country where many easterners had been
led to believe that fortunes awaited all
who would engage there in fruitgrowing
will be something of a surprise to many.

Sept. 5th

]

before

me

We have

Capt. Fields C. Pendleton, retired master
mariner, shipowner and broker and former
shipbuilder.died Sept.22nd at his summer home
in Islesboro. He had been in
failing health
for some’time Capt. Pendleton was a mempossibly something back to those who ber of the
firm of Pendleton Bros and F. S.
hold stock. The city of San Francisco
Pendleton & Co., said to

own or

I

ned for pUltl.
of pickles,

PEACHES FOR PRESERVING RECEIVED BY tVERY BO*
g«EEi ^
RIPE PEPPERS, BUTTON ONIONS. ETC.

B

THE BEST OF VINEGAR, MIXED SPICES, ALLS
ICE, W0LE gin*
WHOLE CLOVES, TUMERIC AND MUSTARD.

I
B

'■

control the

$4,000,000 in 28 minutes by sub- largest fleet of wooden
coastwise vessels in
scription, and this on the heels of that America. For many years the Pendleton interand
fire
that
devouring earthquake
ests operated a shipyard at Belfast. The dewiped out the principal part of th% busi- ceased was the son of the fate Capt. Mark and
Eliza Jane (Coombs) Penaleton.who had a
ness section. State admission day. Sept.
large
8th, 180,000 people paid 50 cents each to family of whom only Capt. Richard Pickett
Pendleton
and
Guilford
D. Pendleton of
Capt.
go into ttie grounds. The average atIslesboro and Mrs. Lester Lewis of Brooklyn
tendance has been about 47,000 daily
are living. Capt. Pendleton was twice married.
for August and this much of September.
His first wife was Miss Lucinda
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H

everything you
supply

up your winter
serves, etc.

IB

WARD’S BREAD AND CA(E
Fresh from the

Bakery.

Toilet Articles and

Cards!
1
B

Playing
CO.,

A. A. HOWES &
GROCERIES,

DRUGS_MEl;INEs

my Aug. 16th letter.
time flies, especially when

with

liquor
tue.
passed away. As I am
The first evidence of the unyielding
writing the news boys are crying out,
of the Democrats came,
“South Carolina gone dry!” In 1920 partisan purpose
with the looting of the foreign
naturally,
to
the two-thirds of States necessary
in this there was the
submit to a vote a National Prohibition service—though
attenuated excuse that diplomatic repre
Amendment to the Constitution of the
are
the personal spokesmen
United States will be secured and this sentatiyes

Bear up, bear on, the end shall tell,
The dear Lord ordereth all things well.”

J. W. Tibbetts,
) Committee
Annie Clements,
on
Cora Gay,
) Resolutions.

Morning Light Grange, Monroe, held one of
the most interesting meetings of the year,
Saturday evening. Sept. 25th, At recess a
harvest feast was served to about fifty, including five new members, and lively and
amusing games
equally by the
members.
sented

as

were

played

and

and

ever

awful

ever

buried and

enjoyed

and the not-so-young
Later a harvest program was prefollows: Music by choir; roll-call,

I

young

our

nation free.

congratulate you

Industrial

on

Supplement.

to have drank in

answered by quotations referring to grain or
grain raising; topic: Best Varieties of Corn
for this Section, discussed by O. B. Dow and
others; paper, Agriculture of the Ancients,

traffic will be

devastating liquor

our

up-and-doing spirit.

your

splendid

You just

seem

Such

has made California this great tourist
State. I tell you it pays to advertise

anything
fore the
I

you want to sell or to get be-

public.

if4 aft tZs fit

1

WANTED
Bookkeepers. Stenograph
Cashiers, and all eye
that my optical

know

^B

..

GRAV?31

FRANK L.

Graduate Opt an;

I

,,

BELFAST. MAI

S

Successor to F. L. Ada.-,

^B
jB

lows

Block, Up-Stairs.

be

one

be in

political sympathy with him.
Then came the naming of the Federal

Reserve Board.
as

much

a

The currency bill was
Republican measure as a Dem-

supposed to be non-partisan
operation and national in its scope.

measure

was

of

Federal Trade Commission is

The
al

case

and

tion,

in

even

was

point.

an-

This board, nation-

international in its

jurisdic-

advertised in advance

as

to be

made up of the greatest minds in the
land, regardless of politics. The appoint-

delayed for months in order,
said, to permit the choice of the
very best men. Yet only one of the appointees has a shadow of a claim to being
a Republican.
ments were

it

was

■Nr- A T

L. J.

POTTLE’S
i

Successor to H. Davis’

5, 10 AND 25 CENT STORE

It had been

published

41

and at one time was the leading paper of
Calais. The Calais Advertiser, one of the oldest newspapers in the State, now has the field

years

and the Board of Trade and you have
to be

proud

at once as a

Republican.

grab everything in
sight for “deserving Democrats”, while
the grabbing is good.
PINKEY MAINE AT PORTLAND.

filmed, but so far as is known, he didn't secure
the sight referred to.
Early in the afternoon,the old pinkey Maine,
one of the venerable coasters of the Atlantic
shore trade, poked her old-fashioned nose into
the harbor and began to beat up stream in the
light westerly wind that was blowing. The
Maine is a rare sight when in Portland harbor,
that should be filmed by all means. She
one
has been seen here often in the past, but of
late has been around little and so, even though
she was well known, she attracted any amount
of attention irom the oldtimers as she tacked
up the harbor.
In addition to her age, the Maine is noted for
being one of the few pinkies left, She may
be the last, The pinkey is a schooner, but she
is built like no ordinary craf t.Instead of having
the square stern of the usual old-timer, ahe
has a high-pointed one which reminds one of
the Spanish galleons. So high is the stern that
the head of a man standing there would be
pretty nearly as high as the middle of the
mast.

Built in Essex, Mass., in 1845, the Maine has
had a long and useful career. She now hails
from Machias and is pretty nearly as active as
many of the newer schooners in the coasting
trade, though there are not many really new
ones in the business. The Maine and the more
than a century old Polly uphold the prestige
of the old-time coasters.
The Maine has been a frequent visitpr at

this port, and some years ago was practically
rebuilt. The Portland reporter has got her
stern rather high, but the Maine is an oldfashioned pinkey, all right, and there are few
of them left.

(without the aid of
And

Rinlev. do.:

land in Searsmont.

I. Holt, Auburn; land in Lincolnville.
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a

terms
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mayor.___

STOMACH MISERY
QUICKLY VANISHES
Your money beck if you want it ie the way
in which A. A. Howes & Co., the popular druggists, are selling Hi-o-na, the great dyspepsia

remedy.

This is an unusual plan, but Mi-o-na has so
much merit and ia so almost invariably successful in relieving all forms of indigestion that
they run but little risk in selling under a guarantee of thia kind.
Do not be miserable or make your friends
miserable with your dyspepsia. Mi-o-na will
help you. If it doesn’t, tell A. A. Howes &
Co. that you want your money back and they
will.cheerfully refund it.
A change for the better will be seen from
the first few doseB of Mi-o-na and its continued
use will soon start you on the road to perfect
digestion and enjoyment of food.
Mi-o-na has been so uniformly successful
that every box is sold under a positive guarantee to refund the money if it does not relieve.
What fairer proposition could be made?
A. A. Howes & Co. give theii personal guarantee of “money back if you want it” with
every box of Mi-o-na that they sell. A guarantee like this speaks volumes lor the merit of
the remedy.
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W. C. Brewer and family left Sept. 22nd
for their home in Newton Centre, Maas.
Mr.
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Decker returned last week from a
Brooksville with her sister, Mrs. Gilvy
who is at home for

ln-iiatt

Chase & Doak.

Miss Nora
visit in

Supt. of Schools Wm. B. Woodbury spoke on Dodge.
school question before Silver Cross Lodge,
Capt. William Farrow,
K. of P., at their meeting last evening, Sept.

At the Sept. 22nd session of the Sovereign
Grand Lodge of the Independent Order of Odd
Fellows in San Francisco it was annouaced that
Chattanooga, Tenn.. had been chosen as the
place of the Grand Lodge session in 1916
William W. Cutter, grand secretary of the
Odd Fellows of Maine the past lour years and
a past grand representative in that order, died
Sept. 24th at his home in Westbrook, aged 60
and 1902.
years. He was grand master in 1901
For many years he was engaged in the dry
goods business in Westbrook and served two

a

Up

Broken Lenses K

#

Marian Coombs spent a
oent.lv with friends in Castine.

Most

At Reasonable Prices.

Mr. Jesse Bates returned Sept. 22nd from
brief visit in Pittsfield.
Miss

the

Glasses

reasons

Evidence that this supplement found appreciation at home is evidenced by an order for
600 copies from one enterprising business concern for distribution among its customers and
others.

week-end in town.

hit

a

of the Eastern Gazette.
HEAL NEWS.
Hon. Joseph P. Bass, proprietor since 1879 of
A
well-chosen
newspaper is a necessity in
the Bangor Commercial, was 80 years old Sept.
every home and should be chosen for its educa24th, and the occasion was pleasantly marked tional value as well as for its present news
in various ways.
Employees of the Commer- value. The paper should be edited, not merely
cial presented Mr, Bass with a massive piece to attract the casual reader, but also to satisfy
the reader who makes his newspaper a part of
of silver, appropriately inscribed, and hunhis life.
dreds of friends in Maine and other States
The Boston Evening Transcript fulfils all resent letters and telegrams oi congratulations.
quirements. In the Transcript will be found
the daily news as it comes from all parts of
At his summer home in Bar Harbor that night
the world, and in these days of wild rumors
Mr. Bass entertained at dinner. He is a re- and sensational headlines, it is little wonder
markably vigorous and cheerful octogenarian. the public appreciates the Transcript’s policy
of always adhering to its high standard of news
service. Many new readers have been added
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESI ATE.
to the Transcript's circulation because they
appreciate the way the real facts of the war

29th.

[Portland Sunday Press.]
Movie operators are generally right on the
j job, but they certainly missed an opportunity
in Portland harbor Saturday afternoon. Even
at that, there was an operator cruising about
the harbor for a big products n that is being

By Modern Scientific Methods

F. W. Angier.
San Jose, Calif., Sept. 19, 1915.

the

THE

The Eyes

owner

Henry G. Pettee.et ala., Belfast, to Clara H.
It may be that the Democratic party has
Shaw, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
a monopoly of the brains and the ability
Doty E. and Lizzie H. Sheldon, Cranston, R.
in this country. There iare at least two I., to John W. Whitsomb, Waldo; land and
opinions about that. But there is only buildings in Waldo.
Fred L Moody, Taunton, Mass., to Horace
one opinion as to the purpose of the present administration to

Belfast, Miline

We Examine

production.
Yours truly

of such

And now comes a third instance. Secretary McAdoo has just selected the International High Commission which was
The following transfers of real estate were are presented.
authorized by the Pan-American financial
Articles by experts, on ail live topics, suprecorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
plemented by many regular features, make the
congress last spring and which will con- for the week ending September 29, 1915:
Boston Transcript a complete summary of every
stitute the court of last resort in case of
Martha J. Otis, Belfast, to Volney B. Cough- phase of human activity.
The publishers, at Boston, Mass., will be
friction in the trade relations between lin, New Vineyard, Me.; land in Waldo.
pleased to send specimen copies to anyone on
this country and Latin America. This
Walter S. Simonds, Madison, to Nathan A* request.
body will have some delicate functions Weston, do.; land in Burnham.
NORTH ISLESBORO.
Llewellyn W. Gray, Belfast, to Cora E. Herto perform and, though trade is non-p; rland and buildings in Northport.
tisan, there is only one of the nine men rick, do.;
Miss Doris Coombs of Castine spent the
A. B. Ripley, Searsmont, to William A.
whom Mr. McAdoo has chosen who is re-

cognized

Block,

/

%

other

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

friends and many
Church Street,
beautiful floral tributes were about the casket
Hay ford
The large pieces from the Masonic Blue Lodge
and Chapter, the K. of P. and the Standard
Oil Company were particularly noticeable.
THE JOURNAL’S INDUS I RIAL SUPPLERev. E. Lewis Wall conducted the service and
MENT.
the Masonic lodge had services. The Masonic
commitment was held at the grave in Ocean
View cemetery. Besides his wife Capt. Toole
To the Editor of The Journal: If your
leaves two children, Gwendolyn E., aged 3
Industrial Supplement has given all the old
years and Barbara G., aged 1 year. The pa- residents of Belfast as much
pleasure as it
rents, Capt. and Mrs. Franklin Toole, and one has
me, you have most certainly been successbrother, Coleman, survive him.
ful in your efforts. It is one of the most attractive and best Newspaper Trade Journals
NEWSPAPER NOTES.
that I have seen issued and I cannot see how
With the issue of Sept. 24th the Calais it can fail to be of great benefit to Belfast and
it is a credit to The Journal
Times discontinued publication because of in- Waldo County,

Its most useful featwere those which were taken from
the late Senator Aldrich’s plan—and
these were put into the bill chiefly at
sufficient support.
Republican insistence. At any rate, the
measure.

EVERYTHING IN

attendance of relatives and

My last letter dealt principally with in its
early days of my pilgrimage in Maine. Yet the choice of the reserve cities deto itself.
Perhaps I now had better tell something monstrated a
jealous sectionalism run
The Pittsfield Advertiser has again changed
of what I have seen and learned about
riot, and when the original personnel of hands. A few year* ago Lewis O. Haskell, rethe Pacific coast.
In your Sept. 9th isthe Board was named it had none but cently deceased, sold the
paper to Miss Murray,
sue I read ar article (Good Old Maine)
Democrats upon it.
Even now it has no who later became Mrs. Guimond.
Less than
copied from the Evening Standard of member recognized as an out and out a year ago they sold to Garfield W. Horne, who
New Bedford, Mass., telling of the bad
has now sold to George W. Huffes of Dexter,
Republican.

1915 season, failure of crops and hard
I
the finest roads in the country j outlook for many of your farmers.
send you a letter of cheer. You
was officially completed and
opened to traffic want to
Saturday. Hon. Philip J. Deering, chairman are not the worst off in this fair land of
of the State Highway Commission was the ours.
I know that to lose a hay and pofirst man to drive over the completed thorough- tato
crop in Maine is a bad loss, for I
fare. The road is built enti rely of bituminous
read in the census report of 1910 that
macadam of the finest type of construction and
Aroostook county was 7th in amount of
is a section of one of the most impoitant arwealth produced of all the counties of
teries of travel in Maine. It is part of the J
United States and potatoes,hay and
coast highway to Bath, Rockland and all of the ; the
lumber were the chief products. Santa
shore cities and resorts, and is also one of the
Clara Valley is the greatest fruit section
units of the Portland, Brunswick, Augusta
Waterville and Bangor State highway.
It of California, 175 miles square- It is a
to

for the President and should therefore

go-aheadocratic
advertising ures

western

But every country and section under the
sun is subject to such vicissitudes.
In passes through the towns of Falmouth, Cum- complete forest,with more fruit trees in
the cotton-growing States the boll weevil berland, Yarmouth, Freeport and Brunswick number than the population of all the
threatens the staple crop. At one time and skirts the shore of Casco Bay for 12 miles
New England States. No other such a
one of the most beautiful rides in New
Eng- sight in the world. In 1912 they raised
■it looked as though fortune awaited the
Returns of $300 land.
■onion grower in Texas.
worth of prunes, nearly twoThe cost of the highway was divided between $12,000,000
of all the pruneB grown in the
thirds
to $400 per acre were reported, and it the Federal
government and the State, the exwas some time before the reverse of the
United States. Total products over $30,pense to the latter being only the equivalent
picture was shown. Until the onion of an improved gravel road, the Federal gov- 000,000. This valley is described by one
growers organized and established sales ernment paying for the added cost of the bitu- writer as a “Sleeping Maiden fragrant
.at/eneies their shiDments were unnrofit- minous macadam. The highway is one of about with perfume and intoxicatingiy beautia
Hnvon
diffamnf
tnn/w.
■fill lvintr in n narvpn hpH former! hv the
able. Then there is a worm that attacks
which the Federal government is building in
under
the
onion
the young
Santa Cruz mountains, curtained by
sprout just
j
vari ous parts of the United States as an exfleecy clouds. Her coverlet of eiderground and cuts it off, and at times it is periment. It will be maintained
by the Maine
whole
the
to
flood
down tinted with roses quilted with
patch just State Highway Commission, but
necessary
to
its
owing
the sun kissed
as a cranberry bog is flooded when there permanence of construction
this item is ex- I green, edged with yellow,
water of San Francisco bay for her pilis danger of a killing frost. Thus it will pected to be a comparatively small one.
From reports received from outside of low.” As I draw near this picture of
be seen that in the west and in the south
there are difficulties to contend with at Maine it is confidently expected that the highbeautiful scenery I discover that the
least equal to those which confront the way will prove a tremendous attraction to coverlet is an expanse of fragrant blosSummer tourists and indirectly will bring
good people of Maine, and we must ensoms, the
edges are live oaks which
additional motorists into the State. With
dure them as best we can and hope for many
shoot
their branches almost into the
the completion of the Portland and Saco
highbetter times ahead.
clouds; the yellow is the California popway early next summer, Maine will have a
It is the
that encircle the hills.
pies
In Augusta the other day we were re- magnificent boulevard penetrating for nearly
land of delight.
100 miles intD the very heart of the State.
I
minded, as on former visits, that the
But listen; last year 5,000,000 pounds
New Augusta Housj is a monument to
SWANVILLE CENTER.
of prunes were not sold. There was no
citizens
of
the
the public spirit
leading
market for only half of a usual crop,
Situated in the
Mrs. Wm. Small and Mrs. Wm. Curtis are on
at the State Capital.
j This season growers are selling them
heart of the residential section, con- the sick list.
from $10 to $11 per ton to drying plants
venient to the State House, the mecca of
Sept. 23d there was a heavy frost, ice form- i
and the wholesale price now is 3 cents
all visitors—and especially so after a ed and in some places the ground was frozen.
dried. Peaches were sold for
most
a
desirable
is
Mr.
Mrs.
Wm.
and
State election—it
Thompson and child per pound
ton
to canners (2 cents a pound
$15
per
stopping place. And while the patron- from North Sebago lake visited his parents, if
as long as they could dispose
undried)
and
Mrs.
Ed
last week.
Mr.
between
Thompson,
the
vacations
the
long
age in
there is no market for
Now
of
them.
Fred
Kane
of
Boston
and
Capt. Myers of
sessions of the legislature can hardly
thousands of tons and
thousands
upon
S earsport were guests of Wallace Gray Friday
•warrant it, the same degree of efficiency
are feeding them to the hogs and
n i ght and of Wm. Clemente Saturday night.
they
and
service
table
the
and
is maintained
Fred Cunningham and three frienda motored plowing them undef for fertilizer. In
In the
are all that could be desired.
from Bangor to Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Gray's fact you Maine people don’t know what
an
is
there
section
improvebusiness
last Saturday,had supper there and a pleasant close, hard times means. This fruit land
ment—not recent—that compels the atwas enjoyed.
is worth from $600 to $3,000 per acre,
evening
tention of the old-time visitor, the new
most of it has to be irrigated and fertilDr. McCann of Bangor and Dr. Ham of Belthe
and
aboliR.
R.
the
M.
C.
station of
an operation on Mrs. E. H. Litfast
ized and it costs bard on to $100 per acre
performed
tion of the grade crossing on Water
tlefield Sept. 21st. Miss Smith of Bangor, a to raise a crop and pay the expense of
That the old station was little trained
street.
nune, is caring for her and Dr. Ham
the crop and getting
short of a disgrace and the grade cros- is the attending physician. She is very com- spraying, gathering
it to market. The county is overrun
sing a menace to life must be generally fortable and gaining finely.
with idle labor and winter is knocking at
•admitted.
the door. This is not overdrawn, and
Gov. Burleigh, as his friends generally
Why Not Do Your Own Thinking?
you Maine farmers may cast your eyes
call our United States Senator, is today
Too many of the American people permit toward the Pacific coast and console yourand
has
in
Augusta,
the foremost figure
someone else to do their thinking.
They mis- selves
by saying, there are others worse
home on
take noise for argument and sensational headmany callers at his pleasant
I am informed that
off than we are.
the
turn
at
But
every
avenue.
lines for facts.
Western
They fall an easy prey to
ranches are heavily
of
the
many
very
once
well
the silver-tongued demagogue and the silver♦old-timer recalls the many
and year in year out they are
Itnown personages who have gone before. penned muckraker because the public has mortgaged
at the mercy of the banks and money loannor patience to study public
reneither
constant
a
is
diligence
mansion
"The Blaine
ers.
One Italian bank in this city has
minder of the departed statesman who questions.—Leslie's Weekly.
i

PICKLING atd
PRESERVING

The funeral of Frank E. Herrick, who died
in the Maine General Hospital, Portland, Sept.
20th, was held at his late home Sept. 23d, Rev
William Vaughan of Trinity Reformed church
officiating. The bearers were from Silver
Cross Lodge, Knights of Pythias, of which the
deceased was a member: Measra. Nahum M- i
Nickerson, Edward Blake, Ralph Sargent and
Charles Curtis. The interment was in the
Smart cemetery in East Belfast.

_

K.iff’B letter in another column tells some- Helen A. Cooper; recitation, The Huskers, M.
the conditions in the Santa Clara J. Curtis; Agriculture of the Present, D. M,
Half of last year’s crop of Kimball; recitation, Abbie Jewett; Agriculture
of the Future, Annie B. Clements; Kinds of
prunes remained ursold, and this year
Grain Used in Cooking and Methods of Use,
from
to
ton.
are
$11
$10
per
Belling
they
Mrs. Larby; Favorite Recipes in Which Grain
There is no market for peaches, and they is Used, Alice
Ellingviood; music.
are being fed to hogs and thousands upon
thousands of bushels are ploughed in for
NEW
FEDERAL AID HIGHWAY
fertilizer. This fruit is produced on land
OPENED.
worth $700 to $3,000 per acre, and it costs
Maine’s 25 mile Federal Aid Highway run$100 per acre to cultivate. Then from ning from Portland to
Brunswick,and declared
we

an

To the Editor of The Journal: The
issue of The Journal is now

!

and

thing of
valley.

another source

on

7 per cent; but I know many who
are glad to get loans at 10 per cent.
I must draw to a close by telling you
that the exposition has now passed
15,000,000 people through its gateB. It
cost $50,000,000 to produce this great
Exposition and San Francisco and the
State of California furnished $20,000,000
of this large sum. LaBt week Ex-President Taft burned the last indebtedness
(about $1,200,000 mortgage) and from
now
until closing day, Dec. 1st, they
expect to pay all running expenses and

now

OBITUARY.

Seeley and
Three transcontinental railroads that go after her death he
married her sister. Miss
into Los Angeles landed 600,000 passen- Brina
Seeley, She survives him. together with
; How swiftly
gers in July and more in August, and two sons and five
daughters: Fields S., the
I we have crossed the three score and ten
September no doubt will break all rec- head of the firm, Edward Seymour, both of
I boundary. When I was a kid at Belords. It don’t look like hard times in Brooklyn N. Y.; Mrs. Raymond Parker Stevens
mont Corner I would think, oh how long the east with this multitude
pouring of Pennsylvania, Miss Brina; Miss Alice Lavina,
it will be until another 4th of July, or a their
We Miss Grace, Mrs. Herman Clinkenbroomer
greenbacks into California.
I suppose the are
and Mrs. Carl Crosby (Miss
circus would go through.
expecting the greatest rush of win- (ftliss Effie)
Phoebe Ellen) all of Brooklyn, N. Y. All the
climate has changed in Maine same as in ter
tourists, and as long as we can sell
sons and daughters have been at the Pendleton
other sections of our country. Thirty- climate and
pick the tourists we can summer home in Islesboro this summer. Tue
North
when
I
went
to
five years ago
surely keep the wolf from the door.
funeral took place Sunday, Rev. A. G. Warner,
Dakota it was not an uncommon thing
M. H. Kiff,
of Manchester-by-the Sea, Mass., a former
to have 40 below zero weather during
San Jose, Calif., Sept. 19, 1915.
pastor at Islesboro, coming to officiate. Interthe winter,and there were terrible blizment was in Islesboro.
zards when farmers ran a line from
An Extremely Partisan AdNEWS OF THE GRANGES
After a brave fight of just over nine weeks,
house to barn and had to grip it tight to
Capt. Mansfield W. Toole, the second of the
ministration.
winter it was
back
and
forth.
One
go
The next meeting of North Waldo Poraons
victims of the blowing up of the Petrolia II in
This made you think you
Grange will be with Harvest Home Grange, 52 below zero.
1915.
The Rockland harbor last July, died in the Knox
27,
Washington,
Sept.
Brooks, Oct. 13th, and A. P. Howes of Palmyra, were mighty close to the North Pole.
motto of this administration is “Put none Hospital, Rockland, Tuesday night, Sept. 2lst.
Master of East Somerset Pomona, will be the But the climate has changed, and it
It will he remembered that the Standard Oil
but Democrats on guard”. The delicacy
speaker.
boac was completely wrecked in the explosion,
scarcely ever reaches 40 below now. ! of
foreign relations, the gravity of na- and Cook Fred Abbott was drowned. Capt.
TTninn
Hcrvaof
\lt -nkieillo
leonzzarus are icings ui ice past,
makes no difference. Busitional
affairs
has adopted the following resolutions of re- member when a boy of the awful storms
xooie ana engineer Milan uay were iasen to
ness, finance and diplomacy, in which the Rockland
spect:
hospital, suffering terribly from
they had crossing Belmont Bar,and they there' is no real
partisanship, are given a broken bones and burns. Mr. Day has recentWhereas death has again entered our Grange would
at any season of the year.
rage
Circle and another link in our fraternal chain
partisan tinge by this administration and ly been able to return borne. Capt. Toole’s
broken by the death of our brother, James O.
Oh, how many wrecks have occurred on
the “deserving Demotrats’’have been re- left leg was amputated some time ago and a
it
Bartlett; therefore, be
Belmont Bar.
Mrs. Johnson and son
cognized. Some of them were later fully second operation was performed on it about
Resolved, That by the death of our brother,
it
is
as
the
now
Charlie
and
kept
light,
we extend our heartfelt
sympathy to his wife
found out, as in the case of Minister Sul- two weeks ago. This caused the death. Capt.
and children.
safe crossing Belmont Bar as it would
Toole was 33 years old, He had become known
livan who went to San Domingo.
Resolved, That our charter be draped for 30 be to cross
any of your streets in Belas a most skilful officer and a splendid type of
days and that we place on our records these
This spirit of intense and bitter partiman.
Great interest had been manifested in
resolutions, and that a copy be sent to the fast. That vile compound they sold in
has been strangely inconsistent
local papers for publication:
his apparently winning tight for life. The
Maine labeled New England rum has sanship
“Oh! Thou, who mournest on the way
with the fact that this is a minority adbody was taken to Boothbay Wednesday and
wrecked thousands of old Maine citiWith longings for the close of day,
ministration—but consistency has long the funeral held at his late home in West HarHe walks with thee, that angel kind,
or
zens.
The openjsaloon, hotel,
grocery
since ceased to be an administration vir- bor Thursday afternoon. There was a large
And gently whisperp, be resigned.
store where
was sold have for-

ship

The Balkan

■situation is still unsettled, but the recent
victories of the Allies have led Bulgaria
"to announce that her mobilization is
purely protective and not offensive in

PAINSJSAPPEAR

Rheumatism depends

$19,000,000 assets, and is now advertising to loan $600,000 on farm securities. The regular interest rates are

-over

acid
•which flows in the blood, affecting the
muscles and joints, producing inflammation, stiffness and pain. This acid
gets into the blood through some defect in the digestive processes, and
remains there because the liver, kidand skin are too torpid to carry
Vickery, prominent in business and as a neys
it off.
adthe
M.
H.
eloquent
publisher;
Heath,
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, the old-time
vocate; Clarence B. Burleigh, the force- blood tonic, is very successful in the
It acts
ful political writer and author of a series
treatment of rheumatism.
of boys books that rank among the best ; directly, with purifying effect, on the
in that line; Capt. Charles E. Nash, a ! blood, and through the blood on the
which it
veteran of the Civil War who did his l liver, kidneys anl skin,
and at the same time it
stimulates,
|
city and State important service at the
improves the digestion.
time of the “count-out”; Joseph WilGet Hood’s Sarsaparilla today.
rada
who
liamson,
commanding figure,
Sold by all druggists.
iated sunshine, and whose abilities had
placed him in the forefront of the legal
Letter From California.
profession; Gov. John F. Hill, one qf
Nature’s noblemen—and there are oth- Crossing “Belmont Bar.’’ Hard Times (or
Fruit Growers. A Successful Exposition.
ers; too many others, sadly recalled by :

enjoyed their companionfriendship. Of those now living
Howard Owen, retired from his former
activities in politics and journalism, finds
his greatest pleasure in the companionship of bis grandchildren, and long may
he be spared to them. This personal
Booth Tarkington was five years seekparagraph would be incomplete without
ing recognition as a writer, but in the mention of
irrepressible Col. Fred Plansucceeding twelve years his writings ted, he of the perennial smile and broth
brought him a fortun of one million erly handshake. Office-holding has nc
dollars. Mary Roberts R'hinenart in tell- terrors for
him, and he has in turn been
ing how she broke into print said that in
legislator, mayor, sheriff and governor,
the lean years she made only $1,000, but and is
now postmaster of the good city
later the returns from her writings in a
of Augusta.
single year were $50,000.
in attendance over other years is a
nificant feature of the Republican

SEVERE RHEUMATIC

people of

Picked Up

a

Between Sprague's Cove
14-foot centerboard boat,

few weeks’ visit, is receiving a hearty welcome
from his friends. Capt. Farrow made himself
quite popular as chaperone for a party of
ride last
young people on a moonlight hayrick

a

week.

Colonial Rap i

Rose entertained the following
the adult Bible class at her home
Monday evening,Sept. 13th: Capt. G. A. W arren,
Mr. and Mrs. R. P. CoomDs.Mrs. Lukie Coombs.
Mrs. E. G. Coombs, Mrs. Angelia Adams, Mrs.
Helen Ryder, Mrs. Josie E. Farrow, Eliza Bates
and Miss Gertrude Warren. The time was
pleasantly spend with music and games. Apples, candy, peanuts and popcorn were served
Miss

Lena

members of

by

the

hostess,

HALLDALE.
E. J. Hatch of Augusta called
here last week.

by proving property at
N. W
3w39p

same

MADE TO OK
FREE Booklet tells how t.< [
for weaving and other inter.
E. IIw39p
New

]

SWAN VILLI'
Mrs. Frank Harding is vers
attended by Dr. E. D. Tapley

>

and Mrs. Charles Small n
with
gor Sunday in company
Hart of Belfast

j

Mr.

on

friends

j

Mr. A. Eugene Nickerson
in town last week, called here 1
his father, Hon. A. E. Nickers
Mr. E. H. Nickerson and fam
Vinie Nickerson of Portland retu
Terrace Farm last Friday nigh;
the serious illness of his brother
■

Mrs. Rose Wilson of Lisbon Falls viBited her
aunt, Mrs. M. W. White, Sept. 24th.
MrB. M. W. White returned from, a visit in
Westbrook and Lisbon Falls Sept. 22nd.
Mrs. Celia V. Richards of Reading, Mass.,
visited her cousin, J. E. Hall, Sept. 21st.
J. H. Boulter of Knox, who had been in
failing health for several weeks, was buried

Mrs. Augustus Tripp had
Saturday. Her daughter, Mrs
of North Searsport, is with l

last

is

Sunday.

About 30 from here attended the quarterly
meeting and baptism in South Montville Sun-

day, Sept. 19th.

W. M. Wyman, who had been visiting his
siBter, Mrs. E. L. Raynes, returned to his home
in Providence, R. I., last week.
The heavy gale last Sunday shook nearly all
of what few apples the farmers had from the
trees. Corn was badly tangled up and many
pieces will have to be cut by hand.

helping

care

(

..j

|

j
j

for Hon. A. E.

W. Willson and <1'
Somerville, Mass
Saturday night. They will spend1
at the home of her sister, Mrs
W.
returned to
Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Cunnin.
their daughter, Mrs. E. H. Li*1"
1
derwent a surgical operation
■

home by Dr. McCann of Bang
Ham of Belfast, A trained nurs.
is%in attendance.

I

1

The News of Belfast.
j

^rS.

L.

.laiied

at

***• ,trmwberry {rom
mmuT*
*•«» avanue 8#pt 24th.

T. Shales has had a telephone inher home on Miller street, No*

*«l«mph

The W. C. T. U. will meet with Mrs. Ethel
Pearl street, tomorrow, Friday,
ns. 17

afternoon.

^
need of enquiring the
of the Telephone office when a mile
K cati«»n
f you could have an unobstructed view
w
It speaks for itself.
new sign.

|

would be

There

no

..
■

house or farm or rent a
r tenement, look over our advertising
If you have a house or farm for sale
ms,.
enement or rooms to rent, advertise in

y,o want to

I

buy

a

j

tea

public

at

room

e

!

Kelley is secretary and treasof the Bangor branch of the Maine
The State
Defence.
,gUe for National
e will be organized in Bangor next Tues-id President M. L. Slugg of the Belfast

|

c

ill alarm at 6.45 a. m., Monday was for a
house on Upper
ey fire in the Belle Cates
treetand a telephone alarm, five blasts,
a. m., was for a chimney fire in J. L.
•son’s

house

in either

on

street.

Charles

No

-dice

j

CliUWEK

OK

AN

UCTOBER

Mrs.
and Mrs. V. L. Hall, Mrs. Mary L. Hall, Walter J. Clement
entertained at her home
Grace Hall, Miss Loula Mason and William | on Main street
Sept 22nd from 8 to 10 p m. in
j
Vason returned last Saturday night from a
honor of Miss Pearl Whitten, whose marriage
to
and
Adirondacks
Berkshires
the
through
; to Alanson Thomas of Camden will take place
ra Falls and other points of interest. The
Oct. 16th. The evening was passed with
was made in Mr. Hall’s seven-passenger
needlework and music and at 9 o'clock lunch
.Ison.
J was served. The dining table was daintily set
and decorated with a large centerpiece of pink
course in public speaking has been added !
and white sweet peas and a few of the flowers
•he curriculum of the High school this year.
were at each cover.
The menu included fruit
:il be required of all who anticipate enterthe debating interscholastic contests and I salad, sandwiches, cake, coffee and confectionunderstood that Belfast H’gh has several ery. While seated at the table the guest of
rtunities of this kind. The course is open j honor was surprised with a shower of gifts
four classes and will be taught by Miss The guests were Misses Jane and Doris Coombs
nia J
Achorn, the English teacher and a Ethel Heal, Minnie Smith and Mrs. Leo CrookThe books have er. Miss Whitten has been employed for some
.uate of Colby college
time in the office of Leonard & Barrows, and
n ordered and work will begin as soon as
had previously clerked in the James H. Howes
arrive.
BRIDE.

..try

store.
M. Smalley, who has been for some
engaged in trawl and weir fishing, has a
■Uing fish house where his catch is prepared
It is
market or packed for shipment
■ored beyond low water mark above the
•.eamboat wharf and the refuse is dumped
verboard, thus avoiding any offensive odor on
:e water front.
Mr. Smalley is said to have
een very successful and evidently enjoys his
fe ;n the open after many years employment
Mr. C.
e

ndoors.

Fall Moving, Mr. and Mrs. G.
Parker
Cook and Orrin J. Dickey, who have been liv-

ing

for

houee

several

years

in the

L. L

Gentner

Church

street, have taken the upper
J. M. Fletcher house on Main
street and will move there about the middle of
Mrs. Lizzie Lane, who recently
October.
came from Prospect and Has been occupying
this tenement, will move to the Capt. A. C.
Batchelder house on Court street while Capt.
on

side ol the Mrs.

weekly batch

stockings. Just see how
quick he will throw the whole
business out of the window
and buy every member of
the family a box of the Guaranteed

hose. N o kick at the
either.

,

McDonald

and

Thursday afternoon

raft

an

and had

a

excellent
very

from

seaboat and

...

a

good

sailor

What is known as the Piper homestead, just
side of the Ernest P. Piper farm on the
Center Belmont road, was completely deatroy-

this

d

by fire early last Saturday morning. The
re was first discovered about 4 a. m. in the
barn chamber and had then reached such
eadway that an alarm was not given. The
*

buildings were entirely destroyed.
They
were occupied by
Mr. and Mrs. Harrison
’ark, their little son, and Mrs. Bridges, an
aged lady, who was boarding with them.
They lost their horse, all their household
..oods and personal effects and clothing.
'iiinrn

m luui

uuaico

auu

uaipu

and Mrs. A. W. Keatintr, who had been

master

occupying

enjoyable cruise.

u

XJtJ.1

Uy

house,

up-stairs

the

of

corner

Cedar and

Winifred Johnson Sanborn in
October, has leased the Hall rent.

to marr>

Miss

Accidents. Mr. Allen Moody of Center
Lincolnville met with a very serious accident
last. week.
He had been at work on the road
at the pond bridge and while waiting he sat
railing, which gave way, letting
him down upon a sharp spike which penetrated his body, causing internal ruptures. He
was taken to his home where Dr. Simmons of
Searsmont had been summoned with all haste,
and later was taken to the Knox hospital in
Rockland, where everything possible has been

down

on

the

trade of Louis S. Shiro,
hoenix Row, and took possession Monday.
uib ouuciui^b were imeuse anu
Mr. Shiro will continue to manufacture his uuue iui iiiuj.
he was in a very critical condiaffy and go on the road with it. His marriage at last reports
tion_Mrs. Augusta J, Triggs met with a
to Miss Eva Levey of Boston will take
place
a October.
Mr. Shales was obliged to give up severe accident last Thursday morning at her
home, 8 Pearl street. The stable was underhis grocery business on account of ill health,
going repairs and sections of the floor wete
but will be able to do this lighter work and
Mrs. Triggs stepped into one of these
Mrs, Shales will assist him in the store. Mr, up.
and tore the ligaments of the right
Darby will continue his pool room in the places
ankle. The attending physician said that it
Knowlton buildiDg on High street.
would be some time before she could use it
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Dolloff celebrated their
....Mrs. G. P. Lombard met with an accident
sixth wedding anniversary at their home on
recently at her summer home on the North
Congress street last Friday evening. A deli- Shore, when both hands were
severely burned.
cious supper was served at 6.30 including esHer friends will be glad to know that she is
calloped clams, pressed chicken, mashed potaimproving.
toes, hot rolls, pickles, assorted cake and cofA Statement from the Pierce-Billings
fee. Music and cards were enjoyed
during
The Pierce-Billings Co. have issued the
the evening and at a later hour grapenut ice Co.
cream and assorted crackers were served.
following statement. We have never heard the
The guests were Mr. and Mrs. James Robert- rumors referred to or a word said derogatory
son, Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Mayo, Mrs. Herbert to the standing of this firm, and take this occaHanson, Mrs. Annie Vose, Mr. and Mrs. Wal- sion to say that the help they brought here
ter A. Clements, Messrs.
Hart and have been excellent citizens in all respects and
have

bought

the retail

Edgar

Benjamin H. Mudgett.

The many friends of
Mr. and Mrs Dolloff join in congratulations
and best wishes.
Change of Time on the B. & A. The wintime table on the Bangor & Aroostook
railroad went into effect Monday, Sept. 27th.
The local trains will run as follows:
Train No. 12 leaves Bangor at 8.16 a. m
for Frankfort, Stockton and
Searsport.
Train No. 123 will leave Bangor at 3.60 p.
in
instead of 4.00 p. m, for Dover & Foxcroft, Greenville, Brownville, Milo. Passengers for Frankfort, Stockton and Searsport
will take this train, change at Northern Maine
Jet., instead of taking the 6.00 p, m. train
from Bangor as under the summer schedule.
Irain No. 11 from Searsport, Stockton and
Frankfort will
B ingor at 7.40 a. m.
Train No, 15 irom Searsport, Stockton and
Frankfort will arrive at Bangor at 3.00 p.m.,instead of 4,37 p. m. as in summer
ter

have met every

obligation promptly:

Certain rumors have come to our notice with
reference to a temporary shut-down in.jour
shop, and to refute erroneous statements that
we are to discontinue manufacturing in Belfast, that have been broadcast by certain
parties who out of malice seek to injure
the standing of the house In this community,
we wish to state that on account of the low
state of business conditions in a section that
we, under normal conditions, find to be a great
market for the product of our Belfast factory,
we find ourselves on the verge of being overstocked, and in order to avoid such a condition
and insure against carrying part of this season's stock into the next, we intend to shut
down the factory for just such a time as is
necessary to get our next season’s work in
such a state that when we re-open the work
will continue without further hold-ups. The
present lay-off may be for a month or six
weeks’ time, but in no event longer than until
Dec. 16th.
Pierce Billings uo.

By F. W. Johnson Manf. Supt.

9c. Special 9c.
For

All

Sept. 30th, Oct. 1st

Wall

and

2nd,

Papers

In stock up to 15c., for 9c. per roll.
Yours truly,

CARLE & JONES.

I
||

j

Holeproofs are guaranteed
Man, Woman or Child

follows: Morning mail, 6,45;
afternoon mail, 2.05.

for

without holes for Six Months
or new hose free.
For sale

K

2

|

H„ is

sofa

a

piilow

These are special Prices on the most wanted kinds.
While the price of wool continues to advance, we quote prices
year on Wool Blankets.

h

Among the many reminders of her residence in Belfast that Mrs. Walter1 F. Sturtevant will take to her new home in Manchester,
handmade and embroidered velvet
presented by Mra. M. W. Rich and

g

46x74, White and Gray, per pair,
...
54x74, White and Gray, per pair,
Regular Size White and Gray, per pair,
Regular Size White and Gray, per pair,
Regular Size White and Gray, per pair,

I
1

N.

special

prices:

|
|

mail, 12 m.;

noon

Mrs.

ing

Mary

r.

vacation

Lolcord, who had been spend-

Belmont, returned to her
duties in the Curtis dry and fancy goods store
last Monday.
Miss Marian Brown, who was
employed for the summer, will visit her
mother, Mrs. Luella Brown, at Poor’s Mills.
a

in

her Sunday school class.
John Smalley who had been in the Waldo[
Mr. Walter S. Packard of toxbury. Mass., I
Mr.
S.
Calvin
and
Belfast
Clapp
of
formerly
County Hospital since laBt June for medics
of Charlestown have bought the good will and
treatment,left there last Sunaay and will spend i
business of the Vallees Fish Grill on Washingsome time with his sister, Mrs. Carter, in Bay
ton street and will conduct it under the firm

Rev. Walter F. Sturtevant and family left
in their car for their new home in
Manchester, N, H. They went to Freeport,
their former home, Monday and spent the
night
Monday

there

Mrs. Lefia Cottrell was called to Waterville
last week by the s#rious illness of her nephew,
Frank Davis, who underwent a serious operation at the Sisters hospital, She returned Saturday, leaving the patient as comfortable as
possible under the conditions.
upon three weeks ago for
Tapley hospital, has so far

planned
Manchester
Tuesday night. Mr. Sturtevant begins his

able to leave the

duties there Oct. 1st.

weeks with her

Charles B. Hazeltine, U. S. A., son of
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Hazeltine, who has been
stationed for some time at Fort Clark,
Texas,
was recently ord-.red to Del Rio with his
troop
and on a forced march about 85 miles west of
there took as prisoners 33 Mexican officers

son, before

and

to arrive in

Lieut.

some
our

of

them

of

high rank,

who

were

on

side of the border.

fall schedule on the Belfast branch
went into effect last Monday, and the time
table will be found in another column. Trains
now leave ^Belfast at 7.U5 a. m
12.20 noon;
2.20 p. m and arrive at 9.50 p. m„ 12 01 noon;
and 5.05 p. m. The greatest change is in the
outgoing afternoon train, which leaves one
hour earlier, and the evening train, which arrives one hour earlier.
The

of the

greatest attractions

The guests

were

xue

nospitai i-iud met

Kilgore

witn

last week and worked

Harry L.

pillow slips
they were to
Friday night at the city park was

for the hospital.
have had last

Mrs.

The

corn

on

roast

given

up on account of the coldweather.The club
last Tuesday night with Mrs. Maine Hills,
Church street, and finished the pillow slips for
the hospital, and at their next meeting, which
will be held with Mrs. N. Houston Small, will
begin work on sheets." It was voted to have a
corn roast at Mrs. J
W. Jones cottage this,
Thursday, evening to which gentlemen will be
invited.
met

Lytham Slugg celebrated his first
birthday anniversary at his home on Church
street Tuesday, Sept. 28th.
His birthday cake
Peter

with its

candle and the little individual
were served from
the floor in the living room at 4 o’clock. His
many toy presents, some of which terrified
the little chap, were within easy reach of the
host and his guests, Anne and Charlotte
Cooper, Richard and Janet Sherman. Others
present were Mrs. M. C. Hill, Mrs. S.T5. Swift,
Mrs. Raymond R. Sherman, Mrs. Clyde B.
Holmes and Misses S. Edith West and Marian
Hazeltine.
one

operated
appendicitis in the

Thompson, who

Miss Geneva

was

convalesced

as

to be

hospital and will spend a few
grandmother,Mrs.John Thomp-

returning to her home in Brookline,

Mass.
Ladies' Aid of the Methodist church
in the vestry
a harvest supper
Wednesday, October 13th, from 6 to 7.30 p. in.
The

will

give

committee in charge will be Mrs. Annie
Frost, chairman, Mrs. Evie Wright, Mrs.
Nellie Pearson, Mrs. Lilia Warren and Miss
Ethel Frost.

The
M.

1

B. Dinsmore entertained last

afternoon

|

129

^

1>98

i
«

last

same as

|

|

S&CFINE OLD MANSION FOR SALE
rv-.......

_____

arid Mrs. Robert P. Chase, who had been
their cottage,“Rocky Point,” Pitcher's Pond*
for several weeks, came in last Sunday night,
and Mr. and Mrs. Irving T. Dinsmore and
Miss Ruth, who spent the week-end
Mr.

at

daughter.

;

"ZZ

there, also returned.

William Lower the well know clarinetest,
who has been in this vicinity for the past two
will leave
years, coming here from New York,
soon for California,where he will join his wife,
who is
ture

a

member of

film

one

companies.

his time in the

of the

Apply

big moving picwill devote

at auction i" honor of Mrs

G. Frank Harriman of New York, who left
Saturday for her home after spending the
summer at her cottage on the South shore.
Other guests were Mrs Ira M. Cobe, Mrs. William Kotman, Mrs. C. W. Wescott and Mrs, S.
The prize, a smoked bamboo
A.
Parker.
basket filled with flowers, was won by Mre.
Cobe. Lunch was served.

James

West wholly to music.

at

Fierce

of Stockton

Springs

was

be-

special
charged with

session

transfer to be

perfectly legal

a

Tuesday, Sept.

]

i

Apples

28th,!

the embezzlement of $3,4C0
from the estate of his father, the late Dr.
James A, Pierce of Stockton Springs. The
complaint was brought by Mrs.Melinda Pierce,
the administratrix
The evidence showed the
son as

the transfer

from father to

marie at the

City National Bank of Belfast in May, 1915. A like
case will be heard in the estate of Perlie
Watton of Searsmont at the next regular term of
the Probate Court.
was

1 Sa Valley
Cannim Co.

National Defence League, a meeting
of those interested in the
organization of a
league for promoting measures for national
defence was held in the municipal court room»
city building, last Thursday evening. Morris
A

L. Slugg, chosen
temporary president at a
preliminary meeting, presided, ana after call- I
ing to order said that he had been disappoint- ;
ed in getting some one to tell what had been
will
and
said at the former meeting and to explain the
of
the
object
proposed league, but the ground on and after
had been well covered by the
report in The
further
Republican Journal. After quoting from tha* For
report as to the objects of the proposed league
254-2
Mr, Slugg gave an interesting resume of the

buy

pack apples

October 1st.

of

information,

schools, $56 per month. It was voted to
keep the schools open October 12th, Columfor the

Day. The matter of arranging
transportation of the children at Pearl Brook

telephone
Parker, 145-11.

remarks of

Mr. Jencksand readily responded
to questions from those present.
He was

Poor’s Mills school was left with
B. Woodbury. In the Brick primary
room, East Belfast, there are only 27 seats and
34 pupils, with no floor space for additional
seats, and it was voted to place th^ overflow in
the McLellan and White schools, taking pupils
It was voted that
nearest these buildings.
Farm to the

Supt.

Sibley, Belfast, Maine.

foie Judge James Libby of the Probate Court

the

bus

to Edward

Mr. Lower

granted.
request
the salary of Herbert L. Bucklin, janitor

served.

Friday

|

gg

air.

was

Thomas

g

About 8 p. m. Monday there was a circle
around the electric light in post office square
in which were all the prismatic colors as in a
rainbow. A like effect was noted some weeks
in the
ago, produced, of course, by moisture

West Belfast. Mrs. Fred Toothaker is
Mrs. Horace B. Sellers’ Sunday school class
visiting in Rhode Island and Massachusetts....
and
dismet at the parsonage Friday evening
Quite a number in this vicinity went to Union
cussed ways and means by which they might
last week to the fair. Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Shelearn the sum of money they had pledged todon and Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Wood went in
wards the church and parsonage repair fund.
Mr. Sheldon’s auto. Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
The painting of the exterior of the parsonage
Kimball drove over and back Wednesday. Mr.
began last Monday.
Fred Tooth iker took Mr. and Mrs. H. B.
The annual meeting of Seaside Chautauqua Toothaker, Carrie Newcomb and Mabel Miller
Circle will be held with Mrs. C. A. Hubbard, i his auto. Charles Simmons took Ray Oyer,
4 Park street, Monday, Oct. 4th, at 3 p, m.
Harold Hayford and Eddie Littlefield ThursThis is the business meeting and officers will day_Mr. and Mrs. S. W, Newcomb are enbe elected and plans for the coming year’s tertaining her mother, Mrs. Rachel Glunt, and
work made. All members are requested to her brother and wife, Russell Glunt. from Albe present at the meeting.
tona, Pa.... Mrs. Hattie Walton visited her
last week-Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Roland G. Lamson (Arvilia sister, Mrs. Eva Harriman,
Mrs. Etta Brown
Daggett) observed their 1st wedding anniver- and Mrs. Ernest Marsh and
with Everett Banks and sister.
sary Thursday evening, Sept. 23d, at their spent Sunday
home No. 1 Belmont avenue. The affair was
The School Committee. The September
very quiet (owing to the illness of Mrs. Lam- meeting of the school committee was held last
son’s sister, Mrs. Mildred Bradman, who haE
Monday evening. Edward R, Pierce asked
been confined in bed the past eight months
for permission to cut down two trees between
with tuberculosis) a few friends and relatives his
lot and the Peirce school grounds and his
being present. Ice cream and cake were
It was voted to make
Mrs.

§

gg

View street.

of Packard & Clapp.

name

$ .49

James H. Howes.
|

i

Blankets

An extraordinary purchase of our Blankets for this Winter
enables us to offer Cotton Blankets at better values than for
several years. Beginning today we offer the following

|

J

1

NOW

Annual Sale Bed

E

Eugene \^od.
Keating gives notice that owing
to the change of time on tne railroad which
went into effect Sept, 26th, the outgoing train
mails at the Belfast post office will close as

f

|

aunt

Postmaster

I

BLANKETS

|

October 6th.

Barker, Eugene Hubbard, Joseph A. Linnehan, \

price>

Purchase Your Winter

i

Advertised Letters. The following letters remained uncalled for in the Belfast post
office for the week ending Sept. 28th: LadiesGentlemen—Edward
Miss Carrie McManus.

Hal* Ruth, Frances and Alfred Bradford, Beatrice
Franklin streets, Dutch, Thelma and Linwood Nichols.

are now

Emma White Barker Tent, D. of V., will
those whose birtha birthday supper for
days occurred in July, August and September,
at their regular meeting Wednesday evening,

have

M. Packard, who had been viBitand uncle, Mr, and Mrs. F. B.
Linekin in Richmond, Me., and while there attended the Partridge and Moore wedding, has
returned to her position in the Windsor Hotel.

tenement in the

temporarily in the Eaton house on
Court street_Benjamin H. Mudgett, who is
but

j

Miss Grace

Thayer returned and Mrs. Batchelder are in Boston for the winter,
a fishing trip
Ralph D. Southworth and family, who
have been occupying the Edith M. Southworth
\wn the bay in E. H. Mason’s auxiliary sloop.
Edward Poor, son of Mr. and Mrs. Fred R.
'! bey called at Stonington and Head Harbor house on Church street, will move to the new
Poor, celebrated his sixth birthday last Satur*nd fished off Kimball’s ledge and the Roaring I house of Herman H. Coombs on High street
day by entertaining a party of little friends at
lull with fair success.
They experienced early in November. Mr. and Mrs. Coombs will
his home on Cedar street. Games were
vacate the up-stairs tenement in the Miles S.
enjoysome fog, which drove them into harbor one
ed and later a dainty supper was served, when
lght, and were safe in port in a gale that Jellison bouse at the corner of Church and
a birthday cake with
lighted candles was one
made it very rough outside. They found their Miller streets, which has been leased by PostMessrs.

ast

Mr. and Mrs..Charles Bradbury, Mra. Harry
L Kilgore and Mias Anne M. Kittredge motored
to Rockland Friday in the Bradbury’s WintonSix and lunched at the Thorndike Grill.

ingd’er

holeproof

following program: readings, Mrs. Annie M.
Frost, Mrs. Mary Russ, Mrs. Annie Durham,
Mrs Nettie Merrithew;
piano solo. Mrs. Minnie Gay. Next
Tuesday the third birthday
lunch, consisting of sandwiches, cookies,
doughnuts, cake and coffee, will be given.

j

Mr. Woodcock in the Btore.

of

Parties from Boston,
Bangor and Chicago
have refcL'ivrred at The
Wayside the past week.
Mrs. Mary t. Fessenden entertained before
her departure Mrs. Win. B.
Swan, Mrs. Augusta S. Frederick and Miss Maud Gammans
at cards and
lunch, and Mr. Fellows Davis
entertained Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph C. Johnson
and daughter, Miss Mabel
Johnson, Mrs. William V. Pratt and Mrs,
Ralph M. Johnson
Tuesday afternoon.
At the regular
meeting of Thomas H.
Marshall Circle last Tuesday afternoon 20
members were present. The patriotic instructor, Mrs. Dora Bridges, presented the

case.

.rd-index cabinet has been installed in
of the Waldo Registry of Deeds and
reat i nprovement over former arranger
The cabinet is about five feet high
ornamental top, and was ordered
an
.gh Loring, Short & Harmon of Portland.

Monday evening.when

connections between Boston and San
Francisco were established. and each had the privilege of
hearing
the conversation from
individual connections.
his was the first time the
have
been
employes
given this opportunity the governors of Massachusetts and California
having talked when
the first connection was
made some time ago."

will attend.

.re

to it” on the

session.

Waldo B. Washburn, clerk in the Woodcock
store, is taking a vacation at Lake Quantabacook and Mra. John B. Mclntire is assisting

Just give “Papa” the mending bag and tell him to “go

Manager L R. bpear of the local
telephone
exchange was among the employes of the New
England Tel. & Tel. Co.in Mechanics Hall.Uos-

I

ness

Do It!

Ritchie, Belfast.

next

Vaior E. H.

“Papa”

Ca,pe"ieland
*2„280

Alice Condon, who spept the summer
reh Point camps, Smithfield, the guest of
brother, Frank B. Condon, the owner,
returned to Belfast and is occupying her
-alow on the Condon shore.

j

employ-

Portland b, William
Q. Spinney. Prospect
tr“d«r. Liabilities. $2,389. As*et*’
Principal creditor listed. Mrs.
I
Emma b Lewis,
Bangor. Attorney, Arthur

ton.last

The Woman's Hospital Aid will meet tomorrow, Friday, afternoon at 2 o'clock with Mrs.
H. H Carter, Bell street. It will be a busi-

Mi»

’olontery bankrupt has been
clerk of the U. S. Diatrict court

at

the Woman’s Club

season

operator in the Belfeet office.

trana-

“ •

closed
Saturday.
James C. Durham, the secretary, requests
mbers who have not paid their dues to
at their earliest convenience,
for the

«

! filed with the

Journal.
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ed

s

Make

operator in th.
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hu been
®*‘,"t,W"Ur"
Port
office and
'i
*Z V. ‘0tb;
Sara
Burk, of Ogunquit baa been

273-V3
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A still •lann test Thursday morning was for
chimney Are at 49 Union street, in the house
occupied by Seiden H. Gillum. There was no
damage.

hto g"'U" 00

asked if it

was proposed to
organize a
pany of militia in Belfast and replied
while that matter had not been

W.

or

S.A.

com-

that
considered it
might be taken up later. His questioner remarked that he thought it was n it
creditable
for a city of 5,000 people not to have a
militia
company for instruction in drill and the use of
fire arms. A meeting of leading men of the
State will be held in Augusta soon to further

Ihe Boy Scouts. A
meeting of those interested in the Boy Scout movement in this
city was held in the vestry of the Methodist
church last Friday evening, it was attended

by the pastors of the city churches, by Z. D.
last Friday night at the
Hartshorn, principal of the Grammar school,
taking the bookkeeping course in the
pupils
home of the chaperone, Mrs. Annie M. Frost,
who has charge of the boys work in the ConHigh school should buy their own working
Cedar street, and after an hour of music and
outfits. Supt. Woodbury reported 53 pupils
j gregatioral church, by Orrin J. Dickey, who
this movement, which Mr.
games enjoyed a corn roast in the open fire in
Slugg will attend as will be the Scout Master, and by about thirty
in the first year’s work in the Mcregistered
a
the living room. Seated in the glow ot the
delegate, and after his return a meeting will boys. The situation was thoroughly discussed,
Lellan school, and the need for an extra
be held at which be will
embers stories were told while the corn roasted,
report the proceed- much interest was manifested and it was deteacher.
ing®* etc. After some further discussion the cided to organize two
after which supper was served. Those present
patrols under the direcStill More Weather. Two line gales in
were Misses Dora and Marian Brown, Gladys
--—ui organtion of Mr. Dickey with two scout
leaders.
Marshall, Clara Palm, Margie Blake, Charles one month is two too many, and adds another izing a local league. The chair then appoint- Mr Dickey had previously received his
comrecord to a phenomenal season. The regular ed Messrs. Edward R. Peirce,
Getchell, Fred Seward and Byron Salter.
Irving T. Dins- mission from the National Headquarters in
The Last Days of Pompeii.
The first
line gale was just on time, Sept. 21st, and was more and Wilson Ellis a committee to nomi- New York and had interested
Special Chance for Music Lovers. On
enough boys to
nate officers, and they
a sufficiently lively one, accompanied by a rain
meeting of the Reading Department of the
reported as follows: form a patrol, who are working for their suits
account of the great attraction for the opehMorris
Woman’s Club was held last Tuesday evening,
lots
of
did
L.
that washed the roads badly and
Slugg, president; Dr. Adelbert Mil- and outfit. Another meeting was called for toof the Music Festival in the only
when B^iss Sabra Berry Dyer of this city, a ing night
minor damage. But that was as nothing com- lett, vice president; Carleton Doak, secretary;
morrow, Friday, evening.
in Bangor of Madame Melba,
appearance
student of the Boston School of Expression,
with the storm that set in last Sunday. Frank R. Woodcock, treasurer; O. E. Frost, J.
have been made so that pared
Fire in East Belfast. The story-and-a-half
arrangements
special
presented her own arrangement of an hour’s
The morning was overcast and about 10 o’clock j C. Durham, H, A. Peters, Austin Keating, J.
the many who wish to hear her, will not fail
dwelling house with stable, on the Patterson
reading of “The Last Days of Pompeii.”
The report was acceptit began to rain and later in the day the rain H. Howes, directors,
East Belfast, owned by Fred Robbins
to get the seats they desire. The Eastern
ed and the above officers elected. A constitu- road,
It was in three parts, “The Warning, The
came down in torrents accompanied by a high
was totally destroyed by fire
Maine festival Association nas arranged witn
Wednesday night,
tion
was
then
and
The
Destruction.”
and
continua
soon
increased
to
Warning Repeated
wind that
gale
adopted identical with that of Sept. 22nd. The fire is
Samuel Adams of Belfast to act as the Festithought to have caught
Miss Dyer’s easy manner, clear enunciation
ed to rage after the rain had ceased and the the Bangor League, which was printed in full in one corner of the
has
the
and
he
now
was discovered
val agent and
barn,
diagram where
in The Journal last week.
and grace of expression made her reading one
stars had peeped out from a sky of flying
Adjourned subject by a neighbor. The alarm was
seats may be selected. He will place on sale
given from the
of great enjoyment.
Miss Dyer recently
all day Sunday and fall- to the call of the pres ident.
clouds.The
gale
raged
Coe-Mortimer plant and the fire company reMonday, October 4th, at his jewelry store, for
trees and branches put the electric and
gave this reading with piano accompaniment,
ing
sponded promptly. In the meantime the barn
one day only, the tickets for Melba night, and
songs and dances, as part of her work at the
telephone wires out of commission and
was in flames and s -on communicated to the
can see the seating plan of the
School of Expression in Boston, There was a purchasers
the electric lights were “off agin, on agin”
house, both of which were burned fiat. The
Auditorium and get their tickets that day*
There's
a
electric
first
break
of
the
times.
The
in
this
paint-education
good attendance, with Mrs, S. A. Parker pre- This
advertisemany
household goods from the ground floor were
plan has never been tried in Eastern
ment.
wires was said to have been caused by the
siding in the absence of the president and
saved, hut nothing from the second floor. Mr.
Maine, but it is believed it will save time and
vice president.
the
but
of a tree on Northport avenue;
Buy by
job, not gallon. Buy by the Robbins was
trouble in Bangor, and perhaps disappoint- falling
away attending ihe fair at Union,
KT E'nr
A mTrDTTOL’UL’VTT'L’
Dun
mintnr
wherever the breaks, repairs were quickly paint put on; that’s the job.
but Mrs. Robbins and the children were
Notice the low fare on the railroads,
ment.
asleep
j
The price of paint is so much a gallon; that
made and the service was not seriously interblankets now. Janies H. Howes announces
in the house when the fire broke out.
specially made for this Festival. Secure your
They
Mr. Hopkins, the local manager of can’t be helped, but amounts to nothing.
his annual sale of bed blankets and is offering tickets at once for this
rupted,
escaped without injury.
The firemen were
great concert. If you
The price of painting is so much a
the Penobscot Bay Eleccnc Lo.,8ays it was the
that unable to save the
cotton blankets at better values than for sev- cannot attend all the concerts be sure to be
day;
j
property owing to the enworst wind storm in his experience. A big can’t be hel ped, but amounts to nothing.
eral years. The price of wool continues to
gine being out of commission and no water
present on Melba night and have the treat of
Put them together.
between the Johnson homestead on Primtree
How
can you do it?
advance but the price on wool blankets will be
was thrown on the fire, there
your life, listening to this world famous singerbeing no hydrant
You’ve got to or lose perhaps half of
rose hill a id the residence of Dr. O. S. Vickthe same as last year-There will be a specyour system in that section of the
j money.
city. A stiff
Mr.
and Mrs. Frank TiBelfast,
North
and
blew
down
on
the
I
Vickery
ery
falling
ial sale by Carle & Jones Sept. 30th, Oct. 1st
Devoe, 10 gallons en<ugh for the average breeze was blowing, but fortunately not in the
and 2nd, of all wall papers in stock up to 15 bado gave a party Tuesday evening. Sept. 21st house broke the ornamental railing around job; an average paint, 15. Now reckon
direction
of
other
your
buildings. The house was
in honor of Mr. Tibado’s sister and her husband, the top and damaged the side of the house, A
costs. Count labor a day for a gallon.
cents at 9 cents per roll.... Howes'Special—
Devoe insured for
$1,600 and the furniture for $400.
10 days; the other 15,
Arbuckles’ Coffee, 20 cents a pound, three Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert of Orono. The evening large limb cf a tree fell upon the roof of the |
Devoe about $E0; the average j aint about The furniture saved was in a damaged condiin singing familiar soDgs ; house in the rear of
the Congregational
pounds for 50 cents. Try it. ...bee appoint- was pleasantly spent
$70 or $80; the dearer the labor the bigger the tion. a fire inquest was held Monday evening
and with lively conversation. Ice cream, cake, | church, causing some damage. One of the difference, always that way.
ments of E. H. Boyington of Winterport, eye
and the following estimates made:
Buildings
But
for the job. How long is it going
specialist.... Eight-room residence,with rt&ble, fruit and candy were served... .The Ladies: beautiful elm trees on the lawn of Hon. A. C. to last?that’s
valued at $2,500; insured for $1,600; contents
One twice as long as the other.
their
first
Aid
sociable
of
in
the
wind
the
was
gave
Society
Sunday,
Burgess
uprooted
on Union street for sale by the Dickey-Knowl*
valued at $1,000, damage, $950; insured for
DEVOE
A taking with it a large part of the lawn. It
ton Real Estate Co.See advt. of farm for season Wednesday evening, Sept. 22ncf
Mason & Hall sell it.
$400. Cause of fire unknown.
sale. Biggest bargain in Maine... .Tenement fairly good number were present, the usual de- was a very handsome tree an d is a great loss
bean
baked
on
an elm on the gr ounds of Chae
supper was served and play- A large limb
to l«t at 9 Condon street. Apply on the prem- licious
ises after 9 a. m.... A 14-foot centerboard boat ing games followed, all of which made a de- E. Owen’s residence on Cedar street was also
’
entertainment... Mias Walk- broken off. This same tree, which is a very
picked up adrift. See notice by N. W. Tilden, lightful evening's
with us during the month of old one, lost a lim b in the gale of Sept. 21st.
North Islesboro... .E R. Trowant, Newcastle, ley is to stay
The subject of her talk next Sunday One of the big trees on the grounds of Thos*
Me., makes colonial rag rugs to order.... House October.
be “A Weak, Strong Man."....
B. Dinsmore, Church street, was broken, and
and stable 7 Cedar'street for sale. Apply to evening will
Walton who spent the summer one in front of the residence of Col. H. EF. E. Hunt, 30 Warren street, Brookline, Mass. Miss Arline
her father, Mr. W. H. Walton, returned
McDonald badly damaged. There were minor
=IS
....Holeproof hose are guaranteed for man, with
to her school duties in New Haven, Ct., Saturwoman and child without holes for six months
damages “too numerous to mention,” and
Mrs.
and
Mr.
or new hose free.
Harry Furbish and daugh- streets and lawns were strewn with debris On
Sold only at The Dinsmore day.
Store.. .Seven-room house on Charles street ter, Clara Furbish, who spent their three weeks the water
front a few boats broke from their
extension to let, furnished or unfurnished.
vacation in their old home, returned to their moorings, but no serious loss or
damage is reEnquire on the premises of the Jefford sisters.
Lower part of the A. Perry house, 19 Cedar official duties in Howard, R. I, last Monday_ ported. The telephone people had lots of
street, 7 rooms and bath, to let. Apply to C. Frank Tibado is building a garage in connec- trouble and Monday
morning four out of the
O. Poor, 28 Church street... .Office over Poor
Assets over
his stable.... Frank Wood is remodel- five trunk lines to
and
Bangor were out of commis& Son's drug store, recently occupied by Dr. tion with
house
a
his
by
dormer
a
sion and only one line to Rockland and Portbuilding
window,
Tapley, to let. Apply at the drug store or to ling
C. O. Poor, 28 Church street... .Lost, in an veranda on the front and a shed on the back land was
working. Apples were blown from
%
««
envelope a fine gold chain for glasses. Finder end. He is also to finish four rooms on the the trees and -corn
blown flat adding to the
please leave at The Journal office....The
It
will make a very commodious many troubles of the
Saco Valley Canning Co. will buy and pack ap- ground floor.
farmers in this abnormal
structure when completed.
ples on and after Oct. 1st.
season.
What next?
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Colonel

Miss Porter to Her Pittsfield Friends.

The Editor of “The North American Re-

Balasoke, India, Aug. 5,1915. I am
afraid 1 haven't kept my promise to
It doesn’t seem
some of you very well.

Impressive Indictment of WilPolicy.
An impressive indictment of the Administration’s policy in the conduct of
view’s”

esting everything
field is
much

more

at

was

to

happens

in Pitts-

That paper gets read
thoroughly now than when 1

|

me.

Can you

home.

imagine

how

tire Mexican

1

CITY STREET SINKS IN SUBWAY CAVE-IN.
ALL THE WAV

is

from first to last—

affair,
logically, unsparingly, convincingly. One

BANGOR LINE

that rushes out from an oven when the
door is opened, but it didn’t bring any
delicious odor of baking pies or roasting
meat, however. By May the government courts and all the schools had
changed to morning schedule, that is,
from six to eleven, then closed for the
day. Even then the children coming
home from school complained of feet
burned by the hot roads.
By the third
week in May everyone who could get
Miss Gowen
away was off for vacation.
and two others of our missionaries went
to Ootocamund in the hil s of southern
India. They had a delightful vacation
I
in the cool, bracing air of the hills
with other missionaries to a place
the seashore nine miles from here.
We had a jolly good time walking along
the sands, bathing, visiting together,
reading and studying. When the rains
began in June we came home, for the
rains make the world a liveable place
went

by

again,
iney siarieu anu men oiupyeu
for three weeks, however, with the result that the farmers began to fear absolute failure for their crops.
Many people depending on work in the rice fields
Without
have suffered terribly.
work,
and with all their food and morn y spent,
are really starvsections
in
some
people
ing. Some went so far as to commit
crimes in order to be put into jail beCost of
cause there they would be fed.
living is very low here. A common
workman can, with careful management,
support a family of four or five on two
But when work fails,
dollars a month.
suffering comes very quickly. The war,
too, has made everything more expenTwo weeks ago the rains began
sive.
again. Work in the fields has begun,
but without a great deal of rain in the
next month the rice crop will be either a
failure or very meager this year in this
section.
Everything is very beautiful here, especially now that the rains have come.
From my room 1 look out over our
fresh grassy compound with beds of vigorous zinnia plants gay with blossoms.
At the foot of the driveway is a palm
tree with a blue jay on its lowest branch
(only palms don’t have branches, but I
don’t know what to call it) this very
minute. Along the sides of the road are
big leafy mango trees and spreading
banyans. Beyond I can see the waving
arms of a plantain tree and the delicate
fairy green of the bamboos. I wonder if
people get tired of hearing me tell how
beautiful India is. Nobody tola me it
was beautiful, and I had made such a
wrong picture of it that I feel as if others

had,

too.

There are things that aren’t beautiful.
The architeclure (?) of India doesn't attract me.
When 1 open a thorn-brush
ga e and go up to a low mud house with
the thatched roof so low that I have to
bend double to pass under it, then stoop
again to get through the doorway and
find myself in a little square courtyard
with small mud rooms on three sides, I
never yet have been able to see much
beauty there. Mud houses aren’t half
so bad as I imagined though. I shouldn't
mind living in one if it were built big
enought to have plenty of air. The
pastor of our church has a fine highwalleri one that is exceedingly airy, clean
and pieasant.
Mud here is not like mud
in America.
It does make a fine, hard,
smooth wall and floor.
No, the houses
are not beautiful, as I
reckon beauty,
but they are in such beautiful spots
sometimes that it doesn’t matter so
much.
Week before last I had to go to
Calcutta and along the way I came to
place after place that seemed simply
wonderful to me. I had heard of the
“beauty spots of America” but truly
there are “beauty spots” in India, too.
The most interesting part of all this
I
country is, of course, the people.
haven’t learned much from talking with
them yet for I am just getting so that I
understand what they say, and can talk
a little myself, but I have watched them
ouu

nave

ueaiu

untMii

taitvcu

auuui.

ucjt

due consideration. Nobody has ventured, and none now would venture, to
question the excellence of President Wilson’s intentions. Throughout all of his
backing and filling, his repeated intervening without making his interference
effectual, his alternating laying and
lifting of embargoes, his vague threatenings promptly rendered abortive by
assurances that he would not employ
force, his subsequent using of the army
and navy upon an absurd pretext, only
to withdraw them at the moment when
a restraining influence was most needed,
his petulant defying of public journals
which were only performing their duty,
his prospective chuckling as the one who
laughs last, his cynical abandoning of
both Mexicans and Americans to their
fate because, forsooth, Europeans also
were spilling blood, his strident pledging
to leave the tortured country alone and

Searsport, Bucksport. Winterport and
Returning: Leave India Wharf, H

to resume meddling as »oon as a disfavored faction seemed likely to gain ascendancy—throughout all of these turnings, twistings and incredibly inconsistent doings there has never arisen a doubt
of the sincerity of his purpose to ‘serve
Mexico’ and to 'serve mankind.’
“The crux of the President’s blundering is to be found in his misconception of
his own functions. Impressed by his unprecedentedly quick elevation from a college professorship to the most exalted
political position on earth, convinced of
the popularity of the hazy theories whose
fascinating articulation had charmed the
people, flushed by hie success in subordinating a co ordinate branch of the Government to his will, isolated and feared,
he unconsciously but inevitably assumed
the attitude of one divinely appointed to
conserve
humanity in new and striking
ways—and forgot for the moment that
he was a quite fallible and far from omnipotent being, who in reality had only
been elected President of the Unite!
States, charged with the performance of
certain official tasks specifically defined
by fundamental law.
“It was but natural, therefore, that
when the time came he should attack the
Mexican situation as a regenerator of
the morals and ideals of a people, instead of as an executive whose obligation was limited to the safeguarding of
the lives and properties of those whose
Chief Magistrate he had become. To
pronounce such an aspiration blameworthy would be most unjust;it was only
For the methods employed,
mistaken.
moreover, there seemed to be ample warrant. If a Congress of the United States
could be brought under subjection by
merely pointing to the rod, surely no
insecure Government of a comparatively
insignificant country could withstand the

process.”

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER S

CAST O R 1 A
Old

Bucksport

and Old Belfast, as Shown in Pencil Drawings by the Late James Emery.

Emery has a much prized pencil
drawing made by his father, the late
James Emery, in 1844, of a portion of
J. R.

Main street as it then existed, and takfew houses in the distance, beon the left with the so-called
Fish house, which is now a four-tenement building,
and taking in the Little
schoolhouse, which was conducted for
many years by Mrs. Little, who was a
noted teacher. Thfcn comes the Lake
house, now the home of Miss Myra Ladd;
the Heywood house, occupied now by
Mrs. Heywood, Mrs. Sails and daughter
Mrs. Austin; the Congregational church
and the Deacon Darling house, now a
fine property and owned by C. B. Richards. Across the street to the lest, is
the old Barnard & Hill building, then
used as a general Btore. It is a unique

ing in a
ginning

human like all other folks I have
known in this world, and they have some
faults which we count rather bad; but in picvc uj nwiiv ouu ouuno can ai uout
spite of that I can’t help liking them. I ability on the part of Mr. Emery. There
are several figures in the drawing, woam quite sure that by the time 1 have
known these people as long as I had M. men, men and children. Two children,
C. I. folks I shall love them,—Bhall I say dressed in semi-Indian costumes, are
just as much? It doesn’t seem quite equipped with bows and arrows, while a
possible now, but I think it will be so. I gentlemen and a young man attired in
am living in Sinclair Orphanage.
Miss the habiliments of the times afford an
Coe has charge of it. Would you like illustration of the great change which
her place? Here are eighty girls from has come in the manner in which men
one year to
twenty-six years of age. dress in these days. The queues which
They are of all kinds,—good, bad and in- some men wore at that time, and which
different. It is a fine place to watch In- appear in the drawing, would raise the
dian ideas, characteristics, way of think- cry of “Johnny, get your hair cut,” if
ing, and so forth, but it is a strenuous they were seen on the streets of Buckstask for the person who has to keep port todays An old-fashioned watering
ahead of them. They are a happy,active trough, hitching posts and high fences
lot of girls, not any more in love with complete a picture which is well worth
study or with restraint than our Ameri- minute inspection. Main street was at
can giris but having their good qualities that time a very wide thoroughfare and
as well.
As we see them day by day it several buildings were later on removed
is hard to see that they improve, but to their present location.
Photographs
once in
a while we realize
what the were as rare as hen’s teeth in the year
this
sketch
was
made
Mr.
is
influence
the
iife
here
of
by
Emery and
steady
doing
for them. A great many of our bjst
workers have come from this Home.
When we stand our neatly dressed girls years ago when, while fewer business
up beside some Hindu woman dressed in houses existed, yet the population was
a dirty sarie with
heavy armlets, brace- considerably larger, at least one thouslets, nose and ear ornaments, and read and more than it is at the present time.
than
deeper
clothes,—read the mind In 1850 the population of Bucksport was
within we realize that our girls have 3,381, while the census of 1910 placed it
come quite a way out of what they mieht 2,216.
It is now on the upward grade,
have been.
however. —The Bucksport Times.
Yes, this is an interesting place and it
is full of interesting people. They are
Opposite page 218 in the first volume
slowly coming to know the Christ whom
we came to tell them of.
Every week I of Williamson’s History is a lithographic
see greater possibilities, greater calls reproduction of a pencil sketch of High
here. By the time I can use the lan- street made
by James Emery in 1842
guage I know I shall be just overflowing from his
jewelers shop in a wooden
with things I want to say and do. I
wish you could all be here to know this building that Btood on the site now occuland and these people. I can’t forget pied by what is known aB Howes block,
the home things, though, and I long for corner of Main and
High streets. The
Pittsfield and home things and people
on the opposite side of Main
building
a
time.
many
street,now The Dinsmore Store, was then
Yours
are

sincerely,

Amy Porter.

Childreii Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

tavern; Phoenix Row, is just beyond the
wooden buildings on the opposite corner,
and the Phoenix House, then a two-story
building, had a veranda across the front.
The man on horseback in the foreground
is Daniel Lane.
a

returned home

Thursday

by Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound.

Lackawanna, N. Y.
child

was

“After my first
born I felt very miserable and
could not stand on
my feet. My sisterin-law wished me to
try Lydia E. Pinaham’s Vegetable
—

Compound
nerves

and my
became firm,

appetite good, step
elastic, and I lost
that weak, tired
feeling. That was
six years ago and I
have had three fine
healthy children since. For female troubles I always take Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound and it works like
a charm.
I do all my own work.”—Mrs.
A. F. Kreamer, 1574 Electric Avenue,

;

Lackawanna, N. Y.
The success of Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound, made from roots
and herbs, is unparalleled. It may be
used with perlect confidence by women
who suffer from displacements, inflammation, ulceration,tumors,irregularities,
periodic pains, backache, bearing-down
feeling, flatulency, indigestion, dizziness,
or nervous prostration.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound is the standard remedy for female ills.
Women who suffer from those disiils peculiar to their sex should
be convinced of the ability of Lydia E.

tressing

Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound torestore their health by the many genuine
and truthful testimonials we are constantly publishing in the newspapers.
If yon want special advice write to
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (confidential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
be opened, read and answered hy a
woman and held in strict confidence.

DIRECT

LINET

Gain Bay Steamboat Go.
run

every week

day

as

ROD
follows:

Leave Brooksville, 6 45 a. m.; Castine, 7.00 a
m; Warren's Landing, Islesboro, 7.20 a m; arrive in Belfast, 8.10 a m, returning leave Bel-

fast,

8.80 a m.
Leave Brooksville, 1 45 p m; Castine 2.00
p
Warren's
m;
Landing. 2 20 p m, in time for
boat to Boston and give people about 2 hours
for shopping in Belfast, Returning leave Belfast, 5.00 p m, for Warren’s Landing,

Castine and Brooksville.

Islesboro,

CONNECTIONS
Will be made with Eastern Steamboat Co. to
and from Boston. Maine Central Railroad to
and from Boston. Steamer Islesboro to and
from Camden. After July 4, connection Sundays with Eastern S. S. Co. from Boston for
Warren’s Landing, Islesboro, Castine and
Brooksville. Sunday service will be discontinued if not profitable.
AGENTS
Fred Patterson, Belfast; James Richards,
Warren'8 Landing; J. M. Vogel, Castine; C. P.
Tapley, Brooksville.
Parties

desiring

pleasant sail on Penobscot
Bay, can take stmr. Golden Rod at 8.30 a m
from Belfast and have 3 hours in Castine. Or
leave Castine at 2 00 p m for Belfast,
giving
about 2 hours to shop. Returning, leave Belfast at 5.( 0 o’clock p m. These excursions have
always been very popular in the past seasons.
Connections will be made with stmr. Sieur
DeMonts to and from Rockland at Castine for
Warren’s Landing and Dark Harbor.
First-class teams will meet boats at Warren’s

A TRIBUTE TO REV. E. S. PHILBROOK.

FAKE NEWSPAPER CONTEST.

A

THE

The Promoters under Arrest.

[Sanford

proprietor

of

a

Cambridge

paper and in-

on alcohol, beer, ale and wine;
of all kinds, rope, thread and wine;
Alabaster and acids, dye, colors and
drugs;
Knit goods and laces,
carpets and rugs;
Metals of all kinds, iron and steel;
Bicycles, wagons, the automobile;
Baskets and brushes, buckles and beads;
All farmers’ products, corn, beans and seeds;
Brandy and liquors, distilled from the grain,
Molasses beet sugar and sweet sugar cane;
Barbed wire, cast iron, fish rods and fish hooks;
Decalcomania, print paper and books;
Flax, linen and cottons, manufactured to wear;
Silks, ribbons and velvets, plush and mohair;
Buttons and carbon, chalk, coal and slate;
Chemicals, wood pulp, ore and tin plate;
Cigars and tobacco, cigarettes and snuffs;
Hosiery, underwear, collars and cuffs;
Dress goods for women, made of woolens and

a

office on a secret indictment alleging conspiracy and four counts of larceny, aggregating about $2,000.
The arrest was made by Capt. Herbert
Gordon of Dist-Atty. Corcoran’s office.
Phillip C. Barry of North Dighton, a contest promoter, and Leonard F. Williams,
associated with Wilson in his Cambridge
newspaper, were arrested at about the
same time, Barry at North Dighton and
Williams in Cambridge.
The indictments are the result of a recent subscription contest in connection
with the Cambridge publication,in which
two automobiles and 11 other prizes were

offered. Two prominent Cambridge

Theological College.

structor at

Hebron.

wear;
and

Pottery

health.

Aside from the members of the church
there are scores of people who will regret to have Mr. Philbrook leave Sanford, but all join together and will wish
for him and Mrs. Philbrook every possible success in their new field of labor.

MOTHER CALENDAR

And all

|

care

and

feeding

of children:

and

jars;

MAINE

leather articles

that

we

in

man

We

all need

the

factory,

BELFAST AND BURNHAM
Sept. 26. 1915, trains coi
Burnnamand Waterville with throug
for and from Bangor, W'aterville, Portia;
Boston, will run as follows:

at

FROM

now use.

Protection from goods foreign

For Stomach, Liver, Bowels
These organs are so important to
the bodily health, that we want to
show you how to keep them well. Indigestion, dyspepsia, biliousness, sick

headache, constipation

and numerous
other ills come from faulty stomach
and bowel action.
"L. F.” Atwood’s
Medicine is so safe and speedy, that
once you try it, you will not want to
be without a bottle of it in the house.
Thousands have used it with daily
benefit, during the past sixty years.
Let us send you a trial bottle free.
Write your name and address, very
plainly, on a postal, and mail it to us,
today. We will send you the free
sample postpaid by return mail.
FREE.—On

receipt

yellow outside
wrapper with your opinion of the medicine,
we will send one of our Needle Books with a
good assortment of high grade needles, useful
of

a

in every family.
“L. F." MEDICINE CO,

Portland, Me.

home.

NOTICE.
nn

Guaranteeu work In
and Shampooing.

Chiropody, Manlcur
Also

Facial Work

Full line of all kinds of Hair Work at
parlors over Shiro’s Store, Phoenix Row
32tf

im

MISS EVIE HOLMES.

sites.

It is

perfectly

for

sale

even

the most

children. It is pleasant to take, has
three effective medicinal qualities:—acts as a

delicate

laxative, expels
Begin

system.
the

cause

the worms., and tones up the
treatment today and eliminate

of irritableness.

25c.

Willing

LATER,

7 00

1.

AM

7 16
7 00

Bangor.
Benton..

Clinton.
8 35
Burnham, leave.
W innecook. +8 45
8 54
Unity
Tf orndike.
9 02
Knox
t9 10
Brooks.
9 25
......

Waldo.

Citypoint.
Belfast, arrivetFlag station.

...

19 35
t9 45
9 50

Limited tickets for Boston

10 02
10 08
10 11
10 30
tlO 40
10 55
11 05
ill 15
11 35
til 46
ill 5
12 01
are now

$5.26 from Belfast.
H. D. W

j

Corroboration.
Mr. Cross said:

consider Doan’s Kidney Pills to be the
best kidney medicine to be had.
I confirm all
I have previously said in their praise.”
Price 50c at all dealers.
Don’t simply ask
for a kidney ren edy—get Doau’s Kidney Pills
—the same that Mr. Cross has twice publicly i
recommended.
Foster-Milburn Co., Props.,
Buffalo, N. Y.

“I still

AM

3 00

12 00

Waterville.

j

A

III l.F.VsT

Portland.

OVER SIX YEARS

3 29
5 50

Boston. 10 00

And the money would aid and happiness give
To cloakmakers and others striving to live.”

u ijl11
uie
seventn
year every cnnu
cnartereu lor Kosario.
should have twelve hours’ sleep at night. I
Cathartics should not be given unless
Boston, Sept. 22. Under charter to
a
physician so advises. An attempt
should be made to regulate the boweis load cargo of about 700,000 feet of lumber for the River Plate the Boston barkthrough a proper diet.
During his second yea. a baby should entine Kremlin, Capt. Warner, arrived
here yesterday from New York. Tne
not be given so much milk that he will
vessel was engaged to take forward the
not want to take the proper amount of
cargo intended for the barkentine Mabel
solid food.
Children with poor appetities should I. Meyera, which was sunk July 31st by
collision with the battleship Nebraska.
not have sweets, nor should they be alThe Kremlin’s destination is Kosario. It
lowed to eat between meals.
Milk and eggs are important elements is understood she will receive §21 per
in a child’s diet up to the tenth year; the j 1000 feet, the same as the owners of the
Meyers were to receive.
latter should never be given fried.
Meat should be given after the third
year once a day, preferably at noon.
Little children should not have ham,
bacon, sausage, pork, liver, kidney,
game, or dried and salt meats.
Most meats should be rare, and either
One of Interest to Our Readers.
scraped or cut fine to be digestible for
young children.
Good news bears repeating, and when it is
confirmed after a long lapse of time, even if
A butlness Romance.
we hesitated to believe it at first hearing, we
feel secure in accepting its truth now. The
There are few people in any civilized
following experience of a Belfast man is conpart of the world who have not heard of firmed after six
years.
the well-known kidney remedy, Doan’s
I. W. Cross, retired farmer, 57 Miller street,
Kidney Pills. The story of the introduction of this remedy from country to Belfast, says: “I had considerable trouble from
country until the globe had been girdled a lame and aching back. 1 had been bothered
would read like romance.
in that way off and on for about a year and a
It is a strong testimonial to the merits half. Some of the attacks were so severe that
of a remedy which has now been on the I was
compelled to lay off from work for a day
market for fifty years and for the pro- or
So many people had been cured of such
so.
gressiveness of a typical American busi- troubles
by (Doan’s Kidney Pills that I got a
ness firm, Foster-Milburn
Company, Buf- box.
They acted like magic and relieved my
falo, N. Y., who have inspired confidence
everywhere, in their advertising, by the back in no time. Later on, I was working
use of local testimonials.
around my yard and probably overdid myself,
which brought on another acute attack. I
again used Doan's Kidney Pills and they cured
MOTHERS—
the attack just as quickly as before.”
WATCH IRRITABLE CHILDREN I

—

I'M

Enriches the foreigner and injures our own;
We’d have cloak and money, if purchased at

The first three months of his life a
baby should sleep about twenty-two It’s a plain Tariff lesson, tor we cannot afford
To destroy our industries by buying abroad,
hours out of every twenty-four.
At six months he sleeps twelve hours i So now, when you vote, just make your selection.
at night and has a two-hour nap both
And vote for the man that stands for Protecmorning and afternoon.
tion;
After six months one nap, preferably —J. L. Feeney in American Economist.
in the afternoon, is sufficient.

That fever, paleness, grinding af teeth while
asleep, and coated tongue are indications that
your child has worms in its system. Kickapoo
Worm Killer quickly gets rid of these para-

I’M

12 20
+12 25
02 35
12 47
12 59
1 05
113
il 23
1 35
3 00

in

A TWICE-TOLD TALE

FREE MEDICINE

AM

7 05
t7 10
Waldo. t7 20
Brooks
7 32
Knox. t7 44
Thorndike. 7 50
Unity. 7 58
Winnecook. iS08
Burnham, arrive. 8 20
Bangor. 11 45
Clinton.
8 39
Benton. 8 48
W aterville.
8 54
Portland.... 11 50
3 20
Boston, pm.

Citypoint.

made.
Good old Abe Lincoln had a very w.se head,
When asked about Tariff he truthfully said;
“If you buy a cloak for your
wife,foreign
made,
You get the cloak, but the money that’s paid

j

BELFAST

Belfast depart.

works at his

who

CEnTrAE"rAIERIi\I)

On and after

trade;

panion
the

bottles

pen;

The

In the October Woman’s Home Com-

to

glassware,

Advertise It in
The Journa

W'e want Protection for our women and men;
The mechanic, the farmer, the clerk with his

FOR OCTOBER.

appears the following mother calendar for October—devoted to advice us

1

rails, locomotives and passenger cars;
Gold leaf and gold plate, all kinds of alloys;
Buque dolls and tin soldiers, all children’s toys;
Toilet soaps and perfumery,rubber gloves, rubber boots;
Limes, lemons and oranges, all citrus fruits;
Aluminum, celluloid, zinc, mosaic and tiles;
Porcelain, emery wheels and emery files;
Oilcloths, linoleums, watches, and clocks;
Silverware, cutlery, machine tools and locks;
Jewelry, diamonds and all precious stones;
Billiard balls, ivory and all kiuds of bones;
Lumber and shingles, nails, screws and tacks;
Paints, oils, varnishes, benzines and shellacs;
Leather for harness and leather for shoes.

ance.

The present year has been the greatest success in the Sunday school work of
any since Mr. Philbrook came to Sanford
and the membership of the Sunday
school is new more than 200 and is one of
the largest Baptist Sunday schools in
the State of Maine.
A special feature with Mr. Philbrook
has been the work among boys and the
annual encampment toKennehunk Beach
every summer.
inert is
proDaDly no minister in the
Stale that has been more active in church
work than Mr. Philbrook and he is also
talented in many ways and a g-eat
favorite with children.
Another branch of the church work in
Sanford which Mr. Philbrook brought
about was the reorganization of the
Brotherhood Orchestra, which has furnished music for so many concerts and
entertainments that have beer held in
this church during the past few years.
The church to which Mr. Philbrook
goes is a large church with a membership of 300. He succeeds Rev. B. P.
Hope, who resigned on account of poor

<

hair;

^teel

People

Want

Cloths, flannels and worsteds, manufactured to

men

Since coming to Sanford he has been spent considerable money and time in an
the cause of the membership of the local endeavor to win an automobile, it is
church to be greatly increased and with ! claimed, but neither were successful.
the assistance of his wife, who has been Both of the automobiles, one to be given
a strong worker in the interest of the I to the person
receiving the highest numchurch, several new organizations have I ber of votes in the contest, and the other
been formed, which have become pt-rma- I to the one showing the greatest gain durnent, and all of wmch have a large mem- ing a stated period, were awarded to
bership. These include the Young Men’s Miss Florence King of 19. Dover street,
Class, the Brotherhood of Andrew ant. North Cambridge.
Philip, the Pathfinder Girls, the Junior
According to Dist Attorney Corcoran
Congregation and the Older Men’s Class. neither of the automobiles was delivered
Under the able uirection of Pastor to Miss King.
The district attorney said that one of
Phnbrook the church has been brought
to a high .standard and during his
years the three men had made a complete
of work several thousand dollars have confession, but would not say which
{
been expended for the betterment of the I one had done so.
church and parsonage.
Barry and Wilson were bailed shortly
Mr. Philbrook succeeded Rev. Her- after their arrests, bonds being furnishbert Tilton, when coming to Sanford ed in the sum of $4,000 each.
Williams
was allowed to go on his own
and Mr. Tilton is now a pastor and inrecogniz-

ALDRON.

General Passenger Ag.
G. C. DOUGLASS.
General Manager. Portland Ma

The Rebuplican Journal and* McCV

Magazine one'year

each for

$2.10, paid in advance.
Subscriptions
Write

may

or

call

be
at

new or

renewal

this office

(

100 btg

pages

monthly

Only because of a very special airru c
meut with the publishers of Mt<AI
MAHAZ1NKcan we give v u tin* belief
this money-saving dub olTer. Mel A I !
is the Fashion Authority ami llousek*'*
ing Helper of more women than any oi'..
magazine in the world.
Come in or write to see a sample o ;
All the latest styles and fan. v v
every month ; also delightful mui*
articles, besides regular d.-pa: i.n<
cooking, home dressmaking ami
keeping that lighten bonsework an.
money. Loved by women everyw:.
,,

Don’t Miss This Offer
"fREEMcCAlX’ pattern

<

subscriber for
am" in:»y choose
McCALl/S n •.
brated McCall I
(value 16c by

”

1

Eagle “Mikado” Pencil No. 74

COOMBS BROS. Managers.

For Sale

Tacked Cr.e Cczen in

an

atiraclive

pull-cff

Box

For hale at Your Dealer 5c. each
Hexagon Shape Highly Polished

1 A room house with stable,
J-vj situated at 29 Congress

best Erasive Rubber.

in

lead, which

is

and Half Cross in

or

a

Superior Quality of Pencil
exceedingly smooth and durable.

Carton.

50c. per Dozen.

and contains the very finest

|

A soluble Antiseptic Powder to
be dissolved in water a3 needed.

specially prepared

j

ACCURATELY GRADED IN; FIVE DEGREES

No. 1 Soft
No. 2 Medium

No. 24 Medium^Hard

No. 3 Hard
No. 4 Extra Hard for Bookkeepers

ICONCEI ED |TO EE THE FINEST PENCIL MADE; FORI GENERALISE

EAGLE
377 BROADWAY

PENCIL

SPECIAL TO WOMEN
The most economical, cleansing and
germicidal oi all antiseptics is

Yellow Finish, with Gilt Tip and Red Ring, fitteu with

Ihe Mikado is a

street,

Belfast, August 12,1916—82tf

at 6.30 p m.
FRED W POTE,

The

Cordage

Landing to take passengers or freight to any
part of the town.—Conrad Beckett.
24
Ring up 79-14

W. A. SHALES.

!

Saturday

Anything

PROTECTION.

A Tariff

Somerville publication, was
arrested Sept. 21st at his Somerville

terested in

POETRY OF

We need Protection
goods foreign made,
We need Protection our workmen to
aid,
We need Protection, prosperity, too;
An adequate Tariff will certainly do.

[Boston Journal.J
Harold D. Wilson of Somerville,Mass.,

der his resignation and will probably
take up his new pastorate in Augusta on
November 1st.
Mr. Philbrook, who is the senior pastor of Sanford, came here from a six
year and a half pastorate in Belfast,
which was the first church that he was
ever permanent pastor of.
Mr. Philbrook is a native of Bangor
and is a post graduate of the Newton

a

Belfast.
All modern
conveniences. Suitable for two
tenements. About half acre of
land with chance for garden.
Inquire on the premises of

-—‘

~

Tuesday, June 15, 1915,
Will

and

If You
Have

Photo by American Press Association.
Tlie section of the new Seventh avenue
subway between T went;.-fourth ami Twenty-tiftb streets, New York
city, caved in when a gas main exploded. A loaded trolley car and wagons sank about forty feet into the debris.
Many were killed and hurt.

COMMENCING

STMR. GOLDEN

LINE

Agent.
Belfast, Maine

—

to Health

STEAMSHIP

North Star.
Leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, 1

Correspondence Portland Sunday
Telegram. ]
Hampshire, where they are running the I Rev. E. S. Philbrook, pastor of the
Dreamland Theatre. This is a motion Main street Baptist church in Sanford
picture theatre and is the only one in the for the past nine years, has received an
town which is of 2500 inhabitants.
It is urgent and unanimous call to become
a very moderan and finely equipped theapastor of the Winthrop street Baptist
a
tre,
player piano furnishing the music. church of Augusta and has already sent
Pittsfield Advertiser.
a letter of
acceptance.
At a future meeting of the officials of
the local church, Mr. Philbrook will ten-

Testifies She Was Restored

m.

MAINE

Wednesday.

WAS MISERABLE
COULDN’T STAND

!
^

.-i

S. S. North Land and

Mr. and Mrs. E. Q. Frost of Belfast,
formerly of this town, are passing a few
days with relatives in Palmyra and with
Pittsfield friends.
Friends in town of Mr. and Mrs.Edw.
Guimond will be interested to know that
they are now located in Hillsboro, New

\

week days only
METROPOLITAN LINE
S. S. Massachusetts and Bunker Hill.'
Leave north side of India Wharf,
every day at 5 p. m., due New York ai
bame service returning.
5.00 p.

Mrs. B. P. Gardner of Belfast, who
has been the guest of Mr8- Augustus

Kimball,

<

den.
Leave Belfast at 5.00 p. m., week
dayfor Camden, Rockland and Boston
Leave
fast at 7.30 a
m, daily, except Mond,t,

j of the notable features of his arraignment is the publication, for the first
time anywhere, of the official affidavits
upon which the order for Huerta’s arthree years? I haven’t got over being rest by the United States Government
thankful to the Advertiser for that yet. was based. These affidavits, which are
It doesn’t seem possible that I have of extraordinary and curious interest,
been here almost a year. Three months I are published in full. Concerning Presimore and I shall have seen the whole dent Wilson’s personal responsibility for
round of new seasons. It has been very ! the dreadful fiasco which has resulted
interesting. It seemed to me like sum- from our Mexican policy, Colonel Harvey
writes as follows:
mer when I reached here in November.
Along in December and January I was Wilson’s “Vacillation and Stubborn Pride.”
glad to have a good pile of coverings
“While it is impossible to withhold from
over me at night and actually enjoyed
remy heavy garnet sweater during the the present Administration primary
mornings and evenings, but roses, nas- sponsibility for the deplorable and far- Review.
and
turtiums, pansies and balsams flourished reaching consequences of fatuous
in those days.
April brought burning, futile vacillation, the genesis of the
PITTSFIELD PERSONALS.
scorching winds that feit like the air fault must, in all fairness, be accorded
that Commencement number looked
with the pictures of all those students
and teachers whom I had known for

good

BY W.vTFP

Turbine Steel Steamships Belfast and

be produced this year. One farmer remarks that he haB hauled already to the
starch factory this season more potatoes
than he had hauled altogether during the
preceding five years. The regular price
at the markets is now 75 cents, thuugh
some
farmers report getting 80 cents.
There is a general feeling that the price
will go up a little. The reports from New
York State and from most parts of New
England, also many other parts of the
country, seem to show that the crop is
small or poor or both. The government
estimate for the Maine crop dropped an
even?,000,000 bushels between August 1
and September 1,being25,900,000 bushels
for Augusta 1, and 20,900,000 fon SepThe principal reason why
tember 1.
potatoes are now hauled in at 75 cents is
that the men hauling them are compelled
to raise some money now. Hardly any
other reason can be conceived, as 75 cents
is below the cost of production, and will
not give a man money enough to pay
many bills with anyway.—Fort Fairfield

contained in
George Harvey's remarkable editorial
in the September North American Review, entitled “The Tragedy of Mexico.” Colonel Harvey traverses the enthe Mexican situation

POTATOES.

Rot has developed to quite a little degree in many fields of potatoes. The
conditions have for some time been quite
favorable for its development—rust, wet
weather and heat. It seems as if not
very much more than half of the market
potatoes that were raised last year will

son’s Mexican

very easy to write to everybody at mice,
but 1 promised to send a letter to the
Advertiser sometime and 1 can’t forget
it. First I want you to know how interthat

AROOSTOOK

Harvey on “The
Tragedy of Mexico.”

A Letter From the Mission
Field.

COMPANY
NEW YORK

1

As a medicinal antiseptic for douches
in treating catarrh, inflammation or
ulceration of nose, throat, and that
caused by feminine ills it has no equal.
For ten years the Lydia E. Piukham
Medicine Co.has recommended Paxtins
in their private correspondence with
women, which proves its superiority.
Women who have been cured say
It is “worth its weight in gold.” At
druggists. 60c. large box, or by mail.

The Paxton Toilet Co., Poston, Mas*-

Grade

Concerning

;7~

Crossings.

_IRONING

Officers of Maine
To the Municipal
Towns: The Public %Utili,iTIES and
Commission asks each newspaper
to
tt)j9 State to call public attention
Laws of 1915.
8[)ter 177 of the Public
in substance that
,. chapter provides

!

OUT THE MEXICAN PROBLEM.

mm

7/-------4

^

li city, town or plantation there
set aside5 percent of the money
for ways and bridges, Buch 5 per

-h

lr

be used in cutting and removing
ushes and weeds which grow bethe wrought part of the highway

for Infants and Children.
Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Props and Soothing Syrups.
It is pleasant.
It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic substance.
It destroys Worms and allays Feverishness.
It
relieves Constipation, Wind Colic, all
Teething Troubles and Diarrhoea* It regulates tlio
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.

road limit. It is further prohat such work shall be done belie first day of October in each

,i.e
i

nd that after it is once done the
of the land shall keep trees,

The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

and weeds cut down,
realize that the Public Utilities
mission may not have authority to
way indicate where such obstrucshall first be removed, but, in view
fact that during this particular
r too many fatal accidents have
s

o

d upon railroad crossings, we
upon Selectmen to commence the
liture of such money at places
steam or electric railroads cross

,L.

ys at
the

grade, in
highways

The Kind You Have

DWIGHT P. PALMER

and engineers and
railways may be
full opportunity as possible each

CAR SERVICE BETWEEN
BOSTON AND PORTLAND.

LanslLg.^ecmidmTu

right.111

from

■

ic

train or

car.

new

which

railroads and the public cannot imtely discontinue the many hunof grade crossing which exist
State. These crossings can, howbe made safer by complying with

and we feel it our
the matter the widest pubpossible, in order that each citizen
eel it is his personal concern to see
r the selectmen of his town not only
y with this suggestion, but are
»td up by public sentiment in such

suggestion,

Move
10 give

A UW

comes

onto the train at Portland

passenger from Boston to Augusta, for instance, to enjoy his breakfast and be ready for business when he
enables

a

shortly after nine o’clock.
This first service has been noticed in

arrives here

tensions, he says:
“If it is a real economy founded upon

ability
vice,

to render as

good

or

then the action can

mended;

but there

are

that I believe show

better ser-

only

be

com-

several statements

conclusively

that

scientific basis:
Moonlight nights have the heaviest
dned

■•

on a

-is.

he higher the clouds the finer the
her.
e
farther the sight the nearer the
is an indication of fine weather,
hen stars flicker in a dark backi, rain or snow fellows soon.
.pect a strong wind with stormy
er
when smoke from chimneys
near the ground.
k re are a few in verse. They have
advantage of being easily remem-

public press, but
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School began here Sept. 34th,
Edward Avery teacher.

Mrs.

W. S. Jones is confined to the house
with congestion of the lungs.

Miss Emily Ginn has returned to her
school in Auburndale, Mass.

Fred MeLellan and family of China
were at A. B. Tyler’s Sunday,
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H. Harriman last week.

Edward Avery and two little
daughters, Hilda and Anna, visited relatives in Unionville last week.
Mrs.

Miss Faustina Harding, who is in the
hospital in Bangor for appendicitis, is
doing finely and her friends hope soon to
see her at home.
Mrs. Frana Harriman and Mrs. Sam
and son Merrill of Brewer were
week-end
visitors with
Mrs.
Meda
Avery. Mrs. Harriman starts for her
home in San Francisco this week. Her
many friends here hate to have her go,
but w.sfi her a safe voyage home and
hope she will come again.

Daley

Oscar Pairo of Baltimore and Mrs.
Ella R. Harriman of Lynn, Mass., visitMr. and Mrs. W. D. Harriman several
Mr. Pairo lived here
days recently.
one year at Sunnyside and made many
friends who were glad to welcome him
back, and aunt Ella is a welcome guest
anywhere. We all say, come again.
ed
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Poisonous

Fermenting

i jug
A
netimes.

A

fast

Food.

will do this

trip to the mounRoughing it.
Ves, very good remedies.
But are you going to avail
yourself of either one of these
Then the next
No?
remedies.
hc-st thing is to try a bottle of
deruna. Take it according to directions. You will have a natural
appetite. All gas and fermentation in the stomach will disms.

Tramping.

appear.

Read what Mrs. Emma Bell,
Box 204, Fort Pierce, Florida,
says: “/ was taken suddenly
with swelling of the stomach and

bowels, and great distress. Very
Three doctors gave me
no relief.
Could not eat anyI
thing. Everything soured.

painful.

'

a

fair trial.

if very many horses
will stand the

Maine Must Continue to be

a

Great Agri-

cultural State.

can

pouring

be found that
of thirty miles

every other day, at any gait, judging
from the number that go to pieces under
strain of twenty miles to twenty-five.”

McSparran knows more about horses
than does the Postmaster General, who

look forward to the coming
years with courage,” said President
Arthur Chapin of Bangor in his address has juBt finished 14 years in Congress
at the opening session, Sept. 22nd, of the after holding legal offices in Texas for 11
annual meeting of the Maine State Board
And he also knows a few things
of Trade in Bangor, “and work for the years.
the
about
practical side of consolidating
and
advancement of our State
Nation,
believing that there will be peace, happi- rural routes in order to use automobiles
ness and prosperity for all our people.
in the summer. He says:
“Maine is and must continue to be a
“The attempt to substitute an autohe
said.
“Our
State,”
great agricultural
mobile service for that of a horse is all
farmers are of great importance for the
right for a letter carrier who wishes to
prosperity of our people, and we must make
such a change, but for the Departdo all we possibly can for their prosment to do so seems to indicate that
perity and' advancement. ,We should either they do not yalue the element of
endeavor to do all that we can to make
service in the country, or they
Maine one of the most attractive States every day
have in mind a system of roads that has
in the Union for farmers, sportsmen
not yet been built. It is true that the
and our own people.”
auto can render an enlarged service acSec. Edward M. Blanding of Bangor
for the summer months; but
reported that conditions are reasonably ceptablydo not want to have their addressatisfactory in the realm of trade and people
ses changed fall and spring nor do they
commerce.
want to be deprived of service for those
Agriculturally, he said, the season
in the winter during which it
has been in some lines quite disappoint- periods
would be impossible for the auto to make
weather
the
unfavorable
preventing the trip. This is not the place to look for
ing,
the gathering of a portion of the hay
economy in the postal service.”
the
some
sections
while
in
potatoes
crop,
Mr. McSparran also points out that
and
have
been adversely
affected,
the farmer writes his letters at night,
throughout the State the apple harvest and if rural routes are lengthened to
has been exceptionally light.”
such an extent that the carrier gets back
Charles F. Flagg of Portland was
the letters
to town late in the evening,
and
elected president later in the day,
miss the train and must lie over in the
Edward M. Blanding of Bangor was reoffice until the following day.
elected secretary.
T. F. Callahan of post
Lewiston w is elected treasurer.
SOUTH MONTVILLE.

“Let
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CRITCHETT CHARGES FRAUD.

Stomach

I began

starving
taking Peruna and was soon
strong enough to do work. After
taking five bottles I can truthfully say I am well. 1 gained
twenty pounds."
»

it

In fact, it is doubtful

_

4ssist Your

i

give

THE STATE BOARD OF TRADE.
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.:

to

reasonable time.

as

to death.

Seeks to Recover About $30,000 he was
induced to Invest.

Fraudulent action on the part of Harrington W. and Elvira F. Rutland of
Somerville, Mass., is charged by Ralph
0. Critchett of Boston, formerly of Belfast, who in a bill in equity filed Sept.
23d in the Superior Court, Boston, is
seeking to recover about $30,000 which
he claims he was induced to expend in
enterprises in which the defendants were
interested.
Critchett says that the respondents

represented to him that a business conducted by them was large and profitable,
and that if it were incorporated a profit
of $30,000 a year might be- expected.
The Bay State Manufacturing Company was incorporated on Jan. 26, 1913,
and Critchett contributed $4000 in cash

and a note for $6000, and received from
Mrs. Rutland what purported to be a
bill of sale of what he supposed were
secret formulae, but which he now Bays
were not secret formulae.
When the notes became due Critchett
was unable to pay them and collateral
which he had given was sold, by which
he sustained a Toss of $14,000.
In 1913 and 1914 Critchett alleges that
$6000 more was obtained from him, and
that he lost $1700 on a real estate deal
in Somerville, which he says the defendants advised.
Critchett alleges that Rutland is using
the secret formulae in Webster, N. H.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

OASTORI A

Mr and Mrs. E. M. Nason and Mrs.
jj. D. Savage of Haverhill, Mass., are
visiting their sister, Mrs. C. S. Adams.
They came in their auto.
Rev W. L. Pratt and Rev. Mr. Welch
of Rockland attended the quarterly
and
meeting here Sept. 18th and 19th
on Sunday.
Eight start-

baptized eight

evened on the heavenly journey Sunday
j ig. Revival services will be held even-

ings during this week.

_

HUMPHREYS’”
Witch Hazel Oil
For

(COMPOUND)
Piles or Hemorrhoids,

External

or

Internal,

Blind or

Bleeding, Itching or Burning.
One application brings relief.
Two sizes, 25c. and $1.00, at
all druggists or mailed.
Send Free Sample of Oil to

Humphreys Homeo. Medicine Co., 166 William
St., New York.

Sick Animals

of diseases of Horse*,
Cattle, Sheep, Dogs and Fowls, is given in
Dr. Humphreys’Veterinary Manual, mailed
free. Humphreys’ Veterinary Remedies,
William 8t„ New York.
The treatment

156

_

C

TV

AUTO SERVICE.
LEAVE

George Fish of Vassalboro visited his
daughter, Mrs. A. B. Tyler, Sunday.
Wilfred Bowler of Bridgeton visited
Mr, and Mrs. Burr Godsoe and little
his mother, Mrs. Mary Bowler last Satson Homer of Brewer visited Mrs. W.
and

trains

and the railrord officials have

VORK

CAMDEN-BELFAST

Mr. and Mrs. Jamps Clifford of Boston
visited Mrs. Jennie Harding last week.

little attention has

or

NtW

■-■

PALERMO.

PROSPECT FERRY.

mistake is being made that will not tend
L. P. Stewart is building a cottage at
returning either to economy or efficiency. The
Georges Lake, Liberty.
from Maine to Boston. The train which lengthening of the routes is not the place
Mrs. Achsa Lawry and sonJLewis have
passes through Augusta shortly after 6 to correct the waste, for the length of moved to the Nathaniel Stewart
place.
p. m. will carry the buffet parlor car the routes must continue for many years
Mrs. Emma C. Cushman and H. E.
a
the
distance
rrr.pliance.
to
be
where
the
to
upon
dependent
Portland,
sleeping
Cushman were at S. E. Bowler’s in PaPublic Utilities through
ymin F. Cleaves,
car will be sent about half past nine and horse can travel under average conditions lermo Sunday.
v
Commission
B. Skelton,
will go west to Boston during the night, in the time allowed between the trains
of Maine,
W. Mullen,
Charles W. Mason, who has been passarriving there early the following morn- that carry the mail to and from the ing a short time at J. ft. Berry’s, has
,.i FASHIONED WEATHER SIGNS. ing. By this system, persons living in terminus of the route.
gone to Middletown, Conn.
“I am taking it for granted”, says
the middle of the State can make a jourMr. and Mrs. E. B. Bean and Mr. and
its current issue,Farm and Fireside,
“that the routes are being Mrs. G. A. Choate motored to Unity
ational farm paper published in ney to Boston, arriving there the follow- McSparran,
19th to C. B. Hustus’.
gtield, Ohio, says, of course, that ing morning, without getting up in the handled all through the service as they Sept.
.est weather prophet in the world is
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Webb of Augusmiddle of the night or going the night are in this part of the country. Some of
United States Weather Bureau,
Luce and family of Belfast
before and paying hotel bills in Boston.
our routes have been lengthened under ta and F. B.
is right at least four times out of
are guests of Mr, and Mrs. F. A. Luce.
and Chambers of Com- the proposed changes to ovei thirty miles;
of
Trade
Boards
to
the
less
scientific
In regard
F. L. Harmon of Brockton, Mass., and
merce throughout the State are being Now t thins that experience has Bhown
s Farm and Fireside says:
Frank Whitcomb of Waldo were guests
•'lUre are a few weather signs which urged to bring this service to the atten- that a horse cannot go thirty miles eveiy
of Mr. and Mrs. Loren W. Howard Sept.
ider probably than anyone living to- tion of their members. It has been in- other
day through average condi tion.sand 19th.
Experience has shown them to be
augurated at the instance of Maine busi- keep up a gait that will insure service in a
Mr. and Mrs. Fred S. Jackson, Mr.
v reliable, and some of them can be
the

COMPANY,

Amencan mediatOTS discussing the Mexican situation with
Secretary of State

Augusta, Maine, Sept. 27, 1915. The
sleeping car service between Boston
Rural Mail Service Impaired.
and Portland, inaugurated at the suggeslie other in time to avoid acci- tion of
Washington, Sept. 27, 1915. When
prominent Maine business men,
will be continued only so long as patron- the Post Office Department announced,
are many crossings which are
age warrants, according to Mr. W. S. some time ago, that by changing rural
lirely obscured from the view of Wyman of Augusta, the prime mover. delivery routes and making extensions,
reaching traveler, and which, if The new service provides that a sleeping many thousands of additional patrons
rees and bushes were cut away
car be set in the North Station
about were being served without any increase
be visible and recognizable.
half past nine.
People who desire to in expense, there was a pretty general
traveler is unable to see that a come to Maine in time for business the feeling that when patrons had been heard
g exists he will not exercise the next day, and at the same time get their from, there would be a showing of imgree of care he would readily de- usual sleep, can retire after 9.30. They paired, rather than improved service.
tbat he was approaching across- will wake
Such seems to be the case.
up in Portland about 7.00
flentimps the sicrn erected bv a
Soon after the adjustments were made
to
cono’clock.
Passengers desiring
is gradually obscured by growtinue into Maine will find a buffet parlor postmasters found it necessary to placate
.■8 and bushes. In at least two mpatrons by explaining that they were not
car service on the early morning train
accidents have occurred, resultresponsible for the changes. At least
going east from that point.
the loss of several human lives,
This service is expected to prove oi one postmaster did thiB in a public stateneed not have been sacrificed if
he placed the whole regreat value to business men, particular- ment, in which
es and bushes along the highways
ly, and also to occasional visitors to Bos- sponsibility upon the Department here
t existed.
ton who desire to complete a pleasure in Washington.
also ask the railroads to co-operNow comes John A. McSparran, Master
trip with a visit to the theater. Heretoih the selectmen in every possible
fore, a disagreeable night ride or an ex- of the State Grange, of Pennsylvania,
removing from their own rights- tra night in Boston was the penalty for with a signed article asserting that the
at crossings all things that oba theater party
just before returning Post Office Department has made a misthe view of the individual operat- home.
The buffet parlor car service take. Speaking of the changes and ex-

U
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SLEEPING

order that travel-

the

upon

rn

Always Bought

and Mrs. Ross Hammons, with Mr. and
Mrs. Linwood Thompson, all of Belfast,
were guests Sept. 19th of Mr. and Mrs.
F. A. Luce.
LONDON’S LIQUOR LaWS.

King George has
order which will be
already signed
issued next week applying the clauses of
the control of liquor act to the London
area. The order will prevent “treating”
in public hjuses, clubs and hotels in London. A similar order, which has been
applied to other areas under the powers
conferred by the defense of the realm
act, has decreased the number of cases
of drunkenness dealt with by the police
by 40 per cent. The order of the king
reads:
“It is expedient for the successful
prosecution of the present war that the
sale and supply of intoxicating liquors in
the area defined shall be controlled by
the State on the ground that war material is being made, loaded and dealt with
in transit therein, and that men belonging to his majesty’s naval and military
forces are assembled therein.”
It is expected that the hours during
which drinks might be sold would be
shortened and dilution of Bpirits will be
insisted upon.
London, Sept. 25.
an

A

CLOTJdED SYSTEM

NEEDS ATTENTION
Are you bilious, dizzy and listless? Dr. King’s
New Life Pills taken at once seizes upon constipation and starts the bowels moving naturally and easily. Moreover it actB without griping. Neglect of a clogged system often leads
to most serious complications. If you wish to
wake up tomorrow morning happy in mind and
entirely satisfied, start your treatment tonight.
25c

a

bottle.

THE

OF

THE

BOY

heard about tariff and taxes
And problems of ruling the State;

We know all about parties and platforms
And politics little and great.
But midst all the din and confusion
Of struggle for riches and joy
Have you heard the new rote that is sounding?
Have you heard the call of the boy?

Louder ana louder

hear it,
A cry from the homes that we view,
in
the making
men
call
from
the
A

Commanding attention from you.
tells of the training of leaders,
And this is the call we enjoy.
It tell of defeat at the outset,
’Tis a pretty grim call from the boy.
Made

12.15 p.in,: 3

00

p.

ARRIVE IV
9 30 a.Jui.; 1.30 p.

m.

ARRIVE
11.00

Fare, $1.00.

Sunday.

Mrs. Emma Cushman and son Harold
Mrs. Cushman’s mother, Mrs.

SPECIAL

TRIPS

visited

a. m ;

3 00

CAMDEN,.

in.

in.;

4 3o p,

IN

BELFAST
; 6.00 p. in.

|*.

in

Round Trip, $2.00,
APPLICATION,

ON

Mary Bowler, Monday.

MAINE TRANSPORTATION COMPANY.

H. H. Clark and wife and Sidney
Home and family of Washington were
at S. E. Bowler’s Sunday.

ORRIY J. DICKEY. Agent.

WILLIAM B.

WILLIAMSON, Manager.

Phone I5U-3, Belfast, Maine.

24

Charles Sampson of Freedom attempted to go up to the mill hill near Ezra
Hebard’s recently in his touring car on
gear and could not make it, and as
his brake did not hold he ran back over
the ten foot embankment, the car landing beside the Sheepseott river upside
down and he beneath it. He escaped
without a scratch and so far as can be
seen the only thing broken about the
car was one lamp knocked off.
Many
people visited the place of the accident
and
their
Sunday
expressed
surprise that
the car was not smashed and the driver
killed and wondered how the car would
be gotten out.

high

PORTRAIT

OF

GEN.

W- A.

HALL,
and Heating

Plumbing

C. W. TILDEN.

CONTRACTOR.

At the 40th runion of the Sixteenth
Maine Regimental Association held in
Portland in August, $118 was subscribed
cowards the payment for a portrait to be
made of the late Gen.Charles W. Tilden,
former colonel of the regiment, to be
hung in the State House at Augusta. I
Joseph B. Cahill, a Portland artist, who
painted the fine portrait of Gen. Joshua
L. Chamberlain which now adorns the
rotunda in the capitol at Augusta, is already at work upon the picture, which is
to be three-quarters length and life size.
The cost of the portrait, all fram d, will
be several hundred dollars, and survivors
of the Sixteenth and honorary members
of the association, as also friends who
are interested, may send contributions
to Lieut. Francis Wiggin, custom house,
Portland, Me., who has full charge of
the undertaking, The following comrades in the several counties of the State
are also authorized to solicit and receive
donations: Aroostook county, Roderick
Powers, Fort Fairfield; Androscoggin,
Joseph B. Lamb, Lisbon Falls; Cumberland, Lieut. Francis Wiggin, custom
house, Portland, who has full charge;
Franklin, C. N. Adams, East Wilton;
Hancock, Pascal P. Gilmore, Bucksport;
Kennebec, Charles E, Deering,Gardiner;
Lincoln, E. B. Hammond, Lincoln; Oxford, Lieut. George D. Bisbee, Rumford;
Penobscot, Gen. A. B. Farnham, South

Clarion

Ranges.

67 Church

“ii

Eromen R. Nilsson of Monroe,
WHEREAS,
in the County of Waldo and State of

Locations

■■

Farms,Sites

Mill Sites,

for Summer Hotels

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.
Communications regarding locations
invited and will receive attentions
when addressed to any agent! ofj the
MAINE CENTRAL, or to |

ORRIN J.DICKEY,

LOCATED ON THE LINE OF THEj

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
to
give opportunity to those desiring
make a change ir location for a new start

in life.

association at their reunion to be held in
next

August.

Water Powers

Undeveloped

SWANVILLE CENTER.

Unlimited Raw Material

Perley

McKeen and family returned to
their home in Woburn, Mass., Sept. 15th.
Mr. and Mrs. John Palmer of Monroe
visited Mr. and Mrs. H. P, White Sun-

AND

Good Farming Land

day.
Abraham Curtis of Monroe is building
a hen house and woodshed to replace
those recently burned.
Mrs. Eliza Webber of Monroe was a
recent guest of Mrs. Sarah Briggs and
Mrs. James Knowlton.

are

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU

Mrs. H. P. White and Mrs. Flora Littlefield were guests of Mr. and Mrs. C.
B. Jewett in Winterport Sept. 15tb.

MAINE

and

a-hand
goods of every description. Furniture. bedding, car
pets, stoves, etc
Antique furniture
a specialty. If yoi
have anything t<
sell drop me f>
8e con

postal card

physically

and you will
BR M.iin Street, Belfast.

Bluggish.
in tne new laxative,
sented a

t

iniacta,

is

REAL
Titles

It is probable that most chronic constijiation is due to failure to teach and insist upon regularity of habits during
childhood.
Constipation quickly contaminates the
blood, deranges the nervous system and
upsets the entire health. The victim becomes drowsy, irritable, restless, lias bad

mentally

Notary Public,

CENTRAL RAILROAD,

PORTLAND. MAINE.

DO YOU FEEL SLUGGISH?

dreams and is

Maine, by his mortgage deed dated the first
day of January, A. D. 1909, and recorded in the
Waldo County Registry of Deeds, Book 318,
Page 471, conveyed to me, the undersigned, a
certain lot or parcel of land, with buildings
thereon, situated in Monroe, in said County of
Waldo, being parts of lots numbered 260 and

261 m the first division of lots in said Monroe,
bounded and described as follows, viz.
Beginning at a stake in the road on the line of h t
No. 158; thence northwesterly by the road,
seventy-four and one-half rods to a stake and
stones; thence north forty six degrees east
twenty-one rods to stake and stones in south
line of lot No. 260; thence north forty-four
degrees west twenty-four rods to a stake and
stones in same line of lot No. 260; thence north
forty-six degrees east eighty-four rods to a
stake and stones in north line of said lot No.
260;thence south forty-' our degrees east ninety
nine and one half rods to the southeast corner
of said lot and northeast corner of lot No. 158;
thence south forty-six degrees west ninetythree rods to place of beginning, containing
fifty-seven acres, more or less; and whereas
the condition of said mortgage has been broken.
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of
the condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of
said mortgage.
Dated this first day of September, A.D 1915.
MARY ABBIE MOORE.
D. & M.
ow36

Camps

and

Richmond; Somerset, Amasa Gregory,
Madison; Washington, John E. Haley,
Cherryfield. The portrait is to be ready
for inspection and acceptance by the
surviving officers and members of the

j

Foreclosure Notice

Quarries,
Factory

|

Orrington; Sagadahoc, Erastus Hayes,

Gardiner

Street,

Belfast, Maine.

For Sale

that is iree from unpleasant effects, does
not upset the stomach nor gripe but simply gives nature the needed assistance.
Write tbe Dr. Williams Medicine Co.,
Schenectady, N. Y., for a free sample
and booklet on the treatment of constipation or get a full-size 25-cent bottle of
Pinkiets from your own

a

druggist._J

Sand and gravel delivered at
reasonable price.
CHAS. M. HiLL,

Searsport Ave.

Tel 306

DR. W. C.

MAINE REGISTER
1915-16 EDITION
AUGUST

Investigated

Deeds Executed

Cottages, Farms,

Mimmer Homes and

Kents,
Pythian Block,

Belfast, Me.

James H Duncan. C. E„
SEARSPORT. MAINE,
Land

Surveying,
Valuation of

Topographic

ISSUED

ESTATE

pre-

we

It

ub a

a. m.;

LEAVE CAMDEN, Bay View House,
9 30 a. m ; 1.30 p. ill.; 4.30 p. m.

dainty, sugar-coated, granule,

CALL

We have

It shows

8.00

BELFAST, Windsor Hotel,

LIBBY,

Hydrographic Surveys,
Engineering Work.

General

DENTIST,

1st

Timberlands,

and

lyrll

home-life repulsive.

worse

by

the demon of

drink,

With children existing, not living;
What chance for a boy do you think?
Yet bravely he battles—a hero—
And greets ub with manifest joy
When we conquer the pride that is stubborn
And answer the call of the boy.
The scene of our story has shifted.
It is night and a boy has left home;
He meets the gang down at the corner
Where evils unspeakable roam.
Then actions take place that are tragic
For wild, reckless pleasure decoys.
And souls that were white have been darkened
'Tis a pitiful call from our boys.
And we, who

are grown, must remember
When tempted to watch them askance,
That most boys who go wrong are not vicious
And all that they ask is a chance.
Just a chance to make good in the
Amid all the strife and the noise
They are pleading for this—wiil you grant it—
Will you answer the call of the boys?

battle,

—Charles C. Keith, Supt. Boys Club Malden
Federated Boys Clubs.

37 Main Street,

It contains more information
of value to Business and Professional Men of Maine than
an; other Reference Book.

For Sale

Wanted
A

PUBLISHED ANNUALLY SINCE 1870

position as
Apply

months.

cook for about nine
to

RALPH H. HOWES.

Price, $2.00 Postpaid

AT

Camden Woolens

Grenville M. Donham

THE SPECIAL'PRICE OF

$39.00
-AT-

PUBLISHER

CAN SAVE YOU MONEY

on

dress

ma-

Women and
WE terials and 8uitings for Men,Woolen
HALL’S
Mill. JACKSON &
Children, direct from the Camden

390 Congress Street,

PORTLAND,

Belfast, Me.

MAINE

F. A. PACKARD,
Manager Retail Department,
Box B, Camden, Maine

Write for samples.

|

3m84

15c

AND STORE, Boston, only
yea
HOME
and your ad. free; fights dept, stores.

SEARSPORT.
Henry Pierce of Derby, Me.,
Friday

on

was

Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Decrow of Northporl
week-end guests of W. L. Hanson and

in town

A. L. Sweetser of Derby, Ct., is in town
nursing an abscess on his hand.

Mr. Omer Cunningham has moved into the
L. M. Sargent tenement on Main street.
Charles Johnnett of Boston is at the Marden

Frank Pierce is ill with
home on Bridge Hill.

typhoid

family.
Mrs. Fannie Bridges, Middle street, has
been quite ill, from a severe cold, but at this

Mr. C. M. Knowlton has Bold his driving
horse Belgian to parties in Frankfort.

are

TO TREAT CATARRH

fever at hia

Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Staples
on a visit.

were

business.

OLD AND NEW WAY

EAST BELFAST.

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

in Thorndike

Breathing a

Germ

Killing Air Endorsed By

Actual Results.
The discovery of Hyomei hat wrought a
wonderful change in the treatment of catarrh.
Prior to three years ago the medicines ordinarily employed in the cure ‘of this disease
were drugs,
spray-, lotions, etc. In some instances they benefited, but the improvement

The News of

Brooks.
offered in great variety ef
styles and sizes for all kinds of
are

Grace Djw Bachelder has begun a second
term at Jackson Corner, where she is very
much liked.
John E. Blake

ox

oearspon

needs.

spent the week-

writing (Monday) is reported improving.
Mrs. Nettie Upham of Somerville, Mass..who
end here with his wife’s family, Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Ethel Ginn, who is with Mrs. Carrie A. has been visiting her sister, Mrs. Fanny Jones,
E. C. Boody.
home1
returned home Monday.
A. Gardner,'Middle street, went to her
House, Swan Lake, for the fall fishing.
Lincoln Hatch of Livermore Falls has been
was not
at the Narrows for Sunday, returning Monday.
lasting..
W. A. Gentner and wife of Hartford, Ct.,and
With Hyomei you take into the air passages in town looking after the heating plant of the
Amos D, Carver, who has been in town the
j
Mr.
and
Mrs.
s Drake, guests of Capt,
CharU
Miss Ruth Brown of Chicago expect to leave of your throat* and head a balsamic air that new school building.
past week, returned to New York Saturday.
and

sold one of the cottages at
Pleasant Cove to John A. Vickery of Brewer.
H. R.

Dyer

has

eral

Providence, R. 1.

The heavy frost last Thursday night put the
kibosh on squash, cucumber and tomato vines.
Gerald Hersey
Sunday, the guest

of
of

Farmington

was

in town

I

Mr.

Mrs. Edith P. Goodhue of Boston, who had
spent two weeks with her sister-in-law, MrsCarrie A. Gardner, Middle street, left by Friday afternoon’s boat, for her home.

L. M. Sargent returned Saturvisit with Mr. and Mrs. L. G Paine

and Mrs.

day from

a

iu Bath.
E. J. Morison of Belfast was in town Saturday calling on seme of his old friends of forty

Wilbur C. Magune suffered a severe ill
turn last Sunday night from the prevailing
years ago.
complaint amounting almost to an epidemic,
Fred C. Towle of Boston was in town last i The recent "hot wave” is supposed to be reweek, the guest of Mr. and Mrs. uarl Howard, I sponsible.

Navy

street.

^

Barge Oley arrived Saturday from Philadelphia with 3,000 tons of coal to the P. C. and W.
Co. at Macks Point.
Mrs. Mann and two daughters of Waltham,
Mass., are at the Brookside on Steamboat
avenue for a short visit.
Miss Marian Walker, a graduate of the
Searsport High school, is attending the Normal school in Farmington.

Mip and Mrs. Fred M. Harris of Somerville,
Mass., arrived Thursday and are enjoying the
fall

fishing

at

Swan Lake.

A. B. Colson, Miss Jeanett Colson and
Nichols Colson, who spent the summer in
town, have returned home.
Mrs.

Mrs, A. G. Closson left last week for New
York to join her husband, Capt. A. G. Closson,
in the schooner Liizie Lane.
Andrew Munkerwitz, who had been
visiting friends and relatives in town, has returned to her home in Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mrs.

Mrs.

Wingate

r.

Cram and

children,

who

Moose Point cottage,
spent
turned to their home in Bangor Monday.
the

Mrs.

I

summer

at

1

The wild wind of Sunday night tore a skylight from the*house of Miss Nellie Hichborn,
West Main street, causing her much trouble
until a kind neigbbor came to the rescue and

Mrs. Lena Field and daughter, Miss Mary,
have closed their apartment on Church street
and returned to their home in Brookline, Mass.

ples

the

trees and

in

several

places

the minutest cells, and should effectgerms and microbes of catarrh.
Its purpose is to enter the blood with the oxygen, killing the germs in the blood, and restore
health to the whole system. Many astonishing testimonials have been received from those
who have been helped by Hyomei.
A complete outfit is inexpensive and includes an inhaler, dropper and sufficient Hyomei for several weeks’ treatment.

goes into

summer’s stay

ually kill all

Friday night from a visit in Greenville with
their daughter, They also attended the Regimental reunion in Bangor.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank K. Brinkman and daughMargaret of City Point, South Boston,who
had been guests of Mr. and Mrs. Chas Hall on
Searsport avenue,left for home Tuesday after-

Perhaps the strongest evidence that

be
given
doubters, is the tact that A. A. Howes
& Co. have so much faith in Hyomei that they
sell every package under a positive guarantee
to refund the money if it does not relieve.

ter

can

to

noon.

Capt. R. W. Pattershall is driving a new
Overland car. After taking two rides with a
chauffeur he has been driving himself, but we
know that the captain is no stranger behind a
wheel.

WHITE’S CORNER, (Winterport.)
Captain Barbour and family of Stockton
were

week-end guests of C. C. Clements and

of the village—will resume its fortthe first of October, as usual
after the summer holiday. The first session
will be on Oct, 6th and the club is invited to
meet with Mrs, Lillias S. Emery, Maple street.
The topic is “Nature Studies,”

insured.

ary club

The many

amontr

who

|
WINTERPORT.

nightly meetings

Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Treat, Jr., spent the
past week in Boston.
The Hiking Club
this week by taking

Miss Nellie Butler of Bangor, former bookkeeper of the A. E. Chase Co., has been enjoying a two weeks’ vacation with friends here.
Fred H. Brown and wife, accompanied by
his sister, Mrs. Johnson, and Lincoln Hatch of
Livermore Falls, motored to that town Sept.
28th.

months, returns to Virginia this week

sailing on Friday.
Ellery Bowden,

illness of the early summer, has suffered another attach and is quite ill at this writing.

Mrs. C. W, Nealley, who had been at the
Grace Hospital, Bangor, lor the past month
for medical treatment, arrived home Saturday
afternoon.

left

few weeks ago
coast is the guest this week of
a

we were

all

as

young

and smart.

Higgins, District Deputy, and Hamilton Jenkins as Grand Prelate, with Hale Hall
as Grand Master at Arms, motored to Freedom
Sept. 22nd, where they installed the officers of
Freedom Lodge, K. of P. After business they
sat down to a tine banquet. Sept, 28th Mr.
Higgins installed the officers of Golden Crown
Lodge of Brooks.

hall

Tuesday.

Clifton Morse had 190 bushels of oats thresh•
week.

Foster is doing the threshing in this
part of the town.
Harold

Roberts, can’t be beat in the making of fine
roads, and it is a well understood fact that
auto parties always know when they strike
the boundaries and speed over Brooks soil.

enjoying and appreciating the brilliant for the Pacific
lights. They will tie especially useful to one Mr. and Mrs. Edward B. Lowe at Huntington
State Of Trade.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Wret>b of Augusta are
Clifton Whittum and George E. Chapin are in his profession who is subject to calls at any Park, California.
her sister, Mrs. F. A. Luce.
visiting
and
Nickas
traverse
Eugene
jurors
hour of the night.
serving
Expansion. Cooler weather, higher prices
A quilting and supper was held at the M. E.
Embert Ramsay is at home from M. C I. to for cotton and war orders help trade
Heavy
erson as grand juror at the September term of
j
Mr. Rupert M. Dorr has leased the new five- vestry Thursday afternoon and evening when
v.earing
apparel sells better. South much
harvest his grain and garden truck.
the Supreme court now in session in Belfast.
more
cheerful.
Cotton 2 cents up in month
the members of the Lend-a-Hand Society had
room flat recently completed by Mr. H. L.
Embert Ramsay of Pittsiield was in town and 3 and 4 cents aoove year ago. Big foreign
Eugene Kneeland of Minneapolis, who spent
Hopkins on the north side, ground floor, of his a very enjoyable meeting.
loan negotiations progressing. Export call tor
last week attending to his threshing.
the summer in Woodstock, N. B., and Presque
I Church street block, and last Monday moved
steel very heavy.
More warmth needed for
Misses Etbel and Jessie Baker returned to
Perley Allen is sica with laryngitis. He is
Isle, was in town Friday calling on relatives. ! his
but large crop certain.
Wheat growers
corn,
to
the
new
His
location.
Boston this week. Miss Baker is a student attended
family and effects
by Dr. M. M. Small of Freedom.
He left in the afternoon for his home in the
Boll weevil damage to cotton. Clearholding.
suite of rooms is formed from those formerly at
Emerson
this year and Miss Jessie
Mrs. Kittie Hannum, who recently returned ings large. —Bradstreets, Sept. 25th.
west.
used as the post office and arranged for this returns to her class in music.
to Massachusetts, is in North Middleboro.
A farewell reception will be given at the purpose when the building was erected by Mr.
A pleasant party was held at the home of
Mr. ard Mrs. Arthur W. Archer and friends
SHIP MEWS.
Cong’l vestry tomorrow, Friday, evening in Hopkins some vears ago.
Miss Ethel Thompson Wednesday
fnm Bangor were at Flat Rock on Friday
evening.
honor of Rev. and Mrs. Charles H. McElhiney.
The rainstorm of Sunday proved an all-day
evening, where with other friends a fish chow- Sept. 22d.
[
Friends of all denominations are cordially inAMERICA# PORTS.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank A. Luce, Jr., spent Satder and corn roast was enjoyed.
one with a tremendous wind which did quite
vited.
New York, Sept 21.
Ar, sch Lizzie Lane,
and
his
an amount of damage, putting telephone lines
Sunday with
parents, Mr. and Bridgewater, N S; 22, sld, sch Ira B Elleme,
Flat Reck has proved a popular place this urday
F.
Mrs.
A.
Luce.
Mrs. Ellen D. Lieb and daughter, Miss out of commission, blowing cff sky-lights, etc. past week.
Bangor; ar, sch Elsie A Bayles, Port WashingSaturday the teachers of the
Mr. and Mrs. Newell, Mr. and Mrs. Justin ton, L 1; 23, sld, schs Frontenac, Hampton
Louise, left Tuesday morning after spending The rain ceased with the darkness (to begin Frankfort and Winterport public schools were
Charles W Alcott, Perth Amboy for
Roads;
the summer in town. Mrs. Lieb will spend the again for a short time in the evening) but the
given a corn roast there by Supt. Leroy Jackson, Chester Gray and mother, attended Camden; 25, sld, sch Methebesec, Port Reading
Union fair last Saturday.
winter in North Berwick, the guest of her wind continued to roar all through the night. Robinson.
for Mt Desert ferry; 27, ar, sch W D Hilton,
Mr. and Mrs. M. M. Wentworth went to Bangor.
sister, Mrs. John Burleigh and Miss Leib will Monday morning dawned clear and bright,
October promises to be of special interest to
Boston, Sept 23. Ar, schs Annie and Reuben,
Belfast Monday for a few days. Mr. Wentbut with a high wind still blowing.
resume her duties at the National Park Semimembers of the Metludist Sunday school.
Stonington, Me; Fannie F Hall, Bangor; W D
worth is on the grand jury.
nary, Washington, D. C.
do; 24, sld, sch Mabel E Goss, StockMangam,
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. ft. Hacsell (nee Annie Sta- The work of rallying has already begun and
Charles Boynton will have 200 barreis of ton; 25, ar, sch Mary Ann McCann, Eaton’s
Miss Margaret E. Butman,daughter of Capt. ples) of Philadelphia, Pa., arrived in Sears- the entire enrollment can be classed and startL
1.
apples this year on the stock farm, so-called, Neck,
and Mrs. James P. Butman, a graduate of the port. Sept. 18th, guests of Capt. and Mrs. ed on the new year's work Sunday, October and which he
Philadelphia, Sept 21. Ar, sch Pendleton
did not sell last spring when he
Sisters, Port Morant; 22, ar, sch Wm Booth,
Graded lessons were introduced one
Boston Conservatory of Music, has accepted Joseph Sweetser. Sunday, Capt. and Mrs. third.
moved to Poor’s Mills.
Somes Sound; 23, cld, stm Millinocket, New
the position of first assistant pianist in the Sweetser, accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Han- year ago and have proved very satisfactory.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Carter have gone to York; sld, sch Susie H Davidson, Bath; 24, ar,
sch Wm Bisbee, Sullivan.
Brandon College, Fort Brandon, Manitoba! sell, motored to Stockton, Springs to spend the New classes have been formed, among them
Portland, where Mr. Carter will have an operMobile, Sept 25. Sld, sch Henry Crosby, GiThe college has 3,000 pupils. Miss Butman day with Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Hanson, Mr. the organized Women’s class which has proved
ation for appendicitis. Mr. Carter’s parents bara; 27, ar, sch
Georgia G'lkey, Tampico.
left Boston Sept. 22d to begin her work at the and Mrs. Hansell remaining for a few days’ so successful in other churches. The pastor's
are caring for their children.
Jacksonville, Sept 24. Ar, bark John S
visit.
wife, Mrs. A. J. Lockhart, who is teacher of
college.
Buenos
Ayres.
Among those attending the fair in Union Emery,
this class, will welcome new members at any
Norfolk, Sept 25. Cld, sch Jacob M Haskell,
David Marshall, formerly of Frankfort, Me.,
were Stanley Curtis,
Bartlett Richards and Puerto Cabello, Van.
of the class. An enrollment of fifty
SANDYPOINT.
meeting
but for some time a resident of this place,
Cecil Gay, Fred Gay and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Aguirre, P R, Sept 21. Sld, sch Horace A
members is the standard set within the next
Ed Bean, Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Bean and Mr. Stone, Jacksonville (to load for Boston.)
passed away last Saturday after an illness of three
months. The tfoard announces the folAsa Styles spent Sunday in Bangor.
Bangor, Sept 22
£>ld, sch Eagle Wing, Norseveral weeks from a complication of troubles,
Sterns.
folk; 23, ar, sch Florence & Lillian, Camden;
low ing classes: First Year Beginners, Miss
Miss Louise Nash of Bangor is the guest of the heart
sch Wesley Abbott, Newark; 24, ar, stm L
finally giving way. He, with his Wiuifred
sld,
Nealley; Second Year Primary, Mrs.
Mrs. Carrie Healey.
LINC0LNV1LLE.
V Stoddard, Philadelphia; 25, ar, sch Andrew
young son, have occupied the tiny building
J. H. Thayer; Second Year Juniors, Miss HarNebinger, Islesboro; 26, sld, stm L V Stoddard,
R. F. Springer and family have returned to owned by Peleg Griffin, situated at the exriet Moody; First Year Intermediate (boys),
I. V. Miller was in Belfast Saturday on busi- Philadelphia; 27. ar, sch Ira B Ellems, New
treme southern end cf School street.
their home in Lisbon Fells.
The
York; 28, ar, sch Lizzie I Small, Boston.
Mr. Roderic Stanley; Second Year Intermed- ness.
ui., wvuuaj
Searsport, Sept 22 Sld, barge Cleona, PhilaMrs. H. M. Griffin and Miss Fostina Griffin
laie, Mrs. Walter Arey, Miss Lena M. Sprowl;
Several from here will attend the Belmont delphia; 23, ar, barge Waccomaw, Weymouth;
the
Rev.
A.
E.
BeauCongregational chapel,
spent two days last week in Bangor, shopping.
Second Year Senior (boys), Mr. W. H. Lord; fair this week.
sun
ma, oarge nano, t,iizaoeinpori; m, ar,
mont officiating. The interment was in FrankMassasoit, Boston; barge Oleys, Philadelphia;
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Littlefield of Brewer
fort.
A large company from this town attended 25, aid, stm Massasoit, eastward.
He leaves, beside the son who lived Organized Young Women’s, Mrs. William
were guests of F. F. Perkins and family FriEllingwood; Women’s Llass, Mrs. A. J. Lock- the Unioa fair
with him, a married daughter residing in BelStockton, Sept 23. Sld, sch N H Burrow,
Sept. 22nd.
day.
New York; 24, ar. sch Nellie Grant, to load
hart; Adult (mixed), Rev. A. J. Lockhart, Dr.
fast.
Percy Aiken and Miss Mary Coggins of Ban- lumber; 26, sld, schs Stony Brook, Boston;
E.
H.
The
entire
work
of
the
Boyington.
Mr. Fred Porter and wife and Miss Thelma
gor are guests of Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Coggins. Ro bert Pettis, do; 27, sld, sch John Peirce,
The Misses Hichborn, Church street, are re- month will lead up to Sunday School
Day which
Ferguson spent Sunday at their camp at GonNew York.
Don’t forget that the town fair will be held
over their new electric lights. The
joicing
will
be
dola Point.
appropriately observed on October
FOREIGN PORTS.
fixtures and wiring of the entire house and thirty-first. Teachers are
Oct.
followed
a
dance
in
6th,
the
by
evening.
requested to preLisbon, Sept 16. Ar, sch Singleton Palmer,
Mrs. Albert Shute and daughter of Bangor
stable was the gift of their brother, Hon. C. S. sent a
Dinner
will
be
in
the
served
hall
for
26
Norfolk.
cents.
complete outline of this quarters’ work
spent last Thursday with her mother Mrs. EdPernambuco, Sept 20 Ar, stm F J Lisman,
Hichborn, and his wife, of Augusta, “as a at the teacher’s meeting on Saturday Oct. 2nd If stormy, postponed to first fair day followna Cousins,
New York via San Juan for Rio Janeiro; 23, ar,
Christmas present." Stockton was Mr. Hich- held at the
ing.
parsonage.
sch Magnus Manson, Torrey, New York via
Miss Angie Sleeper returned Monday from born’s birthplace and here he grew to young
Neddie Fuller of Lewiston, who spent the Newport News (all well.)
Camden, where she has been for several days manhood. During a recent visit to Boston he
Halifax, Sept 18. Returned 16th sch TarraNORTHPORT NEWS.
past week at F. H. Rankin’s, returned home
tine, hence for Bridgewater and New York (in
with relatives.
and his wife selected of the electrical firm of
Friday.
tow of tug Scotsman, for repairs, having been
Extensive improvements are being made by
Mrs. Mary F. French returned Friday from McKenney & Waterbury the fixtures for the
Miss Nellie Pendleton, who has been board- in collision fa the harbor with a warship.)
Rio Janeiro, Sept 20.
Prospect, where she has been visiting her sis- house and last Monday Wilbur C. Magune Mrs, J. W. Blaisdell on her summer place in ing with Mrs. Effie Rankins, returned to BosSld, ship Timandra,
Merrithew
Barbados; 23, sld, sch Augustus H Babcock,
finished
the
same.
The sisters much
square.
wiring
ter, Mrs. Ira Ward.
ton Friday.
stm FJ Lisman, New
Quinlan,
Barbados;
25,
ar,
the very illuminating gift. The
A number of the cottages are still open,
Clifton Merrill of Brewer, Albion Merrill of appreciate
Mrs. Fremont Young and daughter Helen York via San Juan.
lights are a joy and comfort and anyone an- although several families left this week for
MARINE MISCELLANY.
Augusta, Arthur Merrill of Pittsfield spent
of Brockton, Mass., are guests of Hon. and
his house wired will find Mr. their winter homes.
Sunday with their mother, Mrs. Agnes Merrill ticipating having
Boston, Sept 26. The new steamer Franklin,
Mrs. A. H. Miller.
a most satisfactory workman and inMagune
owned
by the Coaotwise Transportation Comat her cottage here.
Edbert C. Wilson, State engineer of AuMrs. Annie Watson of Providence, R. I., is pany, has gone to Baltimore to load 85t0 tons
genious in the extreme in the manipulation
who
is
for
the
town
and
gusta,
Rev.
and
Mrs.
surveying
A.
E.
city
had
ocBeaumont,who
of coal for Alexandria, Egypt.
I,
a guest of her mother, Mrs. J. C. Miller, at
of his “snake" through the walls of a house.
o f Belfast on the Little River bridge
Santo, Brazil, Sept 25. Bark Skoda, from
cupied Mrs. Pierce’s house during the summer His
property, Hillside for two weeks.
insulating is very carelully done, too, he is a
St. Andrews Bay May 20 for Buenos Ayres, beat
The
have returned to Bangor,where Mr. Beaumont
guest
Waquoit.
having worked for several years in Boston,
David and Sam Rubinstein of Rockland were fore reported here in distress, must discharge
will resume his studies at the theological semiMrs. Lake Smith and two daughters, who
to refit mast.
The captain estimates
where the building ordinances are more rigidin town this week with a fine assortment of cargo
that the cost to discharge and reload will
nary.
Mrs.
the
summer
Smith
here,
officiating
ly enforced than in Maine, He takes up no spent
and fancy goods, clothing, etc.
dry
amount to $3,500.
as pianist in the Bayside Theater, left today
Mr. and Mrs. Harrie Partridge returned to floors,
only an occasional board in attic, closet,
Boston, Sept 26. The steamer J T. Morse,
Boston by boat Saturday. They were accom- or corner of room, under carpet, where it for their home in Orange, N. J.
which was damaged by collision with the steamWEST FRANKFORT.
er
Pemaquid at Stonington. Me., recently companied by Master Manloy Burrows who had causes no
The grounds for the new country clubhouse
injury, consequently the house is
Mr. and Mrs. Angie Lane spent Sunday with pleted repairs at East Boston yesterday and
been spending the summer with his aunt, Mrs. little
have
been
staked
and
the
road
to
out,
leading
disturbed during the process of putting
left for Rockland.
She will he in the regular
his sister, Mrs. Eliza Curtis.
Fred Blanchard.
service between Rockland and Bar Harbor.
the lights in, which is a great consideration to it will be built this fall so that work on the
^
several
has
boarders
durin
the
Mrs.
Charles
Grant
spring.
the busy housewife. We most heartily recom- building may begin early
mend Mr. Magune to those in need of wiring,
A very successful baked bean supper was ing the building of the new bridge.
Bow’s This?
*
broke the limbs from

the trees.

are

tuva

as

his

work

a.

fulfills

A

iiuui

all insurance require-

We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward ments.
for any case of Catarrh that cannot be
cured be Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
A CLOGGED SYSTEM
;F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, O.
NEEDS ATTfcN I ION
We, the : undersigned, have known F. J.
Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him
Are you bilious, dizzy and listless? Dr. King’s
all
in
business
transactions
honorable
perfectly
and financially able to carry out any obliga- New Life Pills taken at once seizes upon contions made by his firm.
stipation and starts the bowels moving naturalNATIONAL BANK OF COMEERCE,
ly and easily. Moreover it acts without gripToledo, 0.
Hall’s Catarrh Core ia taken internally, act- ing. Neglect of a clogged system often leadB
ing directly upon tbe blood and mucous sur- to most serious complications. If you wish to
faces of the system. Testimonials sent free. wake
up tomorrow morning happy in mind and
Price 75 cents per bottle. Sold by all Drugentirely satisfied, start your treatment tonight.
gists.
26c a bottle.
Take Hall’a Family Pills for constipation.

j

served last Friday night at The Waquoit,
The old bridge known as “the Lord bridge”
which was kindly given for the affair by Mra. has been torn away and a new steel bridge
Lillian C. Roes. The supper was under the will take its place.
auspices of the Ladies* Aid of the East NorthMrs. Jennie Cass has returned to North
port church and the proceeds amounted to
after spending a number of weeks
Searsport
about $25 net. Some 70 or more were present
with Mrs. E. B. Thayer.
and after a fine supper games were enjoyed.
Mrs. and Mrs. Leslie Drew, who spent the
Mrs. Lake Smith of Orange, N. J., favored
summer with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Angie
the company with piano solos, which were
to Massachusetts, where he
The committee included Lane, have gone
most enjoyable.
has employment.
Mrs. Effie Mink, Mrs. Isaac Bills, Mrs. Henry
Mrs. Augustus Tripp of Swanville, formerly
Hills, Mrs. Harriet Whiting, Mrs. Bradley
Whitten, Mrs. Mott Mendell, Mrs. C. O. of this town, was stricken with paralysis very
Dicke y, Mrs. Walter C. Mahoney, Mrs. L. C, suddenly Sept. 27th. Her daughter, Mrs. Robert Curtis, was called there by her illness.
Rosa.

j

•

WHAT CATARRH IS

It has been said that every third
person has catarrh in some form.

Science has shown that nasal catarrh
often indicates a general weakness
of the body; and local treatments in
the form of snuffs and vapors do little,
if any good.
To correct catarrh you should treat its
by enriching your blood with the
oil-food in Scott’s Bmulsion which is a
medicinal food and a building-tonic, free
fromalcohol or any harmful drugs. Try it.
® Scott ft Bowne, Bloomfield, N,
J,

I

right
nearTHE PERFECT CLARION

WOOD & BISHOP CO.

E-“'d

Bangor, Maine

W. A. HALL, Belfast, Maine.
BELFAST
Corrected

PRICE CURRNET.
Weekly for The Journal.

PRODUCE MARKET.

PAID

'

PRODUCER

Lard

j Special
Arbuckle
Coffee
20c. a pound

BORN.
Gray. Ir. Orland, Sept 13, to Mr and Mrs
Alvertie E Gray, a daughter.
Grant.
In Swan’s Island, Sept 3, to Mr
and Mrs Ralph Grant, a son.
Hamblen. In Ellsworth, Sept 17, to Mr
and Mrs Edward H Hamblen, Jr a son.
Leach. In Penobscot, Sept 16, to Mr and
Mrs Buford B Leach, a daughter.
Nickerson.
In Orland, Sept 13, to Mrs and
Mrs William W Nickerson, a daughter.
In
Quimby.
Bucksport. Sept 10. to Mr and i
Mrs Elliott A Quimby, a son.
Roch. In Castine, Sept 6. to Mr and Mrs |
Arthur S Roche, a son,
Stanley. Cranberry Isle, Sept 12, to Mr
and Mrs Andrew E Stanley, a son.
Wood, In Orland, Sept 12, to Mr and Mrs
Frederick E Wood, a daughter.

Three pounds for

50c.
_______________

A.A. Howes & Co.
Groceries, Drugs and

MARRIED.

Medicines.

Arey-Powell.
In
Hampden Highlands,
Sept 21, by Rev C H Johonnett, Sidney H
Arey and Miss Addie M Rowell both of Hampden Highlands.
Arey-Clark. In Camden, Sept 22, by Rev
S E Froh ck, Fremont C Arey and Mrs Jessie
Clark, both of Camden.
Edmunds-Cunningham. In Troy, Sept 26,
Harold Edmunds of Burnham and Miss Withe-

.-

the

Methodist

In

Belfast, Sept 22.

at

Horace

B

parsonage,

by

Rev

and

SCHOOL~OF~SPhl:cH
ARTISTIC

Training

for

EXPRESSION

Platform and Sta.

Deportment
Training
l'liysleal Cult urc
Melody in Speech
Heading
Dauring
Special courses for
Clubs, Societies, etc.
Year begins October
Voice

lublic Speak
Dramath V
111 hie

"liakesp,

I

u.

literature
Hrlianientai

members

\\

f

Send f.

oth.

.Address A I H11 I \ C
I'O'l
|
(iaiiislmro Kiiiidiiig. Studio <
I,
ton Ave
t.osion, Ma.--.
2w38
Phone B i

Sellers, Fred E Patterson of Belfast and Miss
Ph’ 11is Clark of Dixmont.
I\Ead-Bicknei.l In Rockland, Sept 29, by
Rev A P Allen, Norman Allen Read of Belfast
and Miss Esley Bicknell of Rockland.
Peterson-Stanley. In Bar Harbor, Sept 20
by Rev A M MacDonald, Nils G Peterson, and
Miss Ruth F

—

POIE

mena Cunningham of Troy.
Gross-Hutchins. In Castine. Sept 15 by
Rev D P Pelley, John W Gross of Castine and
Miss Lora P Hutchins, of Penobscot.
Johnson Berry. In Unity, Sept 24, Ralph
Johnson of Waterville and M’ss Daisy Berry
of Troy.
Nickerson-Mills. In Palmyra, Sept 22 by
Rev N R Pearson, Benjamin A Nickerson of
Somerville, Mass, and Miss Gertude E Mills of

Palmyra.
Patterson-Clakk.

s

|

Wheat Meal,

13

Howes’

u. u.

provements. It is .being widened, graded,
CENTER MONTVILLE.
ditched, and further beautified with a fine new
cement bridge with iron railing. A nice walk
Miss Christie Walker is working for George
will be made the length of this street, and also
Carter.
on Emmons street as far as the High school
A1 Martz’s show appeared at the Grange
building. Our road commissioner, Stanley

ed last
who

every evidence of
manufacture. Consult your
est Clarion dealer.

The canning factory has had u fairly successful season, employing s number of men
and women. The corn pack has been good
and the factory closed this week.

The heavy gale which reached here about
joyed the harvest moon
M. J. Dow has gradually improved so he
noon Sunday and has not abated at this writmoonlight hike.
walks about the “Corners,” and has an occaDr. and Mrs. E. H. Boyington were in Pitts- ing, Monday p. m., has done great damage to sional drive. His large circle of friends and
*
field this past week, making the trip in their the orchards in this section.
neighbors are highly pleased that he is so
car.
Mrs. Mary Haley was hostess for the Ladies' much better, and are hoping that his brain will
The Methcdiet .Circle met Tuesday and Club last Saturday afternoon. The usual time entirely recover its normal condition. Mr.
was spent at whist and an artists’ contest folDow’s sister, Mrs. Lizzie D. Robertson, of
gave their first tsupper after the summer
lowed. Delicious refreshments of salad, as- South Braintree, Mass., is with them for a
recess.
sorted sandwiches, chicken patties and tarts, time, and Mrs. Abbie Dow will work in the
Miss Hilda Williams, upon her return from
were served by the hostess, assisted
by Mrs. millinery rooms of Frances Merritt as usual.
a
week
in
town before^leaving
Bermuda, spent
Emma Haley and Miss Phyllis Haley.
for Boston for the winter.
Wall street is seeing some wonderful im-

summer

give

s

Oreo Cheney Higgins and wife passed the
week-end in Unity with the Sturgis family, j
aiso visiting for one day withhold schoolmates
at Jones’ Corner, South Unity.

a

Mrs. Julia Kellam, who has been with her
daughter, Mrs. William Ellingwood for the

CLARION
the sure sign of highest quality.
In materials, in construction, in
finish and in operation Clarions

Mr. and Mrs. Cheney Higgins spent some
days last week with relatives in Bangor, hav- !
ing a rather rough trip home in the evening (
of the "line gale,” so-called.

ei

Mr. and Mrs. William McNulty of Dorchester returned on Thursday after a month with
Mrs. McNulty’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. George
Grant.

LOOK FOR THE NAME

Apples,per
10 001a41
bbl,1.00r2.90| Hay,
44
dried, per lb., 7! Hides,
C6
Misses Louise Libby and Laura Bickford
3 25a3 50 Lamb,
Beans, pea,
Rl
students of Bangor High school, were at home
3 75i Lamb Skint,
Beans. Y. E.,
76
Butter,
28a30| Mutton,
for the week-end.
8
Beef, sides,
32 lb.,
42
84*10'Oats,
Our milliner, Frances Merritt, recently re- Beef,
Miss Abbie Littlefield of Monroe visited at
8'
forequarters,
75
Potatoes,
60 Round Hog,
the home of her uncle, Marcus Littlefield, turned from Boston and now has on display Barley, bu,
10
24 Straw.
in her show room the finest assortment of Cheese,
7.00
several days recently.
25
Chicken,
26a30
Turkey,
18 Tallow,
Quite a number from this vicinity have em- millinery yet seen here. Hats are certainly Calf Skins,
2
than ever thi? season, with no "freaks” Duck.
20'Veal,
12al3
ployment with the saco Valley Canning Co. at prettier
36
included.
Egg*.
Wool, unwashed,
3
the Biaisdell plant.
16 Wood, hard,
Fowl,
5.00
Mr. and Mrs.Earl Roberts have returned from Geese,
IS Wood, soft,
Walter Bicknell of Hampden came to C. B
3.50
a honeymoon spent at me beach, and are fitRETAIL PRICE.
RETAIL MARKET.
Jewettt’s Monday with machinery to prepare
ting up a suite of rooms in the pretty modern Beef, Corned,
18 Lime,
his ensilage corn for the silo.
1 10
house of Roy Godding, and will board with Butter Salt, 141b., 18a22 Oat Meal,
5
Mrs. A, D. Godsoe and Mrs. Clara Fish of
95
Corn,
4
Onions,
that family. Mrs. Huberts, nee Arline Estes,
East Hampden, formerly of this town, are
Cracked Corn,
92 Oil, kerosene,
12al3
will continue with her fatner in the post office.
Corn Meal,
92 Pollock,
7
visiting friends in this vicinity.
22 Pork,
13
Eight of our lively young people after work- Cheese,
Mrs. E. M. Dolloff of Gardiner and Mrs.
Cotton Seed,
180 Plaster,
1.13
ing all day in tne corn factory, autoed to
10 Rye Meal,
Codfish, dry,
Emma Bussey of Camden were callers at Mrs.
4
Palermo to the Grange fair a d ball given last Cranberries,
g Shorts.
1 55
H. E. Haley’s Saturday afternoon.
19 Sugar,
7
week, arriving home at 6 a. m., and soon after Clover Seed,
7 00a8 75 Salt, T. I.,
Workman have been engaged for several
40
going to the factory for the day’s work. Flour,
H. G. Seed,
3 75 Sweet Potatoes,
5
days past, in rebuilding the granite foundation Would
family.

Miss Elsie Gilkey of Searsport has returned
home from a visit with Mrs. F. A. Flanders,
who has also been entertaining her niece, Miss
Flora Porter of Providence, R. I., who returned home last Saturday.

were

children of the village responding
to the liberal offer of Mr. W.F.Tundy to attend
About forty members of Penobscot L.odge,
K. of P. .attended the funeial of their brother, at his expense the moving picture snow last
Frank Herrick, in Ea6t Belfast last Thursday. Saturday afternoon, presented an attractive
picture, with childish enthusiasm, interest
Mrs, Charlotte B. Ford and daughter, Dr.
! and pleasure, as reported by the one or two
Millie C. Ford, who 6pent the summer in town,
adults who attend as spectators.
have returned to their home in Milwaukee,
Mrs. Josiah L. Lancaster, who has been fcith
Wis.
her parents, Capt. and Mrs, Horace M. Griffin,
F. H. Mosman and daughter Clarabel, who
Middle street, for the past ten days left on the
spent the summer at their cottage at Mosman
boat Friday for Boston en route to Providence,
returned
their
home
in
North
have
to
Park,
R. I., to join her husband, wno is superintendReading. Mass.
ing the erection of a building there for the
Capt. and Mrs. A. M. Ross and daughter well known firm of Boston contractors, BigeEmily left Wednesday for Tampa, Fla., where low & Harriman.
they will spend the winter in their new bungaEarly in the week Wilbur C. Magune, Midlow, built the past season.
dle street, began wiring the buildings of Dr.
The heavy wind Sunday from the southG. A. Stevens, Church street, for electricity
west, accompanied by rain, shook many ap- and the dcctor will soon be
those
from

a

temporarily repaired the damage with canvas.
Mrs. F. A. Flanders will hold a millinery
The Ladies’ Aid Society of the Universalist
! Church will resume its weekly meetings this opening at her parlors, 10 Searsport avenue,
week after its usual warm weather vacation. Saturday, Oct. 2nd, when she will be pleased
It will be entertained by Mrs. Charles Emery to show her line of goods to the public. Her
this, Thursday, afternoon, for work. All are work is always serviceable and pleasing to her
patrons.
cordially invited.
T.he residence of Fred Robbins on the PatMr. Charles Snow, who is teaching in the
High school, as during the past year, has as an terson road was burned to the ground last
assistant Miss Gertrude Swasey of Lincoln, Thursday night at 11.30. Mrs. Robbins was
She has charge of the eighth and alone with the children while Mr. Robbins was
Maine.
She is boarding with Mrs.
ninth grades.
attending the Union fair. The family made
their escape in their night clothes to the street
! Frank Foster, School street.
with clothing in their arms and rushed to the
Miss Isabelle Young, eldest child of Mr. and
Mrs. Will Young, Middle 6treet, underwent a neighbors and gave the alarm. The fire combut the fire had made
I surgical operation last Saturday for adenoids. pany quickly responded,
such headway before discovered that it was
Dr. E. D. Tapley of Belfast was the operating
impossible to save only a few of the household for the fence at
surgeon, with Dr. G. A. Stevens of this place
Pilgrims Home cemetery.
The cause is thought to be from a deassisting. Monday she was able to attend goods.
Ei.
*->.
oiemeni, wno rained irom a serious
fective chimney. The buildings and furniture
school.

re-

Lieut, and Mrs. Wilbur J. Carver, Mr. H. R.
Dyer and Miss Florence Colcord are on a hunting trip at Packard’s Camp, Sebec Lake.

homes Oct. 1st after
the Gentner cottage.

tor their
at

Mr. and Mrs. E. O. Pendleton returned last

ar.d Mrs. Harvey Cunningham son
Ralph and daughter, Mrs. Rena Dobson, motored to Stockton Springs Sunday to call on Mr.
and Mrs. W. L. Hanson.
Mr.

Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Sar-

gent.

Mrs. H. M. Griffin Middle street for sevdays, left Sept. 26tb, for their home in

STOVEs]

CLARION HEATING

Geo B. Roberts has his friend Mr. John
Cahill of Boston as a guest for a short time.

Notice of First Meeting of Cu
In the District Court of the United
the District of Maine.
In the matter of

Stanley,

both of Cranberry Isles.
Sturtevant-Clark
In Sherman, Sept 22,
Rev
F
Theron
Sturtevant of PittsParker,
by
field and Miss Jessie Clark of Sherman.
Treworgy-Bennett, In Bucksport, Sept
23, by Rev H W Webb, Edwin E Treworgy
and Miss Mary Bennett, both of Verona.
Wardwell-Gray. In Belfast. Sept 27, by
Rev Haraden S Pearl, Louis L Wardwell ami
j
Miss Lizzie Gray, both of Castine.

William
Q Spinney, Bankrupt,

1,1

'iI:K

j

To the

Creditors of William Q
Prospect, in the County of \Y
trief aforesaid, a Bankrup':
Notice is hereby given that on t b,
September. A.D 191,'\ tjie said \Y
noy was duly adjudicated Bankrup
the First Meeting of his Creditors
at the office of Dunton & Morse, S iv
Building, Belfast, Maine, on the
October, A. D. 19-5, at ten o’clock b
noon, at which time and place the
tors may attend, prove their claims,
DIED.
Trustee, examine the Bankrupt, anil
such other business as may properly
Bunker. In Bernard, Sept 11, Capt A G ! fore said
JOHN R. M.\:
meeting.
Bunker, aged 78 years.
Referee in Bank
Black. In Vinalhuven, Sept 11, William
Bangor. Maine, September 27, 191
Black, a native of Scotland, aged 65 years.
Burial at Granite, Md.
Blackington. In Rockland, Sept 16, Anson
U Blackington, aged 67 years, 8 mouths and 8

j
!

j
J

Notice

days.
In Port Blakely. Wash, Nathan
Bucklin, formerly of South Warren.
Butler. In Rockland, Sept 24, Lincoln Butler of Camnen, aged 45 years.
Emerton. In Bar Harbor, Sept 18. Ellen F,
wife of Joseph Emerton of Ellsworth Falls, I
aged 66 years, 5 months and 9 days.
Hastings. In Waltham, Sept 20, Amanda
D, widow of Richard Hastings, aged 88 years,
Bucklin.

3 months and 14 days.
Heath. In West Penobscot, Sept 16,
Louise Heath, aged 1 year, 3 months, 25

Edna
days.
SPURLING. In Cranberry Isles, Sept 15. Josiah
Y Spurting, aged 71 years, 6 months, 16 days.
Wardwell.
In Penobscot, Sept 19, Mrs
Fannie E Wardwell, aged 44 years, 6 months
and 11 days.

E. H. BOYINGTON,
Eye-Sight Specialist

To Let
A

HOUSE

OF

Charles
unfurnished.

SEVEN

street

Inquire

2w39p

ROOM-

extension, furt
the premis,
JEFFORD SI:

on

over poor & son>
occupied by Dr
Store or to C. O
2w39

office
TheMore
recently

Apply

the Drug
btreet.

at

Church

THE,

OF

DR 0. S. VICKERY has removed
from his residence. Church street, t
block over the Old Corner Drug sihe has a suite of rooms fully equ’
doing eye, ear, nose and throat wor
9 to 12 and 1 to 4.
4*

BOYINUTON OPTICAL CO.,
44 South Main Street, Winterport, Maine
OFFICE DAYS,

MONDAYS

AND

TUESDAYS.

AT THE
Forest House, Monroe, Wednesday, a. m.
October 6.
York’s Hotel, Brooks, Thursday, October 7.
The Hotel, Thorndike, Friday, a m. October
I

WILL BE

8.
8.

Central House, Unity, Friday, p.

m.

October

Bellows House, Freedom, Saturday,
October 9.

a.

m.

Residence for Sale
ROOM HOUSE

Union street, with
and fruit trees,
doub'e windows end screens. Fine well of
water.
Nicely located in good surroundings.
Many other good bargains. Apply to

EIGHT
stable,

£

acre

on

of land

DICKEY-KNOWLTON,

Real Estate

3w39

Company, Belfast.

Farm for Sale
BARGAIN IN MAINE.
Opportunity knocks only once; your great
is to
satisfaction
for
and
chance
prosperity
BUY NOW the beautiful home known as the
Robbins-Frank Berry-Heagan farm.
Frank Grady, caretaker; no trespassing under penalty of law. Address
F. E. ELKINS. 131 Eureka Street,
San Francisco, California.
35tf

BIGGEST

TO LET

cause

teiument at

l [A
pply

A

after 9 a. m.
ON

16

C(\ndon
0k-

THE

2w89p

street.

PREMISES.

lower part of the a
19 Cedar street; seven
bath.
Apply to
C. O. POOR, 28 Church
2w39

Thehouse,

NOTICE.

IjiXF.CUTKlX’s
n
by gives notice that she lias be*
pointed executrix of the last will ami
1 lie suns.

of

ANDREW H. LOKHIMKK. late of >
in the County of Waldo, deceased.
having demands against the esiah*
ceased are desired to present the s.
tlement, and all indebted tin it to a;
to make payment unmeoialely
MERCY M. l.oRl
Bearsport, Me., Sep 14, 1915.
4
l)M IN I Si RA I OK’S NOTICE
A scriber hereby gives notice tlun
duly appointed administrator, wi tb
nexed, of the estate of
ELLEN A SMALL, late ot Se:u
in the County of Waldo, deceased

bonds as the law directs. All person
mantis against the estate of said ddesired to present the same lor sen
ail indebted thereto are requested n

«

l<

ment immediately to Harry E, nan::'
port. Me., my authorized agentm ii

Maine.

FREl) C. Kld\

Boston,

.'

Mass., Sept. 14, 1915.
NOTICE. 11

ADMINISTRATOR’S
hereby gives notice
administrator
er

duly appointed

that In
the <•-'

of

HURD, late of Liberty
in the County of Waldo, deceased,
EVA ('.

bonds as the law directs. Ail peis.-i
demands against the estate ot said dr.
desired to present the same for soli I*
all indebted thereto are requested to m
ment immediately.
CLARENCE M l*
Liberty, Me., Sept. 1A. 1915.
■

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORI

A

